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This investigation is concerned with determining what influence, if

any, results from the dependence upon foreign sources of petroleum by the

United States, France, Great Britain, and the Soviet Union. The influence

that petroleum plays upon the changing attitudes of these four nations

towards Israel and the Arab nations is ascertained by the utilization of

primary and secondary sources.

The study analyzes all the resolutions that have been adopted by the

United Nations Security Council in the years between 1948 and 1976

dealing specifically with the Arab-Israeli conflict. Other chapters analyze

each of the four nations to which attention is being directed.

This study concludes that the growing and continuing dependence upon

Arab oil has influenced the foreign policies the four nations have assumed

toward the Arab-Israeli conflict.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

For more than a quarter of a century the Middle East

has been a major focus of worldwide attention and concern.

The search for a solution to the persistent Arab-Israeli

conflict continues to occupy many nations and international

organizations, the United Nations taking the leading role

among the latter. The volatile situation, with its four

major wars and periods of tense truce, has been on the

United Nations' agenda more than any other single item.

Peace remains an abstract concept today in the Middle East.

Throughout the course of the United Nations delib-

erations on the Middle East question, Israel has been

consistently disappointed about the outcome of debates in

the Security Council, the General Assembly, and in the

various committees. United Nations actions, commencing

shortly after Israel's entry into the United Nations on

May 11, 1949, have led to a general Israeli disenchantment

with the utility and competence of the Organization in

dealing with matters of intrinsic concern to the Israeli

state. This attitude was reinforced by the failures of the

General Assembly resolution of May 14, 1948, and the

Security Council resolution of May 22, 1948,to effect a

1
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truce and to prevent the combined Arab armies from invading

the newly proclaimed nation, which, ironically, had been

created by the United Nations' Partition Resolution of

November 29, 1947.1

The specific attention of this work will be directed

toward the United Nations Security Council. The goal is

to show, in a chronological and analytical method, the

evolution of voting trends amongstfour of the five

permanent members of the Security Council (excluding

Nationalist China) on resolutions pertaining to Arab-Israeli

issues. The influence, if any, of the petroleum factor

upon voting behavior will be assessed. An analysis of the

petroleum requirements of the United States, the Soviet

Union, France, and the United Kingdom, the import of crude

petroleum by them from the various Middle Eastern and

Persian Gulf oil-producing nations, and various statements

and actions by governmental and private bodies will also

be assessed as to their influence upon the positions taken

in the Security Council: The contention of this paper is

that the vital requirement for petroleum, at least in the

last four years, has had a bearing on how the four nations

vote in the United Nations Security Council. This

influence has been greater upon the United States, France,

and the United Kingdom than the Soviet Union.

Yearbook of the United Nations 1947-48, United Nations
Document A/519 (Lake~Sucess, 1949), pp. 247-251.
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The first chapter will review the adopted Security

Council resolutions pertaining to the Arab-Israeli conflict.

In the period from March 5, 1948, to November 11, 1976,

there was a total of eight-four such resolutions, in

addition to two consensus statements. By looking at the

texts of these resolutions and how the permanent members of

the Security Council voted on them, any trends, if they

exist, should become visible. It is also appropriate to

keep in mind that there were many other resolutions which

were not adopted for one reason or another,

Each of the next four chapters will individually

assess the voting habits of the Security Council members.

Nationalist China will not be analyzed in this examination.

Its role in world affairs has been minor except in the

context of the Taiwan-Mainland China controversy. An

examination of Security Council resolutions reveals a very

similar pattern of voting by Nationalist China and the

United States. This occurrence is probably influenced in

part by the great dependence of Taiwan upon United States

economic and military assistance and the previous estrange-

ment of both nations with the Chinese mainland. On

October 25, 1971, the People's Republic of China gained

admission into the United Nations, acquiring Nationalist

China's permanent seat on the Security Council. Since the

adoption of Security Council Resolution 338 of October 21/22,
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1973, the People's Republic of China has not participated on

a single vote pertaining to a resolution on the Middle East.

In addition to the four nations to which attention is

being directed, attention will also be focused upon the

Middle Eastern and Persian Gulf oil-producing nations.

Taken as a single unit, they are the largest oil-producing

region in the world, although the Soviet Union is presently

the single largest oil-producing nation. This work will

analyze what influence the actions and policies of the

Middle Eastern and Persian Gulf nations have had on the

Security Council members. Furthermore, the role which the

Soviet Union has played within the area will be observed.

The impact of oil pressure exerted as a political weapon

by the Organization of Arab Petroleum Exporting Countries

(OAPEC) was felt for the first time only as a consequence of

the October, 1973 Middle East War. Previous short-term

embargoes by some Arab oil-producing nations in 1956 and

1967 against the United States, France, and the United

Kingdom were lifted as a result of the detrimental effects

the embargoes were having on those oil-producing nations and

their costly development programs, then in the early

stages of implementation.

This work will basically utilize an empirical method-

ology. In addition, a historical element will also be

incorporated. This is necessary since this examination must
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cover a period of years in order to discern trends in voting

behavior as a result of changing foreign policy positions.

The empirical methodology of this work will basically

incorporate petroleum import figures for a period of years

and also observe the resolutions of the Security Council

and the votes of the permanent Security Council members

recorded for each one (Chapter II).

Both primary and secondary sources of information will

be used. Primary sources consist of newspapers, periodicals,

and official hearings and reports. Primary sources of major

importance include various United States House Committee on

Foreign Affairs hearings, Parliamentary Debates (Hansard),

the Times (London), the Department of State Bulletin, and

the Official Records of the United Nations Security Council

and General Assembly. Secondary sources to be used include

the Middle East Journal, Midstream (a monthly Jewish

periodical), Middle Eastern Affairs, the United Nations

Monthly Chronicle (formerly the United Nations Bulletin),

and books dealing specifically with the foreign policies of

the various nations being analyzed, with the petroleum

industry, and with the energy crisis.

In summary, the purpose of this work is to attempt to

identify those factors, whether political, economic, or

social, influencing the outcome of votes on resolutions
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brought before the Security Council of the United Nations

pertaining to the Arab-Israeli conflict, now thirty years

old.



CHAPTER II

THE MIDDLE EAST CONFLICT IN THE

UNITED NATIONS SECURITY COUNCIL

The concern of the United Nations with the continuing

Arab-Israeli conflict has led to the adoption of eighty-four

resolutions by the Security Council over the past twenty-

nine years through 1976.1 This total makes the Middle East

the single most persistent concern of the United Nations

throughout its history.

The Palestine question first came before the United

Nations on April 2, 1947. On that day the Secretary General

received a letter from the representative of the United

Kingdom formally requesting that the question be placed on

the agenda of the next regular session of the General

1 The time span observed incorporates the period from
March 5, 1948 (Resolution No. 42) through October 22, 1976
(Resolution No. 396), for a total of eighty-four resolutions.
Non-resolutions adopted in this period include a decision
adopted on October 19, 1948, concerned with conditions in
the Negev Desert, a proposal adopted on May 4, 1954,
concerned with complaints by both Jordan and Israel, a
concensus statement adopted on July 9, 1967, emphasizing
the expedient need for setting up United Nations observers
in the Middle East following the June War, and a concensus
statement adopted on November 11, 1976, expressing Security
Council concern with Israeli practices and policies in the
occupied Arab territories.

7
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Assembly. The British government further recommended that

the Secretary General summon a special session of the General

Assembly for the purpose of constituting and instructing a

special committee to prepare for the consideration of the

Palestine question at the next (second) regular session.

Following the convening of a number of General Assembly

meetings to discuss the Palestine question and the adopting

of the Partition Resolution on November 29, 1947, the

Palestine Commission was entrusted with primary respon-

sibility for its implementation.2 It was to work under the

guidance and with the assistance of the Security Council.

The Palestine Commission found its responsibilities seriously

hampered by the refusal of the Mandatory Power in Palestine

(the United Kingdom) to assist the Commission in its

investigations. Those representatives of the Commission who

eventually reached Jerusalem on March 10, 1948, could do

little once they had arrived.

The initial concern of the Security Council with the

Palestine question evolved as a result of the activities of

the Palestine Commission. At the 243rd meeting of the

Security Council on February 10, 1948, the first monthly

report of the Palestine Commission was considered. Since

the Commission was then preparing a special report which

Yearbook of the United Nations 1947-48, United
Nations Document A/519 (Lake Success, 1949), pp. 247-256.
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would shortly be available and which would involve questions

requiring Security Council action, it was decided to

postpone any further action until the Security Council also

had before it the special report. The only action taken

at this earlier meeting was to take note of the first

monthly progress report.

The special report was submitted to the Security

Council on February 16, 1948. Entitled "Special Report

on the Problem of Security in Palestine," it warned of the

inherent dangers involved should the Partition Resolution

be implemented. 3 It stated further the need for the dispatch

of an international military force to police Palestine

once the British Mandate came to an end in order to prevent

uncontrolled widespread strife and bloodshed.

Not until February 24, 1948, did the Security Council

seriously take up the Palestine question by discussing the

first monthly progress report and the first special report

of the Palestine Commission. On February 25, the United

States proposed certain specific steps which the Security

Council should take in order to prevent the escalation of

conflict in Palestine. These proposals were set forth in

the form of a draft resolution.4 In the course of eight

3.United Nations Security Council Document S/676,
"Special Report on the Problem of Security in Palestine,"
February 16, 1948.

4 Yearbook of the United Nations 1947-48, United Nations
Document S/685 (Lake Success, 1949), p. 404.
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meetings various amendments were proposed to the United

States draft resolution. At the 263rd meeting on March 5,

an amended United States draft resolution was adopted.5

This resolution was the first adopted by the Security

Council pertaining to the Palestine question, by a vote of

eight in favor, with three abstentions (Argentina, Syria,

and the United Kingdom). It appealed for law and order and

called for consultation among the permanent members of the

Security Council for the purpose of making recommendations

to guide the Palestine Commission in its work.

In the period remaining between the adoption of

Resolution No. 42 of March 4, 1958,and the declaration of

the establishment of the State of Israel on May 14, four

more resolutions were adopted by the Security Council.6

Resolution No. 43 of April 1, 1948, called for a truce

between the Arab and Jewish communities and Resolution No.

44, also of April 1, called upon the Secretary General to

call a Special Session of the General Assembly to consider

further the question of a future government for Palestine. 7

On April 17, 1948, Resolution No. 46 was adopted calling

for a cessation of military activities by all the

5Ibid., United Nations Document S/691, p. 407.
6Ibid., United Nations Document S/691, p. 407.

7Ibid., United Nations Document S/704(I), p. 410;
S/70 5 (II) , pp-.4TM-41T.
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participating combatants.8 Finally, Resolution No. 48 of

April 23, 1948,stipulated the establishment of a Truce

Commission for Palestine which was to be composed of those

members of the Security Council who had career consular

officers in Jerusalem (the United States, Belgium, and

France).

Immediately following the declaration of Israeli

statehood on May 14 and the termination of the British

Mandate on May 15, the Arab states dispatched their armies

against the new state. The Jewish Agency representative

drew the Security Council's attention to the Arab prepara-

tions for hostilities during the Council's meeting on

May 15.10 The many subsequent meetings of the Council

throughout the years 1948-1949 were concerned on the whole

with the fightingresulting from Israel's declaration of

independence and the subsequent Arab invasion. Other

concerns introduced for discussion during this period

were devoted to the assassination of United Nations

Mediator Count Folke Bernadotte in Jerusalem on September 17,

1948,by Jewish terrorists, and the application by Israel

for membership in the United Nations.

8Ibid., United Nations Document S/723, pp. 414-415.
9Ibid., United Nations Document S/727, pp. 415-416.

10 Ibid., United Nations Document S/736, S/738, p. 416.
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Patterns of voting are discernable within this early

period of Security Council concern with the Arab-Israeli

conflict. Between May 22, 1948,when Resolution No. 49 was

adopted and August 11, 1949, the date of Resolution No. 73

(noting the successful conclusion of the several Armistice

Agreements between Israel and the neighboring Arab states),

a total of fifteen resolutions were passed.1 Of this

total, ten pertained to the various aspects of the military

situation,, three with the assassination of United Nations

Mediator Count Folke Bernadotte, and one each to the

establishment of a subcommittee to prepare a revised draft

resolution on the situation in Palestine and approving of

Israel's membership into the United Nations.

With but rare exception the United States, France, and

the United Kingdom voted in favor of all the resolutions

pertaining to the military situation and the institution

of the truces, while the Soviet Union abstained on such

votes. This was the case both with those resolutions voted

upon in their entirety or voted upon in sections. One

exception from the pattern was the Soviet vote in favor of

a portion of the draft resolution eventually adopted as

Resolution No. 56 of August 19, 1948,emphasizing to the

11 Ibid., United Nations Document S/773, p. 422; Yearbook
of the United Nations-T94W -T9, Unite d Na tions Document
S/1376, II (Lake Success, 1950) , p. 189.
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belligerents their obligations to adhere to the truce

.- 12directives. The favorable Soviet vote pertained to that

portion of that resolution up to and including subparagraph

(b) specifically stating the obligation of the parties to

the conflict ". . . to use all means at its disposal to

prevent action violating the truce by individuals or groups

who are subject to its authority or who are in territory

unaer its control; .. 1. The three resolutions concerned

with the assassination of Count Folke Bernadotte were all

unanimously adopted.14 Resolution No. 60 of October 29,

1948,(establishing a subcommittee to prepare a revised

draft resolution) was adopted without a vote, and

Resolution No. 69 of March 4, 1949, (recommending United

Nations membership for Israel to the General Assembly)

was adopted by a vote of nine in favor, one against (Egypt),

and one abstention (the United Kingdom). 1 5

Israeli frustration with the United Nations crisis-

management developed early. Israel had quickly turned to

the Security Council and was disappointed when the United

12 Ibid., United Nations Document S/981, p. 444.

13UnitedNations Security Council Resolution S/983,
August 19, 1948.

14 Yearbook of the United Nations 1947-48, United Nations
Document S/P.V. 358 (Lake Success, 1948), p. 450; Yearbook
of the United Nations 1948-49, United Nations Document
_7145, p. 177, S/1376, I, p. 186.

15 Yearbook of the United Nations 1948-49, United Nations
Document S/1062, p. 180; S/1276, p. 397.
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Nations was unable to prevent the invasion of their nation

by the Arab armies or to effectuate their withdrawal. The

young nation had had such high hopes and expectations of what

her role in the United Nations could be and of the United

Nations role in assisting Israel following her independence.

Yet, the founders of the State of Israel, in their

Declaration of Independence, solemnly proclaimed their

loyalty to the principles of the United Nations Charter. 1 6

On March 8, 1949, the first Prime Minister of Israel, David

Ben Gurion,declared, in the program of his new government,

that the principles of his government would be based upon

"Loyalty to the principles of the United Nations Charter

and friendship with all freedom loving states, and in

particular with the United States and the Soviet Union."1 7

Israel gradually secured the friendly support of some

United Nations delegates, while the Arabs gained the support

of others. Nationalist China gave some early comfort to the

Arab viewpoint, particularly in stating that since Palestine

was effectively independent following May 15 no one should

interfere in her internal affairs. The United Kingdom also

agreed with some Arab contentions during the early Security

Council debates on the fighting. During this critical

1 6 Aharon Cohen, Israel and the Arab World (New York,
1970), pp. 421-422.

17 Israel, Government Yearbook 5711 (1950) (Jerusalem:
Government Printer, 1950), p. 50.
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period, effective support of Israel came from the United

States, the Soviet Union, and United Nations Secretary

General Trygve Lie. They reinforced Israel's charges that

the Arabs had started an aggression contrary to the United

Nations Charter and that sanctions could be imposed against

the Arabs as a result.

The overwhelming majority of resolutions adopted

by the Security Council in the period from 1950 through

the end of 1967 were concerned with outbreaks of military

clashes. The major military confrontations in this period

were the Sinai War in October-November of 1956, and the June

War of 1967. This period was also characterized by

periodical smaller-scale skirmishes on the Israeli-Syrian

and Israeli-Egyptian armistice lines. These latter involved

clashes between the armed forces of both countries, at

times escalating into major battles. Further confrontations

resulted from Israeli reaction to the increasingly violent

and wide-ranging acts committed by Arab terrorists operating

from either Egypt (the Fedayeen), Jordan, or Syria, with the

active encouragement and support of those Arab governments.

As a result of these terrorist activities, Israeli casualties

were being incurred along the heavily populated coastal

plain. This region included Israel's largest and most

populated city, Tel-Aviv. Raids by one side precipitated

counterattacks by the other. Israeli utilization of its
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military personnel, using advanced weapons and tactics, for

retaliatory raids promulgated from Israeli territory

increased as Prime Minister David Ben Gurion's faith in the

United Nations to protect Israel declined.

A major catalyst leading to the frequent hostilities

between Israel and Syria centered around the problems in

the demilitarized zones and Lake Tiberias area, especially

in the southern and northern areas which were more heavily

populated by civilian farmers. Central to this concern were

Israeli plans and activities related to the draining of

Lake Huleh, a swamp located in part within the demilitarized

zone north of Lake Tiberias. Furthermore, Israeli entry

into the demilitarized zone without United Nations sanction

for the purposes of farming provoked heated Syrian reaction

as did low-keyed Israeli military incursions leading to

de facto occupation.

Israeli-Jordanian confrontations escalated throughout

the mid-1950's, particularly in the Jerusalem area, a

result of an armistice boundary that illogically separated

the two nations. The city of Jerusalem was divided in

half, villages were split along the armistice boundary,

farm lands were separated from the villages in which their

residents resided, and sources of water were separated from

the farm lands they were meant to nourish. Many incidents

resulted from the crossing of the armistice lines by
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innocent Arab farmers going to or from their fields on the

other side of the border.

Egyptian-Israeli incidents resulted from a vaguely

defined boundary stretching through desert terrain. The

local inhabitants, the Bedouin tribes, had never heeded

boundary demarcations, and crossed the frontier at their

pleasure, inadvertently instigating outbreaks of violence

between Egyptian and Israeli armed forces. The al-Auja

Demilitarized Zone, the site of a strategic crossroads in

the Negev Desert, was a point of friction starting in

September, 1953 when the Israelis set up a kibbutz there.

The plight of the large Palestinian population in the

Gaza Strip also inevitably led to incidents resulting in

retaliatory raids by Israel.

The concern of the Security Council with these events

through 1967 is reflected in the resolutions it adopted.

In the period bounded by Resolution No. 89 of November 17,

1950, and Resolution No. 242 of November 22, 1967, a total

of twenty-six resolutions were adopted by the Security
18

Council pertaining to the Arab-Israeli conflict.

The concern of those resolutions resulting from causes

other than the direct outbreak of military clashes or to

18Yearbook of the United Nations 1950, United Nations
Document S/1907 (Columbia University Press, 1951), p. 320;
Yearbook of the United Nations 1967, United Nations
Document S/8247 (New York, 1969), pp. 257-258.
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the implementation of the various armistice agreements is

varied. While Resolution No. 89 of November 17, 1950,

made the first reference to the Palestinian refugee

problem, the resolution adopted on June 23, 1960, condemned

Israel for violating Argentine sovereignty by having

transferred to Israel Adolf Eichmann, and asked in turn

for reparations for that deed.1 9

One resolution of extreme significance was No. 95 of

September 1, 1951.20 It condemned Egyptian restrictions on

the passage of goods to or from Israeli ports through the

Suez Canal. The resolution

Calls upon Egypt to terminate the restrictions on
the passage of international commercial shipping
and goods through the Suez Canal wherever bound and
to cease all interference with such shipping beyond
that essential to the safety of shipping in the
Canal itself and to the observance of the inter-
national conventions in force.2 1

This resolution was considered by the Israeli government as

the last one ever adopted by the Security Council directly

favoring its position. The vote on this resolution is

identical to those resolutions previously discussed. While

1 9 Ibid., United Nations Document S/1907, p. 320;
Yearbook of the United Nations 1960, United Nations Document
S/4 346 (New York, 1961), p. 198.

2 0Yearbook of the United Nations 1951, United Nations
Document S/2322 (Columbia University Press, 1952), p. 299.

2 1 United Nations Security Council Resolution S/2322,
September 1, 1951.
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the United States, France, and the United Kingdom voted

in favor of it, the Soviet Union abstained.

This resolution was effectively nullified by the

adoption of Resolution No. 118 on October 13, 1956.22 Also

concerned exclusively with the Suez Canal question, it

emphasized, as one of its six principles, Egyptian sover-

eignty over the Canal. This point in itself was not disputed

by any of the supporters of the Anglo-French draft

resolution. What both France and the United Kingdom

maintained was that the Egyptian government "could not

nationalize something which was inherently international

and which was intended perpetually to remain so. "2 3

Egyptian sovereignty over the Suez Canal did not eliminate

international rights which Egypt was required to perform

and uphold. The resolution adopted on October 13 was an

agreement--unanimously adopted by the Security Council--

that a settlement of the Suez dispute, if and when

accomplished, would be made in accordance with the six

principles set forth within the resolution. When hostilities

broke out two weeks later,they were partly consequent upon

the French view that Egypt "could not, without violating an

2 2 Yearbook of the United Nations 1956, United Nations
Document S/3675 (Columbia University Press, 1957) , p. 25.

23 International Review Service, The Suez Canal: 1956
Crisis--June War, Vol. XIV, No. 103 (1969), edited by
Avraham A. Mezerik (New York, 1969), 9.
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international convention, replace the Universal Company by

an Egyptian government organ, operating the canal for purely

national interests."2 4  France and the United Kingdom were

also unhappy because no international machinery was provided

to enforce the principles that were adopted in the

resolution.

With the exception of these and a few other resolutions,

the central concern of the Security Council, as previously

indicated, was the persistent flareup of armed hostilities

between Israel and her Arab neighbors. These flareups

occurred along or across the Armistice Agreement demarcation

lines, usually in those sectors delimited by demilitarized

zones and with a relatively large indigenous population.

The forms taken by the resolutions dealing with this

problem assumed two types. There were first of all those

resolutions which did not assume to place the blame on any

one particular party for having instigated the breaking out

of hostilities. These resolutions were calls upon all the

parties to observe the Armistice Agreements and to resolve

any outstanding disputes they might have instead through

the machinery of the various Mixed Armistice Commissions,

2 4 Ibid., p. 9. Reference is made to the Constantinople
Convention of 1888. This convention on the free navigation
of the Suez Canal was signed on October 29, 1888, by Great
Britain, Germany, Austria-Hungary, Spain, France, Italy,
the Netherlands, Russia, and Turkey.
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expressly created for that purpose. An example of this type

of resolution was one adopted on May 8, 1951,as a result of

fighting that had broken out in and around the demilitarized

zone on the Israeli-Syrian frontier.25 In part, it

calls upon the parties or persons in the areas
concerned to cease fighting, and brings to the
attention of the parties their obligations . .
and their commitments under the General
Armistice Agreement, and accordingly calls upon
them t 6 comply with these obligations and commit-
ments.

Of those resolutions remaining, the majority pertaining

to armed clashes were condemnations of Israel. A watershed

incident was the large-scale Israeli retaliatory raid on the

Jordanian village of Qibya on October 14, 1953. This

resulted in a resolution adopted on November 24, 1953,

censuring Israel in the strongest possible terms and

initiating a trend of such resolutions in the years ahead

in response to specific and increasingly more violent and

large-scale Israeli retaliatory raids against her neighbors.27

What particularly hurt Israel's position in the United

Nations was her practice of going beyond the principle of

25 Yearbook of the United Nations 1951, United Nations
Document S/2130 (Columbia University Press, 1952), p. 289.

26UnitedNations Security Council Resolution S/2130,
May 8, 1951.

27 Yearbook of the United Nations 1953, United Nations
Document S/3139/Rev. 2 (Columbia Univeisity Press, 1954),
pp. 223-224.
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"an eye for an eye" and instead seeking to inflict many more

casualties upon the Arabs than she herself had suffered

originally. Earlier, dating from 1951 (as referred to

previously), Israel began utilizing her own armed forces

in retaliating against Arab terrorist attacks upon herself.

It was further concluded by investigations at different times

by the Mixed Armistice Commissions that Israel had responded

to an act of violence within her territory with a retal-

iatory attack even when no definite proof existed that any

neighboring Arab country was actually responsible for that

act.2 8

Voting patterns within this seventeen-year period

evince no consistent overall pattern. What is discernible

is a gradual evolution in voting patterns. In many cases,

and in all the various areas to which the Security Council

resolutions are directed, the votes on them are unanimous.

Resolutions in this category include Resolution No. 100 of

October 27, 1953, requesting Israel to suspend its drainage

work in Lake Huleh; Resolution No. 111 of January 19, 1956,

condemning Israel for an attack in the Lake Tiberias

area; Resolution No. 118 of October 13, 1956 (previously

observed), which emphasized the concept of Egyptian

sovereignty over the Suez Canal; and Resolution No. 127 of

2 8See Fred J. Khouri, The Arab-Israeli Dilemma
(Syracuse, 1968), pp. 182-241.
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January 22, 1958, which censured Israel for illegal

activities conducted within the demilitarized zone in the

Jerusalem area.29 All those resolutions resulting from the

June War of 1967, a total of seven in number, were also

unanimously adopted.

A relatively more consistent pattern is noticeable

between 1951 and November, 1953. In this period the

United States, France, and the United Kingdom voted

consistently in support of the four resolutions adopted, and

the Soviet Union abstained in each case. This same pattern

was discernible in those resolutions adopted from 1948.

Of those resolutions remaining, no clear pattern of voting

is apparent.

Such a case is observed by Resolution No. 119 of

October 31, 1956.30 Adopted as a result of the invasion

of Egypt in the Sinai War by the forces of Israel, France,

and the United Kingdom, it called for an emergency special

session of the General Assembly to consider the situation

since the Security Council found itself incapable of dealing

29 Yearbook of the United Nations 1953, United Nations
Document S/3128 (Columbia UniversityPress, 1954), p. 225;
Yearbook of the United Nations 1956, United Nations Document
S/3538, p. 17;FS/3675, p. 25; Sami Hadawi, United Nations
Resolutions on Palestine 1947-1966 (Beirut, 1967); United
Nations Document S/3942, pp. 166-168.

30 Yearbook of the United Nations 1956, United Nations
Document S/3721 (Columbia University Press, 1957), p. 34.
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with the problem. In retrospect, it is not difficult to

understand the positions taken by the members of the Security

Council. The United States and the Soviet Union voted in

favor of adoption while France and the United Kingdom, the

principles in the fighting, opposed the adoption of the

resolution. Resolution No. 171 of April 9, 1962, also

evinces at first an inconsistent voting pattern.3 1  It was

adopted as a condemnation for an Israeli attack on Syrian

territory on March 16-17, 1962. While the United States,

the Soviet Union, and the United Kingdom voted in favor of

its adoption, France in turn abstained. The French

abstention was taken during the period of very close

Israeli-French relations between the Sinai War of 1956 and

the June War of 1967. France was at this time Israel's

major arms supplier.

The basic voting patterns evident today made themselves

strongly apparent with the resolutions adopted during and

as a consequence of the June War of 1967 in the Middle East.

All resolutions adopted in the year 1967 commenced with

those of the June War. By the end of 1967, a total of seven

resolutions had been adopted. All these resolutions, and

the following three resolutions up to May, 1968, were

unanimously adopted.

31 Yearbook of the United Nations 1962, United NationsDocument S/5111 (Columbia Universft7press, 1964), p. 139.
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Four resolutions were adopted while the fighting was

in progress, between June 6 and June 12, all calling for

cease-fires and/or the condemnation of violations for

cease-fires already put into effect. A fifth resolution,

No. 237 of June 14, 1967, concerned itself with the

humanitarian aspects of problems arising from the hostil-

ities.32

Tensions mounted once again to a fever pitch as a

result of the Egyptian sinking of the Israeli destroyer

Elath on October 21 in international waters off the

Egyptian coast. In response, the Israelis opened fire

across the Suez Canal on October 24, destroying Egypt's

two main oil refineries supplying 80 percent of her gasoline,

cooking, and heating fuel. The Security Council urgently

felt the need to intervene and on October 25, adopted

Resolution No. 240 condemning all violations and reaffirming

the need for strict observance of the cease-fire.3 3

The final resolution adopted in the year 1967 remains

to this day the most far-reaching statement concerning the

Middle East and sets forth an outline for a final peace

settlement. This is Resolution No. 242, adopted on

3 2 Yearbook of the United Nations 1967, United NationsDocument S/7968/Rev. 3 (New York, 1969), pp. 190-191.

33
Ibid. , United Nations Document S/8213, pp. 255-256.
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November 22, 1967.34 Proposed by the United Kingdom, this

resolution sets out the guidelines to be pursued in the

quest to terminate the thirty years of hostilities in the

Middle East. It was adopted unanimously.

Commencing with the termination of the June War and

the resolutions adopted as a consequence of it, a trend in

Security Council voting patterns, consistently evident to

the present, has evolved. Manifest of this period, in which

nearly half of all the resolutions on the Middle East

situation were adopted, are four basic areas of concern.

They included resolutions condemning Israeli armed attacks

upon Lebanon or Jordan, resolutions concerned with the

status of the city of Jerusalem and Israeli policies towards

the city, and resolutions deploring Israeli practices in

the occupied areas, such as the -denial of human rights to

the indigeneous Arab population, the destruction of

property, or the confiscation of land in order to establish

Israeli military camps or new kibbutzim. Finally, dating

from the October War of 1973 (also known as the Yom Kippur

War or the War of the Day of Atonement) are the large

number of resolutions adopted mandating the two United

Nations military forces separating the belligerents. On

the Israeli-Syrian frontier it is designated the United

Nations Disengagement Observer Force or UNDOF, while on

3 4 Ibid., United Nations Document S/8247, pp. 257-258.
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the Israeli-Egyptian frontier it is designated the United

Nations Emergency Force or UNEF.

Almost universally, the resolutions adopted in the

time span from 1968 to the present (with the exception of

the post-1973 resolutions mandating the United Nations

military forces) condemn Israel. Furthermore, many of them

were adopted either unanimously or with some nations

abstaining but never voting against the resolution. Another

trend which evolves in the aftermath of the October War is

the likelihood of some nations deciding not to participate

at all when a resolution pertaining to the Middle East

situation is to be voted upon. Nations which have performed

in this fashion include the People's Republic of China,

Algeria, Libya, and Iraq; the last three while they were

serving their two-year terms as non-permanent members of the

Security Council.

Four resolutions, directly evolving out of the October

War and all adopted in the month of October, 1973, also do

not condemn Israel, or seek to place any blame on any one

party. Their major emphasis is upon instituting a cease-

fire between Israel and the Arab combatants in the most

recent fighting, Egypt and Syria, or else in strengthening

the cease-fire that might already be in effect. An addi-

tional resolution, No. 344 of December 15, 1973, emphasized

the concern of the Security Council of being kept informed
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of progress developing out of the Geneva Middle East Peace

Conference.3 5 It commenced shortly thereafter, on

December 21, but its initial meeting proved inconclusive

as a result of the upcoming Israeli general elections on

December 31.

An analysis of the substance of those resolutions

adopted in the period following the June War of 1967

compared with those adopted previously, reveal certain differ-

ences in terms of tone and structure. This is not the case

with every single resolution, though. While many resolutions

are quite short and to the point, others are relatively long

and concerned with diverse objectives and purposes. An

example of the shortest possible length of a resolution is

Resolution No. 279 of May 12, 1970.36 It states "The

Security Council demands the immediate withdrawal of all

Israeli armed forces from Lebanese territory. "3 7

In terms of the tone of the more recent resolutions

adopted, the extremely unilateral condemnation of Israel is

particularly evident. Israeli actions condemned are

explicitly stated within the text of the resolution,

whether they be the entry by Israeli forces into Lebanese

35Yearbook of the United Nations 1973, United Nations
Document S/11156 (New York, 1976), p. 215.

3 6Yearbook of the United Nations 1970, United Nations
Document S/9800 (New York, 1972), p. 243.

37 United Nations Security Council Resolution S/9800,
May 12, 1970.
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territory or the passage of legislative and administrative

measures and actions pertaining to Jerusalem. There is no

explicit mention ever made of the underlying reasons that

provoked the many military reprisal raids by the Israeli

army or air force that resulted in the passage of so many

resolutions in condemnation of Israel.

Israel has stated many times as its government's

policy to the world community that it reserves to itself

the right to react to acts of terrorism against its popu-

lation or property. To go further, it has also stated its

right to act in order to deter or prevent such acts from

being allowed to happen at some future date, such as by

attacking a Palestinian refugee camp in southern Lebanon

known to be harboring and training terrorists. Finally,

the Israeli government has always held the national

governments of those nations from which terrorists cross

over into Israel as being responsible for the actions of

those terrorists. Also, those nations in which the

terrorists had been allowed to train or had been sheltered

before or after their missions were held responsible. This

policy, by inference, reveals the justification in the

Israeli position for using its formally-instituted military

services to retaliate against the actions of armed

terrorists. Since the acts of those terrorists are the

actions by legally-instituted national governments and
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their diverse administrative and functional organs, Israel

in turn may utilize its legally-instituted organs in

response. A view such as this has never been accepted by

the members of the Security Council, and its enforcement

by Israel has led in part to the great backlash of

condemnation she has received at the hands of that body.

In contrast to the lack of any reference in the later

resolutions for the causes of Israel's military reprisal

actions, some earlier resolutions made note of the respon-

sibility that the Arab governments had for taking measures

to prevent the crossing into Israel by terrorists from

within their territory. The tone of exasperation directed

against Israel in later resolutions is emphasized by the

incorporation of references to the many past resolutions that

had been adopted by both the Security Council and the

General Assembly on the same subject for which the most

recent resolution was being considered. Besides past

resolutions, reference would be made to earlier documents,

such as statements of the various bodies of the United

Nations and letters.

It is the purpose of the following four chapters to

analyze in depth the underlying reasons and the influences

that have affected the outcome in voting on Security Council

resolutions dealing with the seemingly endless Arab-Israeli

conflict.



CHAPTER III

FRENCH POLICY TOWARD THE MIDDLE EAST

Franco-Israeli Relations

During the period from the end of the war in 1945

until the establishment of the State of Israel on May 14,

1948, and the signing of the subsequent armistice agreements

the following year, the role of France in Palestine was

practically nonexistent. French influence in the Middle

East was at its lowest level following the French with-

drawal from its former mandates in Syria and Lebanon

shortly after the war's end. France's major contributions

to the epochal events in the Middle East were its actions

in the United Nations General Assembly on November 29,

1947, the day on which the United Nations Partition

Resolution with Economic Union was adopted, and its arms

shipments to the newly-proclaimed and embattled nation.1

When the General Assembly met on Friday, November 28,

the French delegate,Ambassador Parodi, moved for a delay

of twenty-four hours so that the Arabs and the Jewish

delegation might have time to come to terms. His proposal

was accepted. What this postponement meant in effect was

1 Yearbook of the United Nations 1947-48, United Nations
Document A/519 (Lake Success, 1949), pp. 247-256.

31
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to allow a very vital period in which the Jews and their

supporters had some additional time in which to enlist the

necessary support for a majority when the partition plan

came up the following day for a vote. 2 Earlier, when the

partition plan had been before the ad hoc committee, the

French representative had abstained from voting. Now,

although all realized there was no real hope for a

compromise, France wished to demonstrate to the Arab world

that before giving its support to the partition plan it had

done what it could in order to avoid a solution that the

Arabs opposed. 3

When the general Assembly met again on the evening of

Saturday, November 29, the Chariman, Dr. Aranha, announced

that if no compromise had been reached, the Assembly would

then vote. The Arabs failed to delay the vote further while

both the United States and the Soviet Union called for an

immediate vote.4

The final vote on the partition plan (Resolution No.

181 (II)A) was thirty-three in favor of partition, thirteen

opposed, and ten abstentions.5 When the French delegate

2Aharon Cohen, Israel and the Arab World (New York,
1970), pp. 396-397.

3 Ibid., p. 397. 4 Ibid.

5 Yearbook of the United Nations, United Nations Document
A/519, pp. 247-256.
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voted for partition, the Jewish spectators overflowing the

balcony burst into wild cheering.6

France had been swayed in part because the United

States and the Soviet Union had agreed on a major political

issue, both having voted for the partition plan, and this

was seen by the French as such a rare phenomenon that it

should not be destroyed. France also hoped to reestablish

her prestige in the Middle East somewhat through her

probable presence in the organiztion charged with overseeing

a planned internationalized Jerusalem.7 Finally, France

sought revenge against the British for the contribution the

latter had made in forcing the French to withdraw from Syria

and Lebanon a few years previously, in the aftermath of the

Second World War.8

France supported the military progress of the Israelis

during the War of Independence by massive sales of arms

to them. Training, storage, and assemblage facilities were

provided near French arms depots and at abandoned French air

force landing strips. Airfields on Corsica were made

6Cohen, p. 399.

7Fred J. Khouri, The Arab-Israeli Dilemma (Syracuse,
1968), p. 56.

8Aharon Cohen, Israel and the Arab World (New York,
1970), p. 390.
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available to planes refueling en route to Israel, arriving

from both France and Czeckoslovakia.9

French Foreign Minister Bidault did not obstruct

Israeli Irgun agents from conducting their recruiting and

10
arms purchases on French soil. It was with this tacit

understanding that the Irgun purchased an American LST

vessel and sailed to France in early May, 1948. Anchored

near Marseilles, the ship was to be loaded with several

hundred European and North African Jews of military age and

large quantities of French weapons. At Bidault's inter-

cession, these arms were actually supplied free. Meanwhile,

General Rouen, the French army chief-of-staff, and Inspector

General Weibeau of the French police made embarkation

facilities available to the Irgun. The LST, The Altalena,

was expected to make several trips between France and

Israel with additional recruits and weapons. The LST

sailed on May 29 with 500 men and women aboard, and a cargo

of 5,000 rifles, 450 machine guns, and millions of rounds

of ammunition. Besides this material, some of Israel's

9Ibid., pp. 436-437.

1 0Irgun-Irgun Z'vai Le'uni ("national military organi-
zation")--a revisionist paramilitary organization responsible
for much terrorism in Palestine; eventually abolished by the
new Israeli Cabinet and integrated within the regular armed
forces, the IDF, or Israel Defense Forces. It was commanded
by Menachem Begin, leader of the Likud Party and present
Prime Minister of Israel.
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first tanks came from France. The 65-millimeter guns that

played such a vital role in the battle for the Jordan

Valley and were the Israeli Defense Forces' main artillery

prior to the first cease-fire (June 11, 1948), were sent

from France even before May 15, 1948, as illegal arms to

Mandatory Palestine.1 1

In concluding this overview of the French attitude

towards the new State of Israel, the data would indicate

that although the French government took an outwardly

negative political stand on the Palestine question (in order

not to eliminate any residual influence it had in the Arab

nations of the Levant or in its north African colonies),

French personalities, sometimes in secret and sometimes with

the government's knowledge, provided Israel with substantial

military aid and other types of aid. France did not

immediately recognize Israel and delayed Israel's appli-

cation for membership into the United Nations until March 3,

1949. On March 4, the Security Council decided to recommend

to the General Assembly that Israel be accepted as a

member .12 On May 11, the General Assembly voted to allow

Israel to become a member of the United Nations, by a vote

llCohen, p. 437.

1 2 Yearbook of the United Nations 1948-49, United Nations
Document S/1276 (Lake Success, 1950), p. 397.
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of thirty-seven to twelve, with nine abstentions.13 France

voted in favor of the resolution.

Active and close French relations with Israel did not

evolve until the mid-1950's with the increasing concern

over the Suez Canal. This active involvement with Israel

was limited greatly by the French adherence to the

Tripartite Declaration of May, 1950.14 This agreement was

also signed by the United States and the United Kingdom.

It warned that

Should the three Governments find that any one of
these states [Israel or its Arab neighbors]
contemplates violating the frontiers of armistice
lines, they will . . . act both within and without
the framework of the UnitT Nations in order to
prevent such a violation.

Weapons could only be rationally distributed in the Middle

East for legitimate self-defense requirements and to allow

each nation in the area to play its part in the defense

of the region as a whole. The French became actively

suspicious of Israel at this time when the United Kingdom

proposed that Israel join her in a defense pact.

1 3 Yearbook of the United Nations 1948-49, United Nations
Document A/900 (Lake Success, 1950), p. 405.

14 The Department of State Bulletin, Vol. XXII, No. 570
(June 5, 1950), p. 886.

15Ibid.
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In the autumn of 1954 relations between France and

Egypt began rapidly to deteriorate as the Egyptian radio

broadcasted effusive assurances of support to the rebel

Algerian FLN, opposed to French rule over Algeria.1 6 In

response, the French government approved in December the

sale to Israel of twelve Ouragon jet fighters; a year later,

in late 1955, Egyptian funds and transshipments of Soviet

weapons were being disbursed to the Algerian FLN.

The basis of the growing friendship between Israel and

France was certain traditional sources of understanding.

The French Left maintained a pro-Jewish sympathy extending

back to the Dreyfus affair, and this extended forward to

the Socialist regimes that governed in both countries.

The French Right, in turn, shared with Israel a common

fear of rising Arab nationalism. With the appointment of

a new French ambassador to Israel, Pierre-Eugene Gilbert,

in April, 1953, there began a conscious effort to build up

pro-French sentiment in Israel. These ties grew stronger

when, in 1953, Israel had been able to offer a cheaper

process for producing heavy water for France's nuclear

program. This led to the successful conclusion of bilateral

agreements for the delivery of additional aircraft and arms.

1 6 The material describing relations between France
and Israel from 1954 through 1967 was derived from Maxine
Robinson, Israel and the Arabs, pp. 71-76, and Fred J.
Khouri, The Arab-Israeli Dilemma, pp. 182-292,
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Also, France opened many of its own nuclear installations

to Israeli scientists.

In 1955, then Israeli Defense Minister Shimon Peres

paid a visit to France to discuss defense matters with

French defense ministry officials. His visit was a huge

success. The two sides found themselves in agreement on

all the matters discussed. On October 25, 1955, Israeli

Prime Minister Moshe Sharett also visited France and came

away with an agreement for the delivery of more Ouragons and

more advanced Mystere-4 fighters. With growing Egyptian

support for the Algerian rebels, the French felt that the

best means of sustaining French influence in the Middle

East was through help to the Israelis. On July 4 all

former French limitations on weapons deliveries to Israel

were ended, though this action contravened American and

British policy.

The first move to consider including Israel in a joint

Anglo-French operation against Egypt came in early August,

1956, when Shimon Peres was approached by French Defense

Minister Bourges-Maunoury. He received Peres' instant

affirmative response to participating in any contemplated

action against Egypt. On September 23, Peres went to Paris

for talks. French foreign minister Christian Pineau then

flew to London to interest Prime Minister Anthony Eden in

cooperating with the Israelis. Eden was greatly interested
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in the idea. It was decided to undertake further negotia-

tions with the Israelis and keep them up-to-date on

developments.

On October 16 there was an important meeting in Paris

between the British and French Prime Ministers and their

Foreign Ministers, where a more detailed timetable for the

contemplated attack was worked out. Unknown to the British,

France had already concluded a separate agreement with

Israel. On October 23-24, secret meetings took place in

Serves on the outskirts of Paris. A treaty was signed

between all three countries at these meetings. Israel was

anxious to have Britain's written guarantee of support.

Eden brought pressure to bear on France to make sure Israel

struck only at Egypt, and not at Jordan, with whom Britain

had a treaty and would have to assist if attacked.

The Israeli attack began on October 29. France gave

more Mystere fighters to Israel and naval support in the

Levant to protect Israel against Egyptian retaliation. On

the following day a pre-arranged ultimatum was handed to

the Egyptian and Israeli ambassadors in London by the British

and French governments. It gave Egypt and Israel twelve

hours to adhere to a cease-fire and to withdraw ten miles

on either side of the Suez Canal. It asked Egypt to with-

draw from its own territory and Israel only from a part of
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Egypt which its troops had not yet reached. Nasser rejected

the demands, while Israel agreed to them.

On October 31, and continuously for the next six days,

there was a constant Anglo-French bombing of Egyptian

airfields and military installations. Israel continued the

conquest of the Sinai as Egyptian troops were withdrawn to

protect Cairo. On November 5, British and French para-

troopers were dropped near Port Said. Domestic opposition

in Britain forced Eden to call a cease-fire the next day,

but the French wanted to continue to advance to the southern

extremity of the Canal at Suez City. French Prime Minister

Guy Mollet had no choice but to follow the British lead.

The United Nations General Assembly resolution of

November 2, condemning the attack and backed strongly by

the United States, was one of the major factors forcing

the halt of the Anglo-French operations. Another, for the

first time, was the fear of a possible Russian atomic

response. Great Britain and France were finally realizing

that they were no longer world powers and were no longer

capable of playing the amoral game of power politics.18

The withdrawal of French and British troops shortly

thereafter marked the end of the initial period of extreme

17 Yearbook of the United Nations 1956, United Nations
Document A/3256 (Columbia University Press, 1957), p. 35.

1 8 Liddell Hart, Deterrent, p. 32; cited in Maxime
Rodinson, Israel and the Arabs (Penguin Books, Ltd., 1973).
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cooperation between Israel and France induced by the Suez

dispute. France had not wanted initially to accept the

cease-fire and might have supported Israel in a longer

campaign. The French had been hoping to win in Egypt the

war they were incapable of winning in Algeria.

Immediately following the Sinai Campaign there still

remained a further period of extreme French-Israeli

cordiality that appeared virtually ineradicable. Israel

agreed to minimize retaliations against Syria in order not

to prejudice France's efforts to reestablish its influence

in the Levant. Between 1956 and 1958 France appeared

totally committed to Israel's survival and growth. The

collaboration involved both economic and military matters.

France remained Israel's major weapons supplier. This

commerce in aircraft and other weapons would endure as the

most important ingredient in Franco-Israeli relations

through the mid-1960's. With French assistance, the Israeli

aircraft industry expanded rapidly in size. In 1957 an

agreement was signed enabling French private industry to

assist Israel in constructing a nuclear reactor at Dimona,

in the Negev Desert.

By 1960, the Franco-Israeli relationship had begun to

chill. An important factor causing this was the replacement

by de Gaulle of previously pro-Israeli military staff

officers with successors who had developed fewer earlier
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contacts with the Israelis and who were not encouraged to

do so. With the ending of the Algerian War, France now

decided to embark on a new course of mending its fences

with the Islamic world. The positions of the two nations

also began to diverge in the United Nations.

Israeli Prime Minister Levi Eshkol sensed the growing

unreliability of France during a 1964 visit there and

subsequently made the decision to begin diversifying Israel's

arms purchases, turning increasingly to the United States.

West Germany began to be seen as a much more promising

market for Israeli goods and as an investor in Israel's

development. France was not inclined to ease Israel's

entry into the Common Market.

On June 2, 1967, immediately preceding the June War,

the Council of Ministers stated, as official French policy,

that "the State that would be the first--wherever it might

be--to take up arms will not have either her [France's]

approval and even less her support." When war broke out,

France initiated an arms suspension to the Middle East.

This affected Israel most since its air force was equipped

mostly with French jets. On June 22, French Foreign

Minister Couve de Murville advocated that Israel relinquish

all the Arab occupied territories and that Israel and the

1 9 Ministry of Foreign Affairs, French Foreign Policy;

Official Statements, Speeches, and Communiques, January-
June, 1967 (Paris, 1967), p. 81.
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Arabs commence direct negotiations. On November 27 de

Gaulle attacked Israeli policy for expanding its territory.

Unhappiness was caused by his description at a news

conference of the Jews as "an elite people, sure of itself

and dominating. "2 0 This description was interpreted as an

anti-semitic slur against the Jews.2 1 French policy turned

radically against Israel and became outspokenly pro-Arab

as of June, 1967.

France's arms embargo is considered as perhaps the

most revealing aspect of its policy towards the Middle

East, at least up until the most recent years, when massive

military sales are being consumated with the Egyptians and

Libyans.2 2 After the June War of 1967, France partially

lifted the arms ban. France permitted almost all forms of

military equipment, except for Mirage planes, to flow to

Israel. From this period until January 3, 1969, the level

of arms trade to Israel was greater than that of any

comparable preceding period. The decision to reinstitute

the embargo was made in the wake of the Israeli raid on

20 Ibid., French Foreign Policy, July-December, 1967,
p. 135.

2 1Anthony Hartley, Gaullism: The Rise and Fall of a
Political Movement (New York, 1971), p. 241.

2 2 Edward A. Kolodziej, French International Policy
Under De Gaulle and Pompidou: The Politics of Grandeur
(Ithaca, 1974), p. 500.
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Beirut Airport in December, 1968, but even that embargo was

selective.23

Israel forced France's hand in late 1969. It launched

a campaign to block the sale of Mirages to Libya. Press

leaks embarrassed the French government. French officials

conspired with Israeli agents to circumvent the government's

ban on arms by transferring five missle launching coastal

craft to Israel in December, 1969. The new Pompidou

government's embargo on arms to Israel was finally

announced as total to assure protesting Arab states.2 4

As a result of the October, 1973, war, France's position

was made even more evident toward the Middle East. France

was now acting exclusively in terms of what it thought to

be its best economic interests, hoping that its pro-Arab

stance would be rewarded.2 5 Through the course of the most

recent war, Pompidou did mute the harsher lines of French

policy toward Israel.26 France had been attempting since

1971 to broaden its posture with the Arab states by

increasing trade and improving oil relations.

During the war, France continued to supply arms to

Libya and Saudi Arabia, much of which ended up in the hands

of the Egyptians and Syrians. The French government also

2 3 Ibid., p. 500. 2 4Ibid., pp. 500-501.

25Ibid., pp. 501-507. 26Ibid., p. 588.
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supported the refusal of all the NATO states (except for

Portugal) to provide facilities for United States aircraft

ferrying arms to Israel.

Soon after the war broke out, the French foreign

minister, Michel Jobert, uttered a very controversial

statement, since known as the "petite phrase." He stated,

"Can you call it unexpected aggression for someone to try

to repossess his own land?"2 7  This phrase contradicted the

views of most Frenchmen, who desired a more balanced approach

to French Middle East policy. In France, 45 to 50 per cent

of the population supported the Jews while 16 per cent

supported the Arabs. 28 Jobert had further trouble defending

his pro-Arab stance in the Assembly; his performance was

compared to that of Buster Keaton by the Paris newspaper

Combat. He stated that Israel would not disappear and

that there was no proof that the Mirage aircraft supplied

to Libya were being used by the Egyptians. He blamed the

war on the superpowers for having massively supplied the

states in the area with arms. His statements caused a

split in both the government and the opposition. The

Communists followed the Soviet line, while leading

socialists, Mitterand and Deferre, expressed solidarity

27 Walter Laqueur, Confrontation: The Middle East and
World Politics (New York, 1974), p. 176.

2 8 Ibid., p. 175.
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with Israel.2 9  One final important way in which France

tried to show its support for the Arab cause was by its

refusal to help the Dutch, totally cut off from any oil

supplies.30

On August 28, 1974, the French embargo on arms

deliveries to the Middle East, imposed after June, 1967,

was lifted. This happened after President Sadat of

Egypt admitted that aircraft supplied to Libya in 1970 had

been used by Egypt in the recent conflict.31 Subsequently,

large deals were still concluded between Egypt and France

for the delivery of arms to be paid for by Saudi Arabia.

These deliveries were made throughout 1975.

Relations between the two countries improved marginally

in the years from 1974 to 1976. Israel seemed to accept

the fact that France's pro-Arab policies were dictated by

economic necessity. But these renewed cordial relations

nearly reached the breaking point when, in January, 1977,

the French authorities suddenly released from custody

Palestinian terrorist Abu Daoud on a technicality of the

law. A major Franco-Libyan arms deal concluded a few

months later is widely interpreted as the favorable outcome

2 9 Ibid., p. 176. 3 0 Ibid., p. 241, 244.

3 1 Keesing' s Contemporary Archives (London, 1974),

Vol. XX, October 7-13, 1974, pp. 26751-26752.
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of France's having released Abu Daoud.3 2  France is

presently attempting to revive friendly relations with

Israel. The Israeli Prime Minister was invited to visit

France in July, 1977, but did not go as a result of the

outcome of the general elections held in May, in which

Menachem Begin succeeded Yitzhak Rabin as Prime Minister.

If there is any one permanent Security Council member

who has more radically altered its foreign policy towards

the nations of the Middle East and Persian Gulf, that nation

would have to be France. The foreign policy assumed by

France toward Israel and her Arab neighbors prior to the

June War of 1967 shows no similarity to the foreign policy

pursued following the war and continuing to the present

time. A description of the French petroleum industry and

policies dealing with petroleum must- be incorporated

within a historical purview of French policy toward the

Middle East to most clearly understand the basis for the

French attitude as revealed in the United Nations

Security Council and other public forums.

3 2 Texas Jewish Post, February 10, 1977.
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The French Petroleum Industry3 3

The French government has for several decades provided

its energy sector with policy guidelines, objectives, and

regulations. Today, the French state controls virtually

every aspect of the oil companies' operations within its

borders. At the heart of the system are individual quotas

for the maximum amount of oil that companies may annually

refine and retail in France. In October, 1974, the French

National Assembly granted the government additional powers

to assure conservation and to safeguard France's balance of

trade--the latter by means of a ten billion dollar ceiling

on oil imports in 1975.

The French petroleum market is divided up among the

international majors, firms with mixed public and private

ownership (CFP being the largest), and a state-owned

enterprise (ELF-ERAP). The mixed companies are controlled

as if they were completely state-owned; CFP, 35 per cent

state-owned, is the largest oil company operating within

France and has approximately 25 per cent of the total

market. ELF-ERAP was created in 1966 and presently

controls about 15 per cent of the market. Even the

traditional strengths of the internationals are not adequate

3 3This section on the French petroleum industry is
derived from the Federal Energy Administration, The
Relationship of Oil Companies and Foreign Governments
(Washington, 1975), pp. 47-51.
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to maintain market shares when pitted against such

aggressively nationalistic regulation. There is, however,

some controversy surrounding the role of CFP and ELF-ERAP.

In December, 1974, a parliamentary report accused both

public and private companies of coercion, tax evasion, and

other forms of avoidance of government regulation.

The end of World War I saw the beginning of direct

French government interest in the petroleum industry with

the cession by Germany to France of its 25 per cent interest

in the Turkish Petroleum Company (later Iraq Petroleum

Company). The Compagnie Francaise des Petroles (CFP)

was established to manage that interest as a vehicle for

realizing a national oil policy. The foundation of the

present French energy policy lies in the Petroleum Law of

1928, the beginning of French regulation of the oil

industry. By placing high tariffs on imported refined

products and no tariff at all on crude, the 1928 legislation

encouraged the birth and development of the French oil-

refining industry.

While World War II virtually destroyed the French

petroleum refining industry, the rebuilding of energy

potential was accorded primary importance in the Monnet

Plan. In the immediate postwar period the state created

the Bureau de Recherches de Petroles (BRP) to stimulate

petroleum exploration in French territories and to expand
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the oil refining industry in France. In 1966, both BRP

and RAP (Regis Autonome des Petroles) were dissolved, and

the first totally government-owned petroleum company, ERAP

(Entreprise de Recherches et d'Activities Petrolieres)

was established. Much of the early success of ERAP can

be attributed to the preferential treatment accorded to it

by de Gaulle and the dominant position it gained in Algeria.

The primary goals of oil regulation in France have

traditionally included (1) development of a national

refining industry, (2) diversification of crude sources and

development of sources not under the control of foreign-

based international producers, (3) improvement of the

balance-of-payments by finding ways to reduce the outflow

of francs spent on oil, and (4) concentration of a major

share of the French oil business in French hands, including

the development of at least one entirely state-owned

petroleum company which is capable of competing inter-

nationally.

The Ministry of Industry has traditionally been

responsible for the formulation of energy policy in France.

Within the Ministry there is an agency which was designed

specifically to deal with petroleum, the Direction de

Carburant (DICA). However, in early 1974 the French

government decided that all energy related matters should

be dealt with at the ministerial level, so the position of
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Secretaire General de l'Energie was revamped and given new,

expanded power. Originally the Secretaire General de

l'Energie was part of the Ministry of Industrial Development,

but, at the beginning of 1975, Jean Blancard was charged

with the task of creating a relatively independent energy

organization. The function of the Secretaire General de

l'Energie is still unclear, but currently Blancard's

position is one of coordination and administration rather

than actual decision-making.

The government regulates the oil industry in a variety

of ways. It controls prices; excludes from the French

market all companies which the government has not granted

authorizations; and controls refining authorizations which

allow a company to refine, sell, and produce; and

authorizations which permit the retailing of refined

products. The state has the power to impose a restriction

on the quantity of refined products which holders of

authorizations can sell. The government also reserves

the right to require distributors, who are also refiners,

to fill a certain percentage (most recently 90 per cent)

of their needs for distribution from oil refined in France.

The newest authorizations carry much more precise

obligations than ever before, including written guarantees

that the internationals represented in France will threat

their affiliates at least as well as affiliates in other
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countries with regard to keeping them adequately supplied

with petroleum. Furthermore, the state recently altered

the price-fixing mechanism for petroleum. Under the old

pricing formula for oil, price adjustments were thrashed

out and agreed upon by a joint industry-administration

commission; under the new,oil prices will change only upon

decree from the Finance Ministry.

Through these regulations the government complies with

the requirement of French law guaranteeing domestically-

controlled companies at least 50 per cent of the market.

Since its creation by the government in 1966, ELF-ERAP (ELF

being the marketing trademark) has continually gained

ground in the French market at the expense of the inter-

nationals. A state-owned company, ELF-ERAP has received

special advantages: in addition to long-term, interest-free

government loans, the company has been chosen as the

supplier of numerous state agencies (nationalized railroads,

Air France, Electricite de France). CFP-TOTAL (TOTAL

being the worldwide marketing brand) is 35 per cent state-

owned and controls about 25 per cent of the market. CFP

is about fifty years old and now claims eighth position

in crude production outside the Communist bloc and ninth

for refining and marketing.

The close communication--a function of institutional

and sociological factors--between the government and the
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French controlled oil companies assures that the policies

of both are clearly marked by and favorable to the interests

of the other. Nonetheless, the oil companies will feel the

impact of the government's new austerity policy. This

program, in effect since October, 1974, institutes a stiff

conservation program, including industry-by-industry

rationing of fuel oil; gives impetus to the search for

indigenous sources of energy, a search in which the

international companies will apparently be allowed to

participate; and puts a ceiling of ten billion dollars on

what it decided to pay for imported oil in 1975.

The recent radical changes in the international oil

market have made France, like other consuming countries,

doubtful about the ability of the major oil companies to

supply its needs. In response, it has tightened its control

on the industry operating in France and is negotiating

government-to-government deals with oil-producing states.

Such agreements have been completed with Algeria, Egypt,

Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Libya, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and the

Soviet Union. These agreements are expected to assure

France an adequate supply of crude and, in a broader foreign

policy context, to help solidify French influence around

the world.

In part as a result of these actions, the future also

holds many uncertainties for the oil companies in France.
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A November, 1974 parliamentary report is indicative of the

increasingly hostile climate which they must face. It

accuses both the private and governmental companies of

paying practically no taxes, providing false information

to the government, and conspiring to divide their markets.

The oil companies, on the other hand, complain bitterly of

unrealistic ceilings on product prices, claiming an

operating deficit of $1.7 billion in 1974.

The relationship between the government and the

non-French international oil companies is a relatively

stable one. Unlike most other major petroleum consuming

nations, France has tightly monitored its domestic

petroleum industry for nearly half a century. Although

the internationals operate in a regulated market, the

state has provided them with a relatively predictable

environment. CFP, ERAP, and their subsidiaries have

benefited as well from a protected market. The close

identification of the interests of the State and the French-

owned companies which this regulation has bred seems to

have served both of them fairly well.

French Foreign Policy and
Petroleum Supplies

Of the four nations to which attention is being

directed in this work, the case of France is unique. France,

more than any of the other three nations (the United
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Kingdom, the Soviet Union, and the United States), is almost

wholly dependent upon foreign sources of crude petroleum to

satisfy its domestic energy requirements. While the United

States and the Soviet Union still possess vast reserves of

petroleum, proven French reserves are minimal. The only

present possibility of any domestic production of crude

petroleum is limited to a number of minor fields in the

Atlantic off the Brittany coast which would pump at most a

couple of hundred thousand barrels of petroleum a year.34

At the same time, the vast petroleum reserves in the North

Sea are expected to make the United Kingdom self-sufficient

in petroleum by 1980, and even a net exporter of crude

petroleum.

France presently depends on imported crude petroleum

for more than half of its energy requirements. The

remainder of the energy consumed is produced by the limited

French hydroelectric resources, coal, and nuclear energy.

France's main hope lies in the field of nuclear energy,

and the country is pressing ahead with the construction of

thirteen nuclear power plants. These are not expected to

be fully operational before 1980.

French imports of crude petroleum have been steadily

increasing in the years immediately following the World War

3 4 The Dallas Morning News, January 16, 1977.
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II, both in terms of volume and monetary value. The

growing dependence of France upon imported sources of oil

is demonstrated in the data portrayed in Table I.

TABLE I

VALUE OF IMPORTS BY FRANCE OF CRUDE AND
PARTLY REFINED PETROLEUM, 1947-1974*

Year Millions of Dollars Year Millions of Dollars

1947 $100 1961 $ 681

1948 256 1962 716

1949 295 1963 822

1950 299 1964 919

1951 459 1965 1,088

1952 557 1966 1,110

1953 482 1967 1,307

1954 504 1968 1,387

1955 524 1969 1,437

1956 570 1970 1,677

1957 666 1971 2,165

1958 600 1972 2,697

1959 600 1973 3, 557

1960 619 1974 10,105

*Source: Department of Economic and Social Affairs,
Yearbook of International Trade Statistics (United Nations,
1950-1975).
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The large monetary figure indicated for 1974 should

not be confused with a proportionate rise in petroleum

imports. The net figure for oil imports in that year is

quite to the contrary. Between 1960 and 1972, net oil

imports increased by 14 per cent, in 1973 by 4 per cent

over the previous year, but in 1974 and 1975, net oil

imports decreased by 2 and 18 per cent, respectively, over

the previous years.3 5

The rank ordering of the source nations for French

crude petroleum has changed over the years. The five

most important suppliers of crude petroleum to France in

each of three years, 1961, 1968, and 1973, are indicated

in Table II.

Other minor suppliers over the years have been, and

still continue to be Qatar, Egypt, Muscat and Oman, Iran,

the United Arab Emirates, Abu Dhabi, and the Soviet Union. 36

Apparent from Table II is the fact that during the 1960's

and early 1970's, the refining companies operating within

France drew almost exclusively on the Middle Eastern and

African sources for the expansion of their crude petroleum

imports. Before the debacle in Algeria and the shift in

35 The Organization for Economic Co-operation and

Development, The OECD Observer (Paris, January, 1976),
No. 79, p. 32.

3 6 Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Yearbook
of International Trade Statistics (United Nations, 1950-
1975).
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TABLE II

THE CHANGING RANK-ORDERING OF FRANCE'S MAJOR
CRUDE PETROLEUM SUPPLIERS IN 1961,

1968, AND 1973*

1961 1968 1973
Petroleum Petroleum Petroleum

Percent** Supplier Percent** Supplier Percent* Supplier

33.9 Algeria 31.7 Algeria 22.4 Saudi
Arabia

25.0 Kuwait 19.6 Iraq 13.8 Iraq

19.7 Iraq 13.6 Libya 11.5 Kuwait

6.9 Venezuela 9,.9 Kuwait 9.3 Nigeria

6.7 Saudi 5.6 Saudi 8.2 Algeria
Arabia Arabia

*Source: Edward A. Koladziej, French International
Policy Under de Gaulle and Popidou: The Politics of
Grandeur (Ithaca, 1974), p. 506.

**The columns in the table will not total 100 per cent
since only the five top suppliers of crude petroleum for
each of the three years are listed.

foreign policy of Iraq to closer ties with the Soviet Union,

France was mainly dependent upon those two nations for the

majority of its petroleum imports. Thereafter, France has

relied upon Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, other Persian Gulf

sources, and Nigeria.

As indicated by the previously-cited figures in

Table II, Algeria maintained its position as France's main

supplier of crude petroleum through 1971. At the same time
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the major focus of French policy, as it related toward the

French goal of achieving oil independence, was also

directed to Algeria. This policy would begin to dissipate

following the June War of 1967. The basis of Franco-

Algerian oil relations were incorporated within an

agreement signed between the two nations in July, 1965.37

Within this agreement were placed France's aspirations to

becoming a major oil-producing country, like the United

States and Great Britain, and to developing sources of

supply that minimized dependence on other states. Signed

between the two governments, it facilitated the extension

of greater financial benefits to Algeria than would have

been possible under a normal commercial agreement. It also

underwrote the sale of Algerian oil at prices higher than

the then prevailing world market price. In summary, the

1965 oil accord seemed to advance the French goal to become

a major oil state and to assure a constant supply of oil

at an established price, both critical elements for the

expansion of French industry. It would further eliminate

the otherwise near-total dependence that France would have

had upon the Anglo-American oil cartels in the Middle

3 7Edward A. Kolodziej, French International Policy
Under de Gaulle and Pompidou: The Politics of Granduer
(Ithaca, 1974), p. 474.
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East.3 8 In the previous half century, the French had

failed to gain concessions for oil exploration in the area

to the degree to which the United States and Great Britain

had. The defeat of France in World War II contributed to

the failure to rush into the area after the war and grab

up the then plentiful oil concessions.

By the time of the 1967 June War, France was already

making an effort to spread out its sources of petroleum to

other North African and Middle Eastern oil-producing nations.

This process would culminate in 1971 by the previously-

listed complete reorientation of the rank ordering of the

major French oil supplying nations. The impetus for this

reorientation was the growing disagreement and friction

between France and Algeria. This friction centered around

the question of oil. The Algerians expected eventually to

accept sovereignty over their oil and natural gas resources

and, in the meanwhile, allow the French to run those

operations, expand them, and teach the Algerians the

necessary skills to operate them. More economic aid was

also expected from the French to aid Algeria in its

modernization and industrialization goals. The two nations

differed on fiscal policy and over the reference price for

oil, which was the artificially stated price on which

3 8 Ibid., pp. 474-475.
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Algeria's oil revenues were calculated. February, 1971

was the crisis month resulting from these growing disagree-

ments. France broke off negotiations with the Algerians

followed by the Algerian assumption of control of 51 per

cent of France's oil interests and the nationalization of

all pipeline and gas-producing installations.3 9

Soon thereafter the French realized that compromise,

not rupture, was the solution. Oil was too important a

commodity to be threatened by a problem that could easily

be solved through negotiation. In late June, 1971,

President Pompidou stated the problem succinctly, "Oil

is probably, at the present time, in a country like France,

the most elemental product. To score oil is fashionable,

but fatal!" 4 0  In April, the ground was broken for the

resolution of all disagreements in the following months.

The most important change in French policy was the turning

over of the oil negotiations from the province of the

state to the French oil companies.41

As a result of the June War, and France's recognized

about-face of support for the Arabs, France moved into the

3 9 Ibid., pp. 529-534.

40
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, French Foreign Policy;

Official Statements, Speeches, and Communiques, January-
June 1971 (Paris, 1971),, p. 244.

4 1Ibid., pp. 535-536.
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Arab oil-producing countries in an attempt to break the

Anglo-American oil monopoly. In April, 1968, an accord was

signed between the Libyan and French governments permitting

French oil interests to move into Libya as a partner

with the Libyan government. French imports of Libyan crude

progressively increased for a number of years but declined

in 1971. Following 1970, France consumated a valuable sale

of Mirage aircraft to Libya which was expected to offset

partially the cost of its oil purchases from Libya over the

following years.42

The most energetic French move after the June War was

its attempt to enter the Iraqi oil market. In August,

1967, Iraq had expropriated the concession area previously

allocated to the Iraq Petroleum Company (IPC, an Anglo-

American consortium). France dispatched a delegation

representing its own national companies to discuss joint

exploration of these areas with Iraq. Of particular

interest to the French were the rich North Rumaylah fields.

Iraq eventually decided to exploit the North Rumaylah

fields by herself even though the Iraq National Oil Company

(INOC) had neither the technical nor the financial

capabilities at that time for undertaking the field's

development. Consequently, when the Soviet Union offered

4 2Keesing's Contemporary Archives (London, 1974),
Vol. XVII, January 31-February 7, 1970, p. 23809.
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assistance to develop the very same fields, Iraq accepted

the offer.4 3

On November 23, 1967, a twenty-year contract between

the Iraq National Oil Company and the French state-owned

oil companies was agreed to for the development of a portion

of the expropriated land other than the North Rumaylah

field. The contract was officially signed by representatives

of the oil companies of the two nations on February 3, 1968.

This agreement was followed by other agreements with Arab

nations. Many agreements were joint-venture and contract-

service arrangements. Examples of these were the French

discussions with Kuwait and Saudi Arabia also conducted in

February, 1968, which culminated in the French sale of arms

to those nations. Following this, the French oil companies

secured additional important oil concessions from Iraq in

June, 1972.

Returning once again to the comparative ranking of

France's major oil suppliers, yet another observation can

be made. Following the climatic year of 1971 in Franco-

Algerian oil negotiations, France had shifted its oil

purchases to a far wider number of Arab states. Algeria

dropped to seventh place while no other state supplied more

than 16 per cent of France's oil imports. This contrasted

43 Peter R. Odell, Oil and World Power: Background
to the Oil Crisis (Aylesbury, 1974),, pp. 207-208.
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with a high of 31 per cent that was imported from Algeria in

1968 alone. No one state was thereafter permitted to

dominate purchases. The subsequent deal with Iraq in 1972

helped France to gain a competitive advantage over rival

Western firms and to recoup some of the momentum and losses

incurred by the rapid forced withdrawal from Algeria. France

could, therefore, still hope of being a leading world oil

power by being better protected against an abrupt cut-off

of oil supplies by any one state, such as had been done by

Algeria in 1971. What France did not foresee was the

unusual unity exhibited by the Arabs in the October War of

1973 when all the major oil-producing states concurrently

imposed cut-backs in production and selective embargoes

on unfriendly nations (Iran was the exception). Though

France managed to avoid being embargoed by the Arabs, she

was nevertheless hit with a partial ban on oil.

The years since the October War are the most revealing

aspect of France's recent Middle East policy as revealed

through her attitude in the United Nations and her policies

towards assuring for herself a continued supply of

petroleum from the Arab oil-producing nations. The openly

pro-Arab and anti-Israeli position assumed by France

became blatantly obvious during the opening days of the

October War through the activities of the United Nations

Security Council. On October 8, the United States requested
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a meeting of the Council. It adjourned shortly after being

convened without having taken any action. The same thing

happened the next day, October 9. The American represent-

ative, John Scali, requested a cease-fire involving a

withdrawal by all the parties to the lines held before the

opening of hostilities. The French, along with the British,

called only for a cease-fire in place. The Soviet delegate,

Jacob Malik, went even further by calling for a complete

withdrawal of Israeli forces to the pre-June lines of 1967.

The Security Council thereupon dispersed, not to meet

again until October 21.44 Only at that point, with the

Soviet Union recognizing that the battle had turned in favor

of Israel and away from their Arab clients, did they call

Kissinger to Moscow to request jointly an urgent meeting

of the Security Council to institute a cease-fire.4 5

Two important communiques issued by the Arab oil

ministers in October and November, 1973, probably had more

influence on French attitudes towards the parties to the

4 4 United Nations, Yearbook of the United Nations 1973,
Vol. XXVII (New York, 1976), pp. 192-196.

4 5Walter Laqueur, Confrontation: The Middle East and
World Politics (New York, 1974), pp. 182-185.
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conflict at this time than anything else.46 The first

communique was issued at the conclusion of a meeting of

the Arab oil ministers of the Organization of Arab

Petroleum Exporting Countries (OAPEC) in Kuwait on

October 17, 1973.47 Even though this communique, and the

subsequent one of November 4, were not solely directed at

France, it is very important to explain the purport of

them to understand better why French policy took the

course that it did.

The meeting of the ten-member OAPEC came to a number

of important agreements in Kuwait. First, they agreed to

limit oil and production and gradually to reduce exports

to certain countries until Israel was forced to withdraw

from occupied Arab territories captured in the June, 1967

4 6 The discussion in the following section of six
paragraphs is derived from material published for the
House of Representatives, entitled Report of a Study Mission
to the Middle East from October 22 to November 3, 1973:
The United States Oil Shortage and the Arab-Israeli Conflict
(Washington, 1973).

It is necessary to differentiate between the
Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) and
the Organization of Arab Petroleum Exporting Countries
(OAPEC). The two organization designations are sometimes
mistakenly used interchangeably. OAPEC includes only the
Arab oil-producing states located in the Middle East and
Persian Gulf area. OPEC includes, in addition to all those
nations members of OAPEC, Venezuela, Ecuador, Nigeria, Gabon,
and Indonesia. The last five did not participate in the
embargo levied by OAPEC (with the exception of Iraq) against
the United States, the Netherlands, Rhodesia, South Africa,
and Denmark in October, 1973.
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war. Secondly, they agreed to cut oil production by 5 per

cent each month, based on the September, 1973 production

level. Friendly nations would receive the same quantity of

oil as before the cutback, but no more. The nations of the

OAPEC could decide individually whether to embargo the

United States.

The next day, October 18, further agreements were

decided upon by the oil producers. Some producers

announced 10 per cent cuts in oil production the first

month. A total embargo was to be enacted against the United

States and the Netherlands. Nations were warned against

transshipping oil to the United States. Iraq refused to

join in this scheme because nationalization of foreign-owned

oil holdings was not included in the agreements.

Conditions were listed for nations to be able to get

on the most favored list. They had to fulfill one or

more of three conditions. They had either to break off

diplomatic relations with Israel, apply one or more economic

sanctions against Israel, and/or give some military

assistance to the Arab states. Both France and Great

Britain, along with Spain, were considered as having

fulfilled at least one of these conditions.

On November 3, another communique was issued at the

conclusion of another meeting of the Arab oil producers in

Kuwait. An important outcome of this meeting was the



decision to cut back oil production by 25 per cent. A

special committee would be created to travel to the

affected nations in order to explain the position of the

oil producers. Finally, it was decided to convene a

meeting sometime in the future to decide on specific and

uniform qualifications for the countries that were classified

as "friendly" or "most favored" so that no disparity would

exist between the definitions of various Arab nations.

The French position assumed during and after the

latest Middle East war may be directly attributed to these

two Arab communiques. Subsequent actions by the French

oil companies and the French government are also indicative

of that country's concern not to antagonize the Arabs and

their sources of oil. A clear indication of this attitude

was the French refusal to assist the Dutch by any acts of

economic solidarity during the period the Netherlands was

totally embargoed.

An act which clearly portrayed the attitude of both

France and the other European members of the European

Economic Community (EEC) was the adoption by them of a

resolution on November 6, 1973. This agreement was an

effort to reach a common position on the conflict in the

Middle East. At the time it was adopted in Brussels it

was widely interpreted as a "surrender to Arab blackmail." 48

4 8 The Times (London), November 7, 1973.
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It urged Israel to return to the October 22 cease-fire lines

(a demand then made by Egypt and the Soviet Union), it

reiterated the inadmissibility of the acquisition of

territory by force, the need for Israel to end its

territorial occupation, the right of each and every state

in the area to live in peace within secure and recognized

boundaries, and it recognized the legitimate rights of the

Palestinians. France became an ardent advocate in favor of

the adoption of this resolution along with creating a

common European Economic Community Middle East policy.4 9

The resolution was favorably received by the Arabs.

Consequently, on November 18, they suspended their earlier

decision to cut back supplies to Europe by another 5 per

cent.

France, at the height of the energy panic following

the October War, became most aggressive in its search for

its own sources of oil. This activity involved bypassing

the predominant Anglo-American oil companies in the Middle

East and making direct deals with the Arabs. The goal was

to make barter agreements. Arab oil would be exchanged for

French arms and technological and industrial products. The

French rushed rapidly into the Anglo-American preserve in

Saudi Arabia (ARAMCO) in the hope of concluding an agreement

4 9 Walter Laqueur, Confrontation, pp. 209-210.
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involving the delivery of a large amount of oil, to be

embargo free, over a certain number of years.5 0

This effort commenced in January, 1974. The two major

French national oil companies, ELF and CFP, contracted with

the Saudi Arabian national oil company, Petromin, for the

delivery of 27.5 million tons of oil over the next three

years. At the same time, significant exports of French

arms and industrial products were under way with future

shipments being simultaneously negotiated. The French were

also attempting to conclude yet larger deals for future

deliveries of oil. They hoped to conclude an agreement for

800 million tons of oil to be delivered over the next

twenty years, but no further contract emerged. When, in

late 1974, another French delegation went to Saudi Arabia,

once again no oil contract was signed, but it was revealed

that large Saudi purchases of French armaments had been

made. 51

In this instance, as in other French efforts to conclude

bilateral oil-for-exports deals, France was largely

unsuccessful. France usually ended up with bilateral

economic cooperation agreements with the Arabs and

5 0 Anthony Sampson, The Seven Sisters: The Great Oil
Companies and the World They Made (New York, 1975), p. 276.

5 1 Horst Mendershausen, Coping with the Oil Crisis:
French and German Experiences (Baltimore and London, 1976),
p. 73.
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others, wherein the element of oil supply security was

subdued.

In furtherance of these efforts, French initiatives

were also directed to Iran. The French effort in producing

preferential oil agreements were even less fruitful in the

case of Iran but were nevertheless successful in producing

French export commitments. In exchange for large French

inputs toward industrializing Iran and supplying it with

five large nuclear power plants, France only received a

pledge that its industrial efforts would be rewarded. In

addition, the French exploration companies in Iran were

rewarded with a pledge of "supplementary petroleum supplies

as far as available."5 2 The agreement was confirmed in

June, 1974. It involved an Iranian down-payment of one

billion dollars on future French exports, followed (at the

end of the year) by an Iranian loan of another one billion

dollars to the French Atomic Energy Commission.5 3

Shortly after the conclusion of the October War, France

concluded agreements with Egypt and Syria for the sale to

those nations of large amounts of arms. Included were the

sale of advanced Mirage fighters to Egypt and the sale

of advanced radar equipment to the Syrians. The French

5 2A communique issued at the time of the Shah of Iran's
visit to France, which was reported in Le Monde (June 29,
1974).

53 Mendershausen, p. 74.
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have also been instrumental in setting up the foundations

for a domestic Egyptian arms production industry. As

referred to briefly earlier in this chapter, an agreement

was recently concluded with Libya for the sale to that

nation of various coastal vessels and other weapons, an

agreement worth in the area of half a billion dollars.

A final indication of the French attitude toward the

Arabs and Israel was the reaction to the American-sponsored

Energy Coordinating Group (ECG). The charter for this

agency became known as the International Energy Agency (IEA).

It was created as an organization to help coordinate the

energy policies of the member nations and to organize

measures to prevent any single member from being unduly

hurt in case of another oil embargo. An important aspect

it was to perform was to act as a resource pool for money and

oil so that all nations would get an equitable share of

oil should one or more be embargoed or should all be

affected by a general cutback in oil production and

deliveries. Also, it sought to create a greater independence

from imported oil by exploring ways to create alternative

sources of energy and decreasing present rates of

consumption. It was first convened on February 13, 1974,

with a membership including the United States, the European
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nations (excluding France) and Japan. Membership included

nations importing almost 80 per cent of all Middle East

oil.5 4

France refused to join this organization. She was

opposed to the formation of a closed consumer bloc that

might foster confrontation between oil-consuming and oil-

producing countries. France did not want to be perceived

by the Arabs as belonging to an organization that was

attempting to undermine the price of oil and which assumed

the eventual disintegration of the OPEC's cartel. Another

stated French reason for not joining was that she opposed

any international system that the United States might

dominate. In December, 1974, France did agree not to oppose

the IEA and that it would maintain some kind of liaison

and work with the United States and other consumer

countries in the development of new energy sources.5 5 In

early 1975, the French joined the IEA-related twenty-five

billion dollar safety net proposed by Secretary of State

Kissinger to alleviate oil payment deficits among the

industrial countries. France also acted as a mediator

5 4Raymond Jernon, editor, The Oil Crisis (New York,
1976), pp. 223-225.

5 5This agreement was concluded between French
President Valery Giscard d'Estaing and President Gerald
Ford at the summit meeting held at Martinique in December,
1974.
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between the industrial states and the oil-exporting

states.

In conclusion, this chapter has revealed the near total

dependence of France upon the Middle East and Persian

Gulf for its sources of crude oil. This near total

dependence has, in turn, clearly affected the course of

French foreign policy pursued towards the nations in the

area. On one side are the Arab oil-supplying nations, and

on the other side, Israel. The turning point in relations

occurred as a result of the June War of 1967. French

policy thereafter has assumed a clear-cut pro-Arab

stance. This pro-Arab policy has not necessarily meant

that France is any less committee to the continued existence

and security of Israel. Aspects of its position have

included a muting of pro-Israeli sentiment expressed at home

and in public forums such as the United Nations or the EEC,

and a decrease of trade in the field of weaponry. But what

this change in policy has meant is a conscious effort not

to antagonize the Arabs in any fashion that would

jeopardize their sources of oil or the continued delivery

of that oil in the years ahead.



CHAPTER IV

BRITISH POLICY TOWARD THE MIDDLE EAST

British-Israeli Relations

Towards the end of the nineteenth century Great Britain

achieved a position of preeminence in the Middle East which

she maintained for nearly seventy years. An initial step in

this development was the British occupation of the Nile delta

in 1882 followed by the British declaration of a protectorate

over allof Egypt in December, 1914. As a result of the

Ottoman Empire's alignment with Germany and the Austro-

Hungarian Empire at the commencement of the first World

War, the British position in Egypt was considerably

strengthened in order to protect the British Empire's life-

line to the Far East, the Suez Canal, from Turkish

encroachment.

In May, 1916, the secret Sykes-Picot Agreement was

signed between France and Great Britain.1 It provided for

the division of the Fertile Crescent (then ruled by the

rapidly disintegrating Ottoman Empire) into various zones of

influence. An international administration was to be

1 John Ashlen Soames Grenville, The Major International
Treaties 1914-1973. A History and Guide with Texts (New
York, 1974), pp. 30-32.
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established in Palestine, but Great Britain was to receive

Haifa and Acre.2

General Edmund Allenby's two campaigns in Palestine

in 1917 and 1918 made the Balfour Declaration of November,

1917, possible. The Balfour Declaration was an official

statement issued on behalf of the British government

announcing its support in principle for the creation of a

proposed home for the Jewish people in Palestine.3 It was

drafted by the British Foreign Minister, Arthur J. Balfour,

along with prominent Zionist leaders and the British

cabinet. On November 2, 1917, it was officially issued.

The declaration was interpreted by Zionists as a promise

2The geographic term Palestine derives from the period
of Roman rule. Following the conclusion of the Roman
campaign against the Jewish uprising in 135 A.D., the name
of the region was changed by the Emperior Hadrian from Judea
to Palestine to further eradicate all memories of the
bond between the Jews and the land and make the Jewish
masses yet more subservient to their Roman rulers. This
geographic designation has remained to the present day.

3The Balfour Declaration, November 2, 1917:
"I have much pleasure in conveying to you, on behalf

of his Majesty's Government, the following declaration of
sympathy with Jewish Zionist aspirations which has been
submitted to and approved by the Cabinet--

"His Majesty's Government views with favor the
establishment in Palestine of a national home for the
Jewish people, and will use their best endeavors to
facilitate the achievement of this object, it being clearly
understood that nothing shall be done which may prejudice
the civil and religious rights of existing non-Jewish
communities in Palestine, or the rights and political
status enjoyed by Jews in any other country.

"I should be grateful if you would bring this
declaration to the knowledge of the Zionist Federation."
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to make Palestine a Jewish state in return for much needed

worldwide Jewish support for the Allied nations in World

War I.4 After the war it was formally approved by the

representatives of the Allied governments at Versailles

in 1919. It also became the basis of the League of Nations

mandate for Palestine, awarded to Great Britain. The

issuance of the Balfour Declaration set the stage for all

of Great Britain's subsequent difficulties in the Palestine

mandate culminating in its withdrawal from there by the end

of June, 1948.5 The British were at the same time strapped

down with their promise to the Zionists while also

attempting to maintain their traditional friendship with

the Arabs. They were becoming increasingly dependent upon

the Arabs for oil supplies at this time, especially in

order to fuel the Royal Navy, and needed the Arab Middle

East as a line of communication to India.

In a memorandum issued by Winston Churchill in 1922,

it was clarified that a home and not a political state or

commonwealth for the Jews had been intended in the wording

of the Balfour Declaration.6 This home was to be

4See Aharon Cohen, Israel and the Arab World (New York,

1970), pp. 118-126.

5Ibid. , p. 126.

6Winston Churchill was the Secretary of State for the
Colonies and, in February, 1921, was further given unified
control over British Middle Eastern matters.
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established in Palestine while the creation of a wholly-

Jewish Palestine had never been contemplated.

In 1920, the San Remo Conference divided Syria from

Palestine and awarded the mandate for Syria-Lebanon to

the French. At the same time, separate mandates for

Palestine and Iraq were awarded to the British. The

Palestine mandate incorporated the Balfour Declaration.

The British civil administration of the country began on

the first of July, 1920, although there was still no legal

basis for it until the conclusion of peace with Turkey and

the acceptance by the Assembly of the League of Nations of

the terms of the Mandate under which Great Britain was to

administer the country. This was accomplished in 1923 by

the Treaty of Lausanne.7

The period between 1923 and 1928 was one of relative

peace and tranquility throughout the Mandate. The domestic

situation started deteriorating between 1933 and 1935, as

a result of Nazi anti-semitism and the resultant wave of

European Jewish immigration into Palestine. In April,

1936, Palestinian Arabs staged a massive strike against the

mandatory government. A royal commission under William R.

Wellesley, First Earl Peel, was sent to Palestine to

investigate the situation. The Peel Commission's report of

7League of Nations: Treaty Series, XXVIII, No. 701,
pp. 11-113 (1924).
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July, 1937, brought forth a recommendation for the tripartite

partitioning of Palestine. With this report, the British

officially abandoned any hope of reconciling the Arabs and

Jews into a single entity. Everyone opposed the plan;

including the Arabs, Jews, and the Permanent Mandate

8
Commission. After a serious Arab rebellion broke out in

April, 1938, the British rejected all plans for partition

and proposed economic federalism as a solution to the

crisis.

On May 17, 1939, the British government produced a new

statement of policy in a White Paper. It stated that a

sovereign, independent Palestinian state was to be created

at the end of a period of ten years. Steps would be taken

at once leading to cooperation between Jews and Arabs in

the new state. A maximum of 75,000 Jewish immigrants would

be permitted to settle in the country during the prelim-

inary ten-year period, with immigration over this figure

dependent on Arab acquiescence. 9 The country was to be

divided into three zones, where land sales in each would be

restricted to either Arabs or Jews or to neither group.

The commencement of World War II halted any attempt

to gain approval of this plan or to implement it. A truce

8 Elizabeth Monroe, Britain's Moment in the Middle East
1914-1956 (London, 1964), pp. 81, 86-87.

9 This figure is given as 100,000 in other sources.
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of sorts between Arabs and Jews also existed as a result of

the war.

In October, 1945, British Prime Minister Atlee agreed

to a joint Anglo-American commission of inquiry to study

the Palestine question, upon American insistence. The

committee was formed in December and presented its report

on April 30, 1946. Provisions of the report included the

call for the immediate authorization of 100,000 immigration

certificates, and the statement that Palestine was to be

neither a Jewish nor an Arab state, but was to remain

indefinitely under British administration as a trustee-

ship.1 0

A new Anglo-American committee met in London in July,

1946. It recommended the division of Palestine into Arab,

Jewish, and British sectors. This proposal was rejected

by both Jews and Arabs. With the increase of Jewish

terrorist activity in Palestine at this time, anti-Jewish

feeling in Great Britain hardened. Acts of terrorism were

bitterly reported in the British press.1 1

British Foreign Minister Bevin made one last effort

to solve the crisis in January, 1947. When these efforts

1 0Matthew A. Fitzsimmons, Empire by Treaty: Britain

and the Middle East in the Twentieth Century (Notre Dome,
1964) , pp. 60-61.

llRobert G. Kaiser, Cold Winter, Cold War (New York,
1974), pp. 98-100.
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failed, Bevin referred the Palestine problem to the United

Nations on February 14, 1947.

The General Assembly appointed a Special Committee on

Palestine which toured the country and presented its report

on August 31, 1947.12 The majority report recommended

partition with economic union.
1 3 On September 26, 1947, the

British government declared that if no settlement of the

Palestine question was soon reached, she would plan an

early withdrawal of her forces and administration from

Palestine.1 4 On November 29, the General Assembly accepted

a modified United States-Soviet Union plan of partition.
1 5

With the intensification of violence in Palestine, the

British declared their intention to withdraw and end the

mandate by May 15, 1948. As this date approached, both

sides attempted to seize as much territory as possible

as the British withdrew and were concentrated in major

centers ready for evacuation.

Throughout the course of the conflict resulting from

Israel's declaration of statehood on May 14, 1948, Great

Britain continually attempted to embarrass the establishment

1 2 United Nations, Yearbook of the United Nations 1947-48

(Lake Success, 1949), pp. 227-230.

1 3 Ibid., p. 230. 1 4 Ibid., pp. 231-232.

1 5Yearbook of the United Nations 1947-48, United Nations

Document A/519 (Lake Success, 1949), pp. 247-256.
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of the new nation. Britain's efforts in the United Nations

were muddled and eventually caused the resentment of both

Jews and Arabs. British policy was based on the expec-

tation of an Arab victory over the perceived disunited and

numerically inferior Israeli forces.

The defeat of the Arabs caused Great Britain to perform

some clumsy maneuvers in Trans-Jordan, still under strong

British control. The British vowed to come to Jordan's

aid, if asked to under the agreement in effect between the

two nations, if Israel attacked Jordan. Furthermore, five

British planes, cooperating with the Egyptians over the

Negev Desert, were shot down on January 7, 1949, by Israeli

Messerschmidts.1 6  Britain warned Israel that the fighting

in the Negev area might cause her to intervene under the

terms of a treaty that she also had with Egypt.

But with the revulsion caused by the shooting down of

the British planes on the British public and government,

British efforts to embarrass the new Jewish state ceased.

On January 29, 1949, Great Britain extended de facto

recognition to Israel and de jure recognition was extended

in April, 1950. An arms embargo against the Middle East

combatants was lifted soon thereafter. In May, 1950,

Great Britain, along with France and the United States,

16 F. S. Northedge, British Foreign Policy: The

Process of Readjustment 1945-1961 (New York, 1962), p. 119.
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signed the Tripartite Declaration guaranteeing the status

quo in the Middle East.1 7

Many years later, during the course of a Parliamentary

debate on the Middle East in April, 1970, the London Times

would report that historically, the Labor Party, in and

out of Westminister, has been warm in its support for

Israel.18 When Ernest Bevin, while Foreign Secretary, was

perceived as pursuing anti-Jewish policies, he came under

fierce attacks in the years from 1945 to 1950.

In the years following British recognition of Israel

through the Suez Crisis of 1956, relations between the two

nations remained very cordial as relations with the Arabs,

in turn, deteriorated. This resulted from the Arab view

that Britain had not been powerful or decisive enough to

effect a solution favorable to the Arabs. Britain was held

responsible for the creation of Israel.
1 9

The role of Great Britain in the Suez Crisis, an

epochal event in terms of British-Middle East relations,

need not be detailed in depth.. British actions were

basically synonymous to those of the French, as detailed

in Chapter III. The concern over Egyptian nationalization

1 7Department of State Bulletin, Vol. XXII, No. 570,

June 5, 1950, p. 886.

18 The Times (London), April 14, 1970.

1 9 Howard M. Sachar, Europe Leaves the Middle East,

1936-1954 (New York, 1972), pp. 486-529.
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of the Suez Canal and Israeli concern over the increasing

attacks by terrorists from the Egyptian Sinai brought

Britain, France, and Israel together in 1956 in a common

cause. A number of factors that influenced the British

position in the period preceding Suez do, however, need to

be explored.

Great Britain had built up a massive military base

along the Suez Canal, which she considered as being the

focal point of British and Imperial security. Although

Britain was not obliged to enter into talks on the revision

of the treaty it had with Egypt until 1956, the Atlee

Government agreed at the end of 1945 to negotiate, provided

there was no prospect of British forces having to leave

Egypt with nothing but the Egyptian army to replace them.

Terms of agreement were finally signed in Cairo by the

British Minister for War, Anthony Head, on July 27, 1954,

and the treaty itself by the Minister of State at the

Foreign Office, Anthony Nutting, in Cairo on October 19.

The agreement provided for the withdrawal of British forces

from the Suez base within twenty months. It also meant the

end of Great Britain's major power status in the Middle

East. The only remaining British bases of note remaining
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were in Iraq and Jordan, but they lost much of their

importance. 20

The Western withdrawal of monetary support for the

construction of the Aswan High Dam project was the immediate

factor influencing Egypt to nationalize the Suez Canal.

Great Britain, as did the United States, feared the

rapprochment of Egypt with the Communist bloc.21 Great

Britain also became concerned about her other commitments

in the area, especially with Iraq. Nur-ei-Said in Baghdad

felt that the Iraqi regime could not last unless Nasser

was held in check.22 When Glubb Pasha (a Britisher) was

summarily dismissed in March, 1956, from his position as

adviser to the Jordanian government, Prime Minister Anthony

Eden saw Nasser as perfidious and responsible for the

dismissal.23

When the Suez Canal was nationalized on July 26, 1956,

Eden was determined to keep any solution to the problem in

24 -
British hands and out of the United Nations. But Britain

20 Guy Wint and Peter Calvocoressi, Middle East Crisis

(Aylesbury, 1957), pp. 43-47.

2 1Ibid., pp. 66-69. 2 2 Ibid., pp. 48-54.

2 3 Elizabeth Monroe, Britain's Moment in the Middle

East 1914-1956 (London, 1964), pp. 189-190.

2 4 Great Britain's involvement in the Suez War is ably

described in Anthony Nuttins, No End of a Lesson (London,
1967).
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was hesitant about attacking Egypt immediately, for she had

much more to lose in the Arab world than France. In

September, France interested Britain in a plan involving

the cooperation of Israeli forces. When the plans for

joint action were concluded, Britain only desired assurances

that Israel would not attack Jordan, with whom she still had

a valid defense treaty.

Britain and France were both thwarted in their military

campaign by actions undertaken within both the United

Nations General Assembly and Security Council, as recounted

previously. The British Conservative government had hoped

to overthrow Nasser, the symbol of anti-imperialist

radicalism in the Arab world, and the number one adversary

of the faithful Nur-ei-Said, whose policy was based on

alliance with Britain. 25

After the final loss of British hegemony in Egypt and

then Iraq (1958), greater importance was attached by Great

Britain to maintaining good relations with Israel.2 6 These

relations would, though, still be marked by fluctuations.

In early 1958 it was suggested by the Macmillan Government

that Israel should contract its territory. Later that

year, British policy towards Israel once again took on a

more favorable tone. In October, 1958, an agreement was

2 5Monroe, pp. 189-190.

2 6Donald Maclean, British Foreign Policy Since Suez
(London, 1970), p. 178.
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concluded between Great Britain and Israel for the sale of

two submarines, the first to be acquired by Israel.

In March, 1965, shortly after coming to power, British

Prime Minister Harold Wilson declared that while he would

like to see an improvement in relations with Egypt, ".

we are not going to change the general basis of our policy

in the Middle East, for example, by sacrificing our ties with

Israel. "2 7  This line was reinforced during a visit to

Israel in October, 1965, by the Minister of State at the

Foreign Office, when he told his hosts that ". . . no

development of Anglo-Arab relations was to be expected at

the expense of relations with Israel."2 8

This general policy was applied in practice during the

Arab-Israeli War of 1967. Keeping in the wake of

American diplomacy, the Wilson Government gave political

support to Israel before, during, and immediately after

the fighting. The Labor Government had considered as

ill-judged the decision of United Nations Secretary General

U-Thant to remove the United Nations Emergency Force from

the Israeli-Egyptian frontier in the Sinai on President

Nasser's demand. The British government expressed its

deep concern to the Secretary General, but the decision

2 7 Hansard, Vol. 709, April 1, 1965, p. 1976.

2 8 Commonwealth Survey, November 9, 1965, cited in
Donald Maclean, British Foreign Policy Since Suez (London,
1970), p. 191.
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could not be reversed and so it was to no avail.
2 9  The

Bfitish supported a proposal put forward by France which

called for four-power talks between Britain, France, the

United States, and the Soviet Union, concerning the

escalating crisis in the Middle East in late May, 1967.

This proposal was rejected by the Soviet Union.

In June, 1967, after hostilities broke out, there was

an announced embargo of British arms to all the Middle East

combatants. After forty-eight hours this policy was

qualified with the failure of a Russian response also to

adhere to the embargo. In 1967, the Israeli armed forces

were practically wholly-equipped with British tanks and

weapons, with France supplying the Israeli Air Force.

Soon after the immediate crisis of the Six-Day War

was over, the British government attempted to regain some

lost favor from the Arabs, while at the same time not to

antagonize the Israelis. Britain was the principal

author and sponsor of the Security Council resolution,

adopted unanimously on November 22, 1967 (Resolution 242),

contemplating, among other things, the "withdrawal of

Israeli armed forces from territories occupied in the

recent conflict."30

2 9 Harold Wilson, A Personal Record (Boston, 1970),
p. 395.

3 0 Yearbook of the United Nations 1967, United Nations
Document S/8247 (New York, 1969), pp. 257-258.
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The purpose of these actions was a result of the

extreme economic consequences of the conflict to Britain.

An oil embargo was put into effect by selected Arab oil

producers against Britain (it would last for six months),

and the Suez Canal was closed. Prime Minister Wilson most

clearly stated the consequences to Great Britain of the

conflict in the Middle East when he stated

The economic consequences of this June week were
extremely serious for Britain. The closure of the
Canal alone, it was authoritatively established,
was costing Britain E20 millions a month on our
balance of payments. No less serious was the
loss of Middle East oil. We had to seek to
replace this from other areas at a higher ?yice
and, in the main, at much higher freights.

He goes on to say

This crisis was a serious blow. By the early
autumn with the other difficulties arising it
seemed almost a fatal one to our economic
recovery. Exports, the balance of payments and
sterling wer all strong before the Six-Day War.3 2

The Middle East crisis was also the major contributing

factor leading to the devaluation of the British Pound

five months later, in November, 1967.33

The foundation for Britain's present Middle East

policy may be laid directly to the Parliamentary elections

held on June 18, 1970. The campaign preceding this election

officially opened on May 29. The day before, May 28, the

3 1 Harold Wilson, A Personal Record (Boston, 1971),
p. 400.

3 2 Ibid. 3 3 Ibid., p. 439.
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Labor Party released its manifesto, or campaign platform

position paper. It included a general statement on the

Middle East.

In two areas--Indo-China and the Middle

East--there is bitter conflict, full of danger
for the peace of the world. Labour believes that

no purely military solution is possible in either

of these areas. . . . a lasting settlement in the

Middle East [must be based] on the British-

sponsored Security Council resolution of

November, 1967. It is on these foundations that

a Labour Government will work.3 4

The Conservative Party campaign manifesto made in

reference to the Middle East. On the whole, issues between

the British parties on foreign policy were practically

nonexistent. Only after the election did the winning

Conservative Party's position on foreign policy become

evident. It was predicted that "although world affairs

played only a minor role in the election, the Heath

Government may also give a new look to British foreign

policy. " 35Furthermore, "the Tories will certainly not

try to restore Britain's onetime role as an international

policeman in the Far and Middle East."
3 6 As far as the

Arab-Israeli conflict was specifically concerned, it was

reported that

3 4 The Times (London), May 28, 1970, p. 9.

3 5Newsweek, June 29, 1970, p. 34.

3 6 Ibid.
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The proposal for the demilitarization of Sinai,
which the Conservatives made while in opposition,
may form part of an eventual settlement of the
Middle East crisis. For the present, however, the
need is to get the two sides into talks through
the agency of Dr. Jarring, the United Nations
special representative.

The specific Conservative Party Middle East policy was

laid out in a very important speech on October 31, 1970.

Called the Harrogate Speech (after the English city in

which it was presented), it was presented by the new

British Foreign Secretary, Sir Alec Douglas-Home. This

speech set the tone for Great Britain's new and independent

policy for peace in the Middle East to be followed under

the government of Prime Minister Edward Heath. This speech

would be condemned by Israel and received with satisfaction

by Egypt. In the Middle East at this particular time, the

so-called War of Attrition was taking place, involving an

escalating level of hostilities across the Suez Canal

between Israeli and Egyptian artillery and warplanes. The

points enunciated in this speech are still evident in the

foreign policy presently being pursued by the Labor

Government of Prime Minister James Callaghan, and espoused

by Great Britain through the United Nations.

37The Times (London), June 23, 1970.

38 The text of this speech, along with editorial
comment, is found in the November 2, 1970, edition of the
London Times.
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The speech called for the withdrawal of Israeli troops

from Egyptian territory.39 The speech also called for

Israeli withdrawal from the Golan Heights and Jerusalem,

and a return to the June 4, 1967, frontiers. Douglas-Home

reiterated the inadmissibility of the acquisition of

territory by war. He called for binding agreements by the

Arab nations and Israel allowing them to live at peace

with one another. The Palestinian refugees who wanted to

return to their homes in Israel proper or the occupied

lands should be allowed to do so,and those that do not

want to, should be compensated for. Furthermore, the

political aspirations of the Palestinian Arabs and their

desire to be given a means of self-expression should not

be ignored.

One response this speech elicited was by a Labor

M.P., Dr. Maurice Miller, of Glasgow Kelvingrove. He

stated, "Britain needs oil more than she needs Jaffa

oranges, and it looks as if this is the kind of thinking

which will dominate the Cabinet. "4 0

A few days after the speech was given, on November 3,

1970, Sir Colin Crowe, Britain's chief delegate to the

United Nations, launched the second stage of Britain's new

39 The Times (London),, November 2, 1970.

4 0 Ibid., November 2, 1970.
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initiative to find a peace settlement in the Middle East.

He repeated many of the points made by Sir Alec Douglas-Home

in his Harrogate Speech. But Sir Colin Crowe went even

further in calling on the Arab states to end their state

of belligerency against Israel. 4 1

When war suddenly broke out in the Middle East on

October 6, 1973, Britain immediately announced an embargo

on the shipment of weapons to the combatants, even though

there existed contractual obligations. Even having

announced an embargo, Britain continued to supply arms to

Arab countries during the war, but only on a small scale.

The major piece of military hardware formerly being

received by Israel from Great Britain was Centurion tanks

and ammunition and spare parts for them. Britain privately

made it clear that any American request to use United

States bases in its country for the airlift of supplies to

Israel would be refused.4 2

British support for the Arabs at first was somewhat

less outspoken. Public opinion in Britain showed that 45

to 50 per cent of the population sympathized with Israel

while only 6 per cent were for the Arabs. But public

opinion had no influence on the conduct of foreign affairs,

4 1United Nations, Yearbook of the United Nations 1970,
Vol. XXIV (New York, 1972), pp. 259-260.

42 Walter Laqueur, Confrontation: The Middle East and
World Politics (New York, 1974), p. 179.
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a fact that was made most observable in the preceding case

of France.4 3

The British Government's decision to refuse Israel

spare parts for the Centurion tanks was criticized by Tory

and Labor members of Parliament alike. Foreign Secretary

Sir Alex Douglas-Home claimed that the embargo had halted

combat arms, spare parts, and ammunition of far greater

value to the Arabs than to Israel. He stated further that

the government would reconsider its embargo should the

existence of Israel be at stake.44 This stand was reportedly

contradicted by Lord Cromer, British Ambassador in

Washington, when he told Kissinger on October 7 that

Britain would stay neutral even if Israel's existence were

at stake.45 The Labor Party advised its members to vote

against the government embargo, but fifteen of its members

voted with the government; whereas seventeen conservatives

voted against it, with sizable abstentions on both sides.46

Former Prime Minister Harold Wilson stated in a radio

interview that the Foreign Office was a traditional

stronghold of the Arabists, and that a strong prime minister

and foreign secretary were needed to counterbalance their

43Ibid., p. 175. 4 4 Ibid., pp. 176-177.

4 5 Ibid., footnote on page 177, citing L'Express of
November 5, 1973.

4 6 Ibid.
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influence. But he also had some favorable things to say

about the Palestinian Arabs. He considered them as the

real victims of 1948 who deserved a state of their own.4 7

The OPEC had created various categories in which

nations were placed in 1973, based on the European nations'

attitudes towards the Arab states andIsrael. These

categories were "most favored nations," "favored nations,t "

and "unfriendly nations." Nations were upgraded and demoted

according to undertakings and promises that their govern-

ments made. Such undertakings on the part of Great Britain

were denied by Sir Alec Douglas-Home. He stated, "There

has been a great deal of talk recently about submission to

Arab blackmail. This is nonsense. The Arabs have made no

demand on us, and we have offered no price.,48 It was

later revealed that Britain had promised to participate in

the oil boycott of Holland in order to get "most favored

nation" status from the Arabs. The British press hinted

at this when it said, "Britain's oil is safe--if we behave

ourselves."49

Washington became particularly angry with the British

government in October, 1973. The British had promised

47 Ibid.

48 Daily Telegraph, November 17, 1973, cited in Walter
Laqueur, Confrontation: The Middle East and World Politics
(New York, 1974), p. 193.

4 9 The Times (Londcn), November 14, 1973.
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early during the war to co-sponsor a resolution in the

United Nations Security Council calling for an armistice,

only to withdraw it after Arab diplomats had told the

British that the fighting should go on. Statements from

then on made by both British and French diplomats in Arab

capitals during and after the war were clearly anti-

American in tone.50

During the Parliamentary debates in the House of

Commons on March 12, 1975, concerned with the Middle East,

British policy at the time was set forth.5 1 These are the

same guidelines by which the present British government

conducts its Middle East affairs. As stated by Mr. David

Ennals, the Minister of State for Foreign and Commonwealth

Affairs (a minister who is not a member of the Cabinet),

this policy included five sections:

1. The stated British commitment to Security Council

resolution 242;

2. An Israeli withdrawal from occupied Arab territory;

3. An acceptance by the Arab states of Israel within

secure and recognized boundaries;

4. There must be a satisfaction of Palestinian demands

for a recognition of their legitimate political rights;

50Laqueur, pp. 206-213.

5 1Hansard, Vol. 888, March 12, 1975, pp. 481-483.
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5. A recognition of the rights of the Palestinian

refugees referred to in Resolution 242 of having their

plight redressed.

These points sound almost the same as those enunciated in

the Harrogate Speech in 1970.

Today, relations between Britain and Israel are quite

cordial. As is the case with many countries with whom

Israel enjoys full diplomatic relations, the harsher lines

of their political relations are muted. Israel enjoys a

tremendous import-export trade relationship with Great

Britain, and Israel is the target of a large number of

British tourists. In the case of Great Britain, all signs

point towards a continuation of these cordial relations.

British Foreign Policy and
Petroleum Supplies

Great Britain is another clear case of a Western

industrial nation with a near total dependence upon foreign

sources of oil. But her plight is not near as critical

as is that for France, as reviewed in the previous chapter.

One crucial difference exists between these two nations.

Great Britain has tremendous proven reserves of petroleum

in the North Sea which are now in the process of being

exploited. Oil is already flowing to the British mainland.

But the full potential of these reserves will not be

reached until at least 1980. By that time Britain expects
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to be totally self-sufficient in petroleum requirements,

and even expects to be a net exporter to many of the other

nations of Western Europe.

As was done for the chapter on France, it is best to

begin this analysis of British dependence upon foreign

sources of oil by looking at the monetary increase in the

value of those oil imports over the years. The pertinent

data are portrayed in Table III.

The relatively small figure for oil imports in 1947

is explained by the fact that the British economy was then

still mainly coal-fueled, the coal originating on the

large part from Great Britain's own abundant mines in the

central and northern portions of the country. Furthermore,

the period of time immediately following the conclusion of

the war was a period of severe economic recession. As the

postwar recession abated and industrial production picked

up, oil imports commenced their steady rise. The present

increasing flow of oil from the North Sea to the British

mainland is having an increasingly significant influence

on the amount of oil that Great Britain would otherwise

have to import from Arab producers. North Sea oil presently

satisfies only a small percentage of total demand and

complete British independence from Arab oil still remains

a number of years off.
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TABLE III

VALUE OF IMPORTS BY GREAT BRITAIN OF CRUDE AND
PARTLY REFINED PETROLEUM, 1947-1975*

Year Millions of Dollars Year Millions of Dollars

1947

1948

1949

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

1960

1961

$ 53

125

149

209

449

664

611

617

629

685

786

825

878

930

982

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1975

1975

$1,043

1,070

1,147

1,208

1,195

1,345

1,506

1,610

1,709

2,332

2,368

3,278

9,027

7,676

Source: Department of Economic and Social Affairs,
Yearbook of International Trade Statistics (United Nations,
1950-1975).
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The steep increases in the value of imported oil after

1950 may be explained by a couple of factors. The first,

previously stated, was the recovery Britain experienced

from its post-war recession. Secondly, Great Britain,

like the other nations of Western Europe, was converting

from a coal-fueled industrial base to an oil-fueled economy.

Oil was being viewed as a limitless source of energy, cheap,

readily available, and in safe hands under the agreements

then in effect between the oil producers and the various

Arab states.5 2 European nations, like France, Germany, and

Great Britain, who had large domestic reserves of coal,

even witnessed dramatic drops in the amount of tonnage of

domestic coal mined as a result of the conversion to oil.

The values for the last two years in Table III, as was

the case for the value of French oil imports in 1974, was

the result of the quadrupling of oil prices by the

OPEC in 1973 and not an increase in net oil imports.

The percentage increases or decreases in oil imports

over the years portrays a striking picture. Between the

years 1960 and 1972, Great Britain witnessed a 7 per cent

increase in the amount of oil imported. The following year,

1973, alone had a further 7 per cent increase in oil

imports over the previous twelve years. As in the case

5 2 See Jon Kimche, There Could Have Been Peace (New
York, 1973), pp. 223-239.
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of France, the following two years witnessed decreases, at

times dramatic, in the amount of net oil imports over the

previous year. In 1974, there was a decrease of 1 per cent

over the previous year while, in 1975, there was an

estimated dramatic decrease of 19 per cent in the amount of

oil imported over that of the previous year. Therefore, in

about two years, Great Britain had reduced its net oil

imports by approximately a fifth over that figure for

1973.53 Just the same, the cost of that oil that was

imported had risen about four-fold in 1974, a product of the

quadrupling of oil prices by that date by the Arabs.

The decrease in oil imports in 1974 and 1975 is

explained in part by the harsh austerity measures that were

instituted by the British government. Such measures

included the temporary three-day work week and shortened

work hours designed to cut back on the consumption of

oil. Britain also plunged into a severe economic recession

resulting from the increase in fuel prices which caused

much harm to her balance-of-payments position.

It was Britain's pioneering efforts that opened up the

Middle East to the exploitation of its oil resources.

Britain's efforts over the years have been mainly directed

53 The Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development, The OECD Observer (Paris, January, 1976),
No. 79, p. 32.
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to those Arab oil-producing nations bordering the Persian

Gulf.5 4  Specifically, these Arab states have been Iran,

Kuwait, and Saudi Arabia. In 1970, Britain depended upon

Kuwait for 26 per cent of its oil imports. In that same

year, though, the north African Arab nation of Libya

accounted for 24 per cent of Britain's total oil imports,

with a third nation, Saudi Arabia, accounting for a further

15 per cent.

Both the years 1973 and 1974 evince the same rank

ordering of nations in terms of the value of their imports

to Great Britain. But, in contrast to 1970, Saudi Arabia

assumes first place. In 1973, it exported $770,160,000

worth of oil; the dramatic increase being a product of the

increase in oil prices. Kuwait, Britain's primary source

of oil in 1970, assumed second place in both 1973 and 1974

in spite of its relatively small size. In 1973, it

exported $550,053,000 worth of oil to Britain and

$1,268,458,000 worth of oil in 1974. In descending rank

order, Britain's suppliers over the last few years have been

Iran (a major source), Libya, Nigeria, Venezuela, Iraq,

the United Arab Emirates, Algeria, and even Indonesia.

The position of many of these oil exporters is quite

54 The discussion in the following four paragraphs is
derived from data found in the Department of Economic and
Social Affairs, Yearbook of International Trade Statistics
(United Nations, 1971-72,71974, 1975).
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minimal when taken within the context of Britain's total

yearly oil imports from only a few major oil producers.

A final group of nations from whom Britain imports oil,

some of whom are decidedly marginal oil suppliers, include

Qatar ($387,085,000 worth in 1974), Oman, Angola ($2,540,000

worth in 1974), Gabon, and the Syrian Arab Republic. In

1973, Britain also imported some relatively small amounts

of oil from Tunisia, the Netherlands Antilles, Malaysia,

and Egypt.

The closing of the Suez Canal following the June War of

1967 influenced Britain's suppliers to some extent. Even

though Libyan, Algerian, and Nigerian oil has usually been

priced higher than Middle East oil, they assumed a minor

importance in satisfying Britain's total quantity and value

of imports with just those for oil imports. For 1973,

imports of oil amounted to 8.57 per cent of all Britain's

imports. But the value of those oil imports amounted to a

total of 63.49 per cent of the value of all goods imported

into Britain that year. In 1974, the quantity of oil

imported compared with total imports, had dropped slightly

to 8.02 per cent, as did the value of those imports

relative to the value of total imports, to 57.00 per cent.

The discussion so far has made evident the continuing

extreme dependence of Britain upon foreign sources of oil,

especially oil originating from the Middle East. The
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discussion will now turn to how this dependence upon

foreign sources of oil has influenced the attitudes assumed

by the British government in its relations with either

Israel or the Arab oil-producing states; which attitudes

eventually become evident in the position taken by the

British delegation at the United Nations on Middle East

questions. A good place through which to analyze the

British attitude is by observing various Parliamentary

debates about the Middle East. The two Parliamentary

debates chosen for discussion are those of April 13, 1970,

and October 18, 1973. The first debate transpired

immediately before the Conservatives gained office in

June, 1970, replacing the Labor Party under Harold Wilson

and the second debate took place shortly after the October

War started and while the Conservatives, under Edward

Heath, were still in office.

A significant point emphasized during the April 13,

1970, debate was the dependence of Britain on foreign oil.

As of that date, 86 per cent of British oil came from the

Middle East and North Africa. Of that amount, 54 per cent

came from the Persian Gulf via the Cape of South Africa.

For Europe as a whole, 83 per cent of its oil came from

the Middle East and North Africa, with 37 per cent of that

amount coming directly from the Persian Gulf via the
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Cape.55 George Brown, Secretary of State for Foreign

Affairs in 1967, and a member of Parliament in 1970,

continually made references to remarks he had made during

a previous Parliamentary debate on the Middle East on

May 31, 1967. During that debate he had said, "Our interests

in the Middle East, notably those affecting our trade and

our investment, as elsewhere, depend on the maintenance of

conditions in which peaceful and orderly development in the

56area can proceed."' This statement was picked up during

the April 13 debate by a constant reference to "economic

considerations" influencing British attitudes and policies

toward the Middle East.

At the time of the April 13 debate, Michael Stewart

was Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth

affairs.57 In the Middle East, the highly explosive War of

Attrition was taking place with battles across the Suez

Canal and almost daily deaths on both sides. Stewart

stated the Government's position as one favoring a cease-

fire. A peace should be formulated on the basis of United

55 Parliamentary Debates (Hansard), Vol. 799, April 13,
1970, pp. 1116-1117.

56 Ibid., Vol. 747, May 31, 1967, p. 108.

57 The following dicsussion relating the positions for
a Middle East settlement by various Parliamentary leaders
and members of the Government is found in Parliamentary
Debates (Hansard), Vol. 799, April 13, 1970, pp. 1026-1148.
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Nations Security Council Resolution 242. The British

interpretation of Resolution 242 at this time was for

Israeli withdrawals from occupied territory with but

small alterations of the pre-June, 1967, borders to ensure

Israeli security. Britain must be involved in pursuing

a Middle East peace since Britain's prosperity depended

to a large extent on a peaceful settlement in the area.

Sir Alec Douglas-Home, then a member of the opposition

Conservative Party, made his party's views known. He also

spoke in favor of implementing all the sections of the

United Nations Security Council Resolution 242, but he

felt that an imposed settlement to the Arab-Israeli conflict

would be impracticable. There would be a need for an

early-warning system to guard against any surprise air

attack. A settlement would have to deal with the solution

to the Arab refugee problem, partly solved by Israel and

partly in the Arab countries. A truce would be a first

step to end the then violent hostilities between Israel and

Egypt. There would then be a withdrawal by Israel out of

artillery range on the east bank of the Suez Canal and the

insertion of a United Nations force there. Jeremy Thorpe,

leader of the Liberal Party, felt that any United Nations

guarantee would probably not be credible, especially to

Israel.
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Douglas-Home finally stated that there should be a

conference of Israel, Jordan, Egypt, Syria, and possibly

others under United Nations auspices. In this manner, the

Arabs would be satisfied that they were not negotiating

directly with Israel.

On October 31, 1973, Harold Wilson, now in the

opposition, made his views on the Middle East public. He

stated that the Labor Government had always identified with

Israel since Israel was a democratic socialistic country,

as Britain was, and the basic ideology governing both

countries was similar.5 8

In the period 1968-1970, the Labor Government had

agreed to supply Chieftain tanks to Israel should the Arab

countries receive Russian T62's. As a consequence of the

October War, the Conservative Government had imposed an

arms embargo on all the combatants. This policy hurt

Israel much more than the Arab countries since Israel had

much more British military hardware integrated into its

armed forces than did the Arabs. Only Jordan had substantial

British military equipment, but Jordan was not directly

involved in the 1973 fighting. Israel had about one

thousand British Centurion tanks for which vital ammunition

supplies were suddenly cut off. The Egyptians and Syrians

5 8 Ibid., Vol. 861, October 18, 1973, p. 440.
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were practically all Russian equipped and supplied. Up

until 1973, Israel was purchasing between fifteen and

twenty million Pounds (about forty million dollars) worth of

British armaments yearly.5 9

Though there were many decidedly pro-Arab members in

the British House of Commons at that time (October, 1973),

everyone still insisted that Israel did have a right to

exist and to live within secure boundaries. This pro-Arab

bias was starkly stated by one member of Parliament,

Raymond Fletcher. He stated,

We have lost whatever influence we may have had
with Israel and . . . we have given the impression
that we do not particularly care what happens to
Israel and that we accept, if I may use the
patois of industrial relations negotiations, that
the Arabs are a "special cge" and are entitled
to special considerations,

Sir Alec Douglas-Home, speaking as Foreign Secretary,

stated early in the debate,

I say to the House most solemnly that these issues
are easily the most serious--the situation in the
war in the Middle East and the oil situation--that
we in Western Europe and indeed the Western world
have faced since the war. 6 1

This statement was emphasized by Dennis Walters. He said,

"What are Britain's interests? In the war it used to be

said that they were oil and communications. We lost

59. 60Ibid., pp. 439-443. Ibid., p. 478.

6 1 Ibid., p. 426.
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communications in 1956. There is now a danger to oil.," 6 2

Walters was pronouncedly pro-Arab throughout the debate.

He also said that the only reason peace was not a reality

in the Middle East was because of an increasingly

nationalistic and aggressive Israel. He closed by saying,

"Looking at the situation from the point of view of Britain,

I would say that it is the Arabs who can provide us with

the communications and oil that we need .. . . "63

The role of oil and its influence on the governmental

decision-making process was brought up in various speeches

given by members of Parliament. Maurice Edelman stated

"Does the right honorable Gentleman believe that he will

appease the Arabs and deflect them from their oil blackmail

by denying to the Israelis the equipment which they need

for their defense?"6 4  Richard Luce later added, "We have

seen that the existence of a conflict between the Arab

world and the Israeli world leads to a breakdown in the

supply of oil." 65 Towards the end of his speech, he said,

"The European Community and the Arab world depend upon

each other. The Community wants the Arab world's oil

supplies, and the Arab world sells most of its supplies to

Europe." 66 Near the end of the day's debate, Raphael Tuck

62Ibid. p. 488. 6 3 Ibid. 6 4 Ibid.,. 493.
65 Ibid., p. 516. 6 6 Ibid., p. 518.
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explicitly stated, "We are being blackmailed. The Arab

nations are saying that they will supply oil to friendly

nations and we want to keep friendly so that the Arabs

supply us with oil, so we dance to their tune. "6 7

The previous proceeding has made evident the attitudes

of certain members of the House of Commons as a result of

the October War. The role of oil as a factor, and the

leading one at that, was emphasized repeatedly. The

remainder of this chapter will briefly review some of the

historical facets that have influenced the role of oil in

British Middle East foreign policy. The political factor

will be de-emphasized in contrast to the first section of

this chapter where it was emphasized.

Great Britain has had an interest in the Middle East

since the eighteenth century. The region first served as

an important naval and commercial bridge to British

possessions in the Far East. This importance was

emphasized in 1869 with the opening of the Suez Canal.

By the time of World War II the area had lost much of its

importance for naval communications, but still it was

deemed important to maintain British power in Egypt, the

Persian Gulf, and at Aden as a bulwark against any hostile

powers.

6 7 Ibid., p. 529.
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Early in the twentieth century, the strategic value

of the area grew as a source for oil supplies for Western

Europe. It was especially the discovery of oil at

Masjid-i-Suleiman in Persia in 1908 which led the British

government to acquire a majority shareholding in the Anglo-

Persian Oil Company and to convert the Royal Navy from

burning coal to burning oil.68 It was this single factor,

the massive conversion of the huge Royal Navy to burning

oil, that made oil such an important consideration in

British policy toward the Middle East. 69

A very important political decision was made by the

British government in 1922, a decision that would remain

dominant for the next fifty years as far as British actions

were influenced toward the Middle East. The British

concluded in 1922 that neither the Zionists nor the Arab

nationalists in Palestine and elsewhere could ensure the

security and stability of the area and its strategically

and economically invaluable oil supplies. Both groups were

discerned as being more concerned with being a nuisance to

the British than helping them consolidate their imperial

control in the area so they could exploit the oilfields.

68
Later the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company (A.I.O.C.),,

now British Petroleum (BP).

6 9Kimche, p. 224.
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Therefore, subsequent British policy would be shaped

accordingly without undue consideration for the Zionists or

the Arab nationalists but entirely with a view to ensuring

security and stability and the uninterrupted flow of oil,

and the safe passage of it through the region. This

dominant theme was adhered to during World War II and also

led the British to oppose the establishment of the State

of Israel, for Israel was not expected to survive under the

Arab onslaught.7 0

Following World War II, the British desire to maintain

its foothold in the Middle East was a reaction to the

perceived importance of maintaining the safe flow of oil

and preventing any hostile powers from disrupting it. Even

up to the early 1950's the defense of the Middle East meant,

from the British point of view, occupying a strategic point

near the center of the area to guard the perimeter against

external attack, as it had been guarded in two world wars.

This was the purpose for wanting to maintain the huge Suez

Canal Zone base. Furthermore, the Suez Canal was the

single most important artery that the oil supplies from the

Persian Gulf sailed through on its journey to the British

Isles.

When Nasser came to power in Egypt after the 1952 coup,

he was gradually perceived as a potentially hostile power

70 Ibid., p. 224.
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within the area. The climax to this perception was Nasser's

nationalization of the Suez Canal, seen as a threat to the

security of the flow of oil. Britain, with French and

Israeli assistance, acted promptly to eradicate Nasser's

action. This action ended miserably for Britain and

resulted in a victory for the nationalistic forces led by

Nasser.

The British had failed to realize that in order to

retain or gain new bases, they needed the consent of the

host country. This search for consent was being increas-

ingly met by demonstrations and rioting opposed to a British

presence. But the need for these bases in protecting

Britain's oil supplies was a major reason for wanting to

retain them. The eventual realization of the futility of

holding onto bases without host country consent led the

British to open negotiations on the aforementioned Suez

Canal Zone treaty in 1953.

Following their debacle at Suez, the British shifted

their emphasis to the Arabian peninsula, especially the

southern belt of Arabia where British dominance continued.

In March, 1957, a special concern was voiced over Kuwait

and future relations with Saudi Arabia by Britain during

the Macmillan-Eisenhower discussion on Middle East affairs.
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According to Eisenhower's account,

Macmillan felt that Kuwait was really the key
to the overall Middle East oil production
problem. . . . By itself it could produce oil
enough for all Western Europe for years to
come. The problem then would become that of
retaining access to Kuwait and an adequate flow
of oil therefrom. One of the requirements for
success in this would be to achieve better
relationships with the surrounding nations, most
importantly Saudi Arabia.71

In 1963, the British government declared its intention to

retain its sovereignty over Aden, one reason for this

action being to maintain a toe-hold from which to protect

its oil supplies traveling up the Red Sea to the Suez

Canal. Also, the security of its Persian Gulf oil supplies

was important for its effect on the British balance-of-

payments.

The decline of British dominance in the various Arab

sheikdoms commenced when fighting broke out between them in

an attempt to enlarge their own individual domains. This

was expansion by Arab at the expense of other Arabs. Taking

one side or the other by the British was sure to cause

animosity. At the time of the June War of 1967, British

troops were intimately involved in the shooting war then

taking place in Aden. British forces were finally

withdrawn from Aden on November 30, 1967. In the winter of

7 1 Dwight D. Eisenhower, The White House Years: Waging
Peace, 1956-1961 (New York, 1965), p. 123.
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1967-1968, the decision was made to withdraw from all the

Gulf bases by the end of 1971.

The June War itself did not startle the British into

an awareness of the dangers to their oil supplies as the

war in 1973 would do. Britain was then only moderately

affected by a short-term embargo of oil though she was

forced to ration fuel for a time. The 1967 embargo,

ineffectual as it was, involved mainly a reallocation of

already plentiful supplies of oil from the United States

and other non-Arab sources. It was the years from 1967 to

the October War in 1973 that caused a massive reorientation

in strategic British policy concerning the availability

of its necessary oil supplies.

British policy took a pro-Arab tilt with the

Conservative government under Edward Heath and this pro-Arab

bias has continued under the opposition Labor Party and its

present leader, Margaret Thatcher. This policy, as in

France, has met with wide public criticism. While the Labor

Party, as previously emphasized, has had close links with

Israel, since 1967 a split within the party has developed on

the Arab-Israel dispute, with a small group of pro-Arab

Labor members of Parliament now being organized in the Labor

Middle East Council. When Labor came back into power in

1974, its Middle East policy differed from the Conservative's

only in emphasis and nuance and not in substance--despite the
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continuing, though lessened dominance of pro-Israel

attitudes within the party. In this case, as in many

previous cases, the British Foreign Office, traditionally

pro-Arab, has played a major role in propagating the

dominant pro-Arab bias to British Middle East foreign

policy.

Within the years between the two most recent Middle

East conflicts, the dominant position of the Anglo-American

oil companies was being continually eroded by constant

Arab demands for more equitable agreements as to the profits

that they should receive from oil pumped up from within

their individual countries. Britain had no choice but to

agree to increased profits for the Arab nations in return

for a pledge of continued adequate supplies and the right

even to pump oil at all. Britain was powerless to oppose

any unilateral takeover of pumping operations if she had

wanted to since her power in the area and her influence had

eroded, and she no longer owned any bases from which she

could impose her will. The situation was rapidly evolving

into one where one sovereign nation (Great Britain) had to

negotiate with another sovereign nation (an Arab oil

producer) and no single oil company could command the power

and influence it had once possessed in terms of actually

being able to make foreign policy.
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Following the October War, Britain was one of the

European nations which adopted the resolution of November 6,

1973, calling for an Israeli withdrawal among other more

specific points. This resolution, favorably received by

the Arabs, prevented Britain from having to experience

a cutback in its oil supplies at that time, though Britain

would not be receiving supplies over what it had been

receiving. As a result of the war, Israel became the only

possible sanction that Britain, the United States, and the

rest of Europe could call upon in their confrontation with

the Arabs and in order to secure their oil supplies.

As far as arms sales to the Arabs was concerned,

Britain, as was seen to be the case for France, had found

the Arab market a necessary and lucrative one, both before

and following the October War. In 1965, a valuable deal

was concluded with Saudi Arabia. This deal, valued at about

$280 million, involved the transfer of an air defense

package including Lightening interceptor aircraft,

Thunderbird I surface-to-air missiles, and Red Top air-to-air

missiles.72 In 1966, deals were concluded with Kuwait (for

$60 million), Iran ($100 million), and Saudi Arabia (for a

further $50 million). The weapons in these deals included

missiles, frigates, hovercraft, and aircraft. Another item,

72 Lewis A. Frank, The Arms Trade in International
Relations (New York, 1969), p. 71.
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the Vickers Centurion heavy tank, has been sold to both

Israel and the Arabs.73 Between 1950 and 1965, Egypt was

sold 730 of them, Israel bought 250, Iraq bought 100, and

Jordan about 50.74 Britain has further supplies the navies

of Egypt, Iran, Kuwait, Libya, Saudi Arabia, and Israel

with a wide range and variety of ships, mostly ex-Royal

Navy destroyers, patrol craft, and some submarines. One

destroyer supplied to Egypt was captured by Israel in a

naval encounter during the 1956 Suez Campaign and

subsequently repaired and integrated into the Israeli

navy.75 The British Spitfire fighter of World War II fame

saw extensive service in the Arab-Israeli war of 1948-1959

on the side of the Arabs.7 6  Before 1955, Great Britain

supplied 95 per cent of all the jets delivered to the

Middle East and North Africa.7 7

Today the Iranian market is very crucial for the

British arms industry, providing as much as 60 per cent of

the market. Iran now has more Chieftain tanks than does

Britain. In 1977, the greatest amount of all weapons

orders are destined for Iran, worth in the area of two

billion dollars. As the Shah began to run out of money, he

7 3 Ibid. 74 Ibid., p. 79.
75 George Thayer, The War Business: The InternationalTrade in Armaments (New York, 1969), pp. 274-275.
7 6 Frank, p. 73. 7 7 Thayer, p. 259.
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tried to make direct barter deals to buy arms in exchange

for oil. He failed in America and turned to Britain. In

November, 1976, the British Aircraft Corporation announced

a joint deal with Shell by which they would supply the

Rapier ground-to-air missile system, worth $640 million,

in exchange for 13,000 barrels of crude oil a day for the

next eight years. The nature of this deal was quite

clear--arms for oil. The Shah also had an order in for

1,680 Chieftain tanks in 1975.78

The importance of arms sales to the Arabs was

emphasized in June, 1976. The ministry of defense mounted

a large exhibition at Aldershot of military equipment. The

eagerness to gain Arab clients was visible everywhere at

the exhibition. Whole brochures were printed in Arabic,

and some waxwork soldiers had a very Iranian appearance.

The climax of the show was the two private days devoted to

foreign buyers from seventy countries, but with the Middle

Eastern states decidedly in the forefront.7 9  When the

Saudi Arabian Minister of Defense, Prince Sultan, visited

London in November of that year, he was greeted by a guard

of honor and the British Minister of Defense, Fred Mulley.

78 Anthony Sampson, The Arms Bazaar: From Lebanon toLockheed (New York, 1977), pp. 290-291.

79 Ibid., p. 288.
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Billion dollar orders were being expectantly awaited by the

British Aircraft Corporation and Rolls-Royce. 80

This chapter has made clear that Britain today still

is, and has been for many years, extremely dependent upon

the secure flow of oil supplies from the Middle East to her

home ports. This situation is expected to persist until at

least 1980, before sufficient oil from the North Sea can

flow in a quantity sufficient enough to allow a cutback in

foreign oil imports. Because of her present dependence

upon Middle East oil and her traditional ties to many of the

Arab nations in the area, British policy has been a

tight-rope exercise in relations with the Arabs and with

Israel. Because of her overriding need for Arab oil, British

policy has shifted to a more decidedly pro-Arab position.

As was seen in the case of France, this attitude became

evident during the October War in the Middle East. Only

time and the influence of increasing North Sea oil supplies

will tell if the present British policy toward the Middle

East continues. Such a possible change in policy would

eventually show itself in the British position adopted at

the United Nations.

8 0 Ibid., p. 303.



CHAPTER V

SOVIET POLICY TOWARD THE MIDDLE EAST

Soviet-Israeli Relations

Contrary to the view associated with the Soviet

attitude toward Israel today, Soviet support was indis-

pensible in the events leading up to the creation of Israel.

The unexpected but impressive phenomenon of Soviet-American

agreement on the partition resolution submitted to the full

session of the United Nations General Assembly on

November 29, 1947, convinced many undecided nations that

they should support this initiative of the two superpowers.

It was felt that this agreement on such a vital inter-

national issue at this time was too important to destroy

and should, therefore, be supported.1

On May 17, 1948, the Soviet Union extended de jure

recognition to Israel, while the United States had only

extended de facto recognition. In the enusing fighting

between the Arabs and Israelis, the Russians came down hard

on the Arabs. The bellicose statement and belligerent

actions of the Arabs were sharply attacked by Soviet

1 Fred J. Khouri, The Arab-Israeli Dilemma (Syracuse,
1968), p. 56.
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spokesmen in the United Nations. The Soviet spokesman in

the United Nations, Andrei Gromyko, was ably supported by

the spokesmen of the Soviet satellite states in Eastern

Europe.

The background for this Soviet support of the estab-

lishment of Israel was geopolitical in nature. The

overriding Soviet purpose in supporting the creation of a

Jewish state was to assist in hastening the departure of

Western influence from the eastern Mediterranean, which

was mostly British at the time.3 Once Israel declared its

independence, the United States and Great Britain were

accused of assisting the organization of the Arab armies

against Israel. The Soviet Union described itself as the

only true friend of Jewish national independence. The

extreme Soviet condemnation of the Arab attack on Israel

was dictated by their fear that the Arab plans might

reverse Moscow's plans to oust the British, for the

outcome of the war could not be immediately predicted.

While there was only one overriding factor influencing

Soviet support for Israel's creation, there were many

factors influencing the deterioration of those relations,

2Aharon Cohen, Israel and the Arab World (New York,
1970), pp. 442-443.

3Walter Z. Laqueur, "Soviet Russia and the Arabs,"
Midstream, Vol. II, No. 1 (Winter, 1956), 24-33.
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a process that commenced almost immediately in the autumn

of 1948. This initial period of deteriorating relations

reached its climax in 1952 with the preparation in the

Soviet Union for the Moscow physicians trial. The

physicians were Jewish and were being accused of poisoning

Stalin. This trial was the climax of the anti-semitism

then prevalent in the Soviet Union.

The Soviet complaints were many.4 They felt that

Israel had not become the democratic and independent state

whose creation the Soviet Union had supported. The tilt that

Israel was perceived gradually to be making toward the

United States and the West was looked upon with appre-

hension. The support and foothold that Israel had been

hoped to create for a Soviet entry into the Middle East

never transpired.

The gradual normalization of relations between Great

Britain and Israel in 1949 was another reason for the

disappearance of Soviet support for Israel. It had been

the anti-British activities of the Zionists that had

originally induced the Soviet leaders to support the

establishment of the Jewish state.

Another important factor influencing the Soviet

attitude toward Israel was the Soviet perception of the

4A good source describing early Soviet-Israeli
relations, and relations between the two countries to the
present day, is Howard M. Sachar, A History of Israel: From
the Rise of Zionism to Our Time (New York, 1976).
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"Jewish question" within the Soviet Union itself. The

response of the Russian Jews toward the establishment of

Israel had been totally underrated by the Soviet authorities.

It had been believed that the Russian Jews had long lost

interest in the Jewish national movement. This perception

was destroyed in response to the rapturous reception

accorded to the new Israeli Minister to the Soviet Union,

Golda Meir, in September, 1948, by the Jewish population of

Moscow.5 Israel was consequently perceived as a disruptive

force by its call for the immigration of Soviet Jewry.

Israel was accused of interfering in the internal domestic

affairs of the Soviet Union.

The evolution of Soviet policy toward Israel in the

years preceding Stalin's death in January, 1953, were

discerned in the Soviet voting pattern within the United

Nations Security Council. An attitude of wait-and-see

prevailed. The Soviet delegation consistently abstained on

the votes on all resolutions which were adopted by the

Security Council pertaining to the Middle East conflict.6

Just before, and immediately after Stalin's death in

1953, the Russians engaged in a reassessment of their

policies toward the developing countries. As concerned the

5Golda Meir, My Life (New York, 1975), pp. 239-242.

6See discussion in Chapter II.
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Middle East, a number of factors influenced the Soviet

position of increasingly supporting the Arab position and

opposing Israel. One was the American error of refusing

arms supplies to Egypt, already ruled by Nasser and his

group of revolutionary officers, and of repudiating its

former promise to help financially in the construction of

the Aswam Dam, a project which Nasser considered the most

important for Egypt's economy. This error was compounded

by the British and French cooperation with Israel in the

invasion of Egypt in 1956. The Soviets exploited Arab-

Israeli hostility to their advantage. Israel was seen as

leaning increasingly toward the West while the Arab nations

were in a process of trying to rid their nations of Western

military bases and influence, A final factor that greatly

influenced the Soviet view toward the Middle East was the

perception that the United States was creating a hostile

military alliance along the Soviet Union's southern border.

This was the Baghdad Pact of 1954-1955, linking Turkey,

Iran, and Pakistan to Britain, and in the secondary sense

to the United States and NATO,7

The one event that decidedly made the Soviet Union

a major factor in the Middle Eastern events was the

7The United States never joined the Baghdad Pact or
its successor, the Central Treaty Organization (CENTO), but
it maintained close associations with both alliances over
the years,
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conclusion of a major arms agreement between Czeckoslovakia

and Egypt in September, 1955.8 In actuality, the Soviet

Union was the main party in this agreement since

Czeckoslovakian foreign policy was effectively dictated from

Moscow. The Western monopoly on arms supplies was broken

and the West, by continuing its policy of deciding who could

acquire its weapons, could no longer solely dictate policy to

the nations of the region and influence events there.

With the growing crisis over the Egyptian nationali-

zation of the Suez Canal in July, 1956, the Soviet Union

found another means by which to solidify their position with

the Arab nations. The Soviet press congratulated Egypt on

having at last become master of the Canal and said that it

rightfully belonged to Egypt. The concern of the West

regarding free passage through the Canal was considered by
the Soviet Union as no problem at all since Egypt did not

want to close the Canal, Soviet commentators at the time

were making it clear that Egypt had Russia's wholehearted

support on the matter,

The first Soviet reaction to the joint Anglo-French

and Israeli attack on Egypt was a fairly routine announcement

in which the attack against Egypt was sharply denounced,

and the Security Council was called upon to take measures

8 George Lenczowski, Soviet Advances in the Middle East(Washington, 1972), pp. 7-8--7---
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against the decided aggression. Only several days later,

after the harsh American attitude toward the attack had

become somewhat clearer, did the Soviet government decide

to take a stronger stand. A sharp Soviet letter was sent

to the Israeli Prime Minister, David Ben Gurion, warning

that the very existence of Israel had been put into

question. In part, this note declared that

The Government of Israel is playing with the
fate of the whole world with the fate of its own
people. It is sowing hatred of the State of Israel
among the peoples of the East. Its actions are
putting a question mark on the very existence of
Israel as a State. . . . We suggest that the
Government of Israel should weigh its actions
as long as there is still time, and stop all
military movements against Egypt. (November 5,
1956)

Notes and newspaper articles in the Soviet Union

continually emphasized the line of thought enunciated in

the previous note, Demonstrations against Israel were

organized in the Soviet Union and even Soviet Jews were

mobilized to voice their disgust at the Israeli attack.1 0

Such Soviet support and actions made a very favorable

impression in the Arab world, where the concurrent events

associated with the Hungarian uprising passed unnoticed.

The low point to which the Soviet view toward Israel fell

9
Avigdor Daga, Moscow and Jerusalem: Twenty Years of

Relations Between Israel ____teSoviet Union (TNew-"YR ,
1970), p. 108.

10 Ibid., p. 107.
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was probably reached on November 29, 1956. The medium through

which this view was expressed was in the lead article of

Izvestia. Entitled "The Way to Suicide," it stated:

By challenging Arab peoples and all peoples
struggline against colonialism Israel is digging
its own grave. When in 1947 the United Nations
General Assembly decided to establish the State
of Israel, the world expected and hoped that
Israel would develop on the principles of
democracy and peace and would work for peaceful
coexistence with its neighbors. These hopes and
expectations were not fulfilled. From the very
first day of its appearance on the international
stage, the State of Israel began threatening its
neighbors, following an unfriendly policy toward
them, and "Socialists" of the type of Ben Gurion
put into motion slogans of extremist and aggres-
sive Zionism, placing themselves fully at the
disposal of imperialist forces and serving them in
all possible ways. The rulers of Israel became
the gendarmes of the colonial powers in the Arab
East. . . . With the appearance of the State of
Israel, where the power fell into the hands of a
group of irresponsible adventurers, the East turned,
in fact, into a powder keg.1 1

This statement showed that the Russians had come

around to embracing the Arab thesis that the State of

Israel, whom they had helped to create only nine years

previously, was the root of all evil in the Middle East.1 2

The decade of 1957 through 1967 in Soviet-Israeli

relations was easily characterized as merely a continuation

of the policy line adopted by Moscow in 1954. Any actions

or resolutions that were adopted which condemned Israel or

11Ibid., pp. 114-115. 12Ibid., p. 115.
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Israel's major supporter, the United States, was considered

as being worthy of Soviet support, or at least of being

defended by Moscow. Every action performed by Israel was

liable for Soviet condemnation. Cooperation and mutual

understanding in relations between Moscow and Jerusalem

were practically nonexistent. Even though diplomatic

relations between Moscow and Jerusalem still existed, they

were largely in name only. There had been no trade relations

since 1956, while cultural relations existed at the minimum

level possible, Israel was continually blamed for the

deteriorating relations between Moscow and Jerusalem. Even

while Israel was being castigated in the Soviet press and

by Soviet officials, Israel was herself attempting to

improve its relations with the Soviet Union, but all to no

avail.13

The June War of 1967 allowed the Russians to gain an

even stronger foothold among the defeated Arab nations

(Egypt, Syria, and Jordan). Her prompt rearming of the

Arabs showed that they were still the linchpins in Russia's

Middle East policy. Soviet reactions after the June War

were designed to keep options open on the Arab side while

foreclosing them with Israel by breaking off diplomatic

relations with Tel Aviv.1 4

1 4 Ibid., p. 240.13 Ibid., p. 119,
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The Russian strategy after the June War incorporated

two parts. First there was a strategy of uncompromising

firmness toward the outcome of the war itself, designed to

rebuild Arab morale and prevent Israel's military victory

from becoming a political victory as well. Second, there

was a strategy of moderation with regard to the means by

which the status quo ante was to be achieved, designed to

discourage fresh Arab ventures which could only lead to

new defeats. The one-sided military situation of June,

1967, would not be allowed to take place again.15

In the prolonged United Nations Security Council and

General Assembly debate that commenced during the June War,

Russia took a hard line position completely backing the Arab

point of view. Although the defeat of her Arab clients had

been initially embarrassing to the Russians, her vehement

support for them following their defeat presented an

unprecedented opportunity for improving her position in

Egypt, the leading Arab nation. Unlike the Arabs, Soviet

spokesmen in the United Nations explicitly acknowledged

Israel's right to exist as a state. Just the same, Soviet

rhetoric reached unparalleled low levels of diplomatic

language such as in a speech given on June 9, in the

15 Charles B. McLane, Soviet-Middle East Relations
(London, 1973), p. 9.
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Security Council, when Soviet representative Fedorenko

said, in part

The forces of aggression do not even bother
to look for justification. They take their
arguments from the garbage heap of history and
from the arsenal of the most famous criminals in
history. They follow the bloody footsteps of
Hitler's executioners who always accused the
victims of their own aggression.

In the last decade, 1967 through 1977, Soviet hostility

towards Israel has remained implacable, Even though the

Soviet position in Egypt has eroded to a point where her

influence has practically vanished, she continues vehemently

to espouse and support the Arab position on a settlement of

the Arab-Israeli conflict. The Soviet Union would like to

see a new Geneva Peace Conference convened in which she

would be a co-chairman and thus intimately involved in the

peace process and negotiations leading to an eventual

settlement. (The first Geneva Peace Conference, convened

shortly after the end of the October War in 1973, sat for

only a short period of time without accomplishing anything

substantial.)

In the last couple of years, though, there have been

consistent rumors that the Soviet Union and Israel have met

in secret meetings in order to discuss a possible resumption

of diplomatic relations. Israeli representatives have

supposedly gone to Moscow while Soviet representatives have

1 6 Dugan, pp. 232-233.
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at the same time gone to Jerusalem. An early Soviet signal

to Israel that it desired a relaxation of relations was in

1971 when a Soviet agent, Victor Louis, went to Israel

allegedly in order to secure medical treatment. He probably

went there in order to pressure Sadat into a more concilia-

tory position on the Arab-Israeli conflict.1 7

In conclusion, Soviet policy towards Israel, commencing

only months after the Soviet Union supported Israel's

creation, has been one of growing hostility and implacable

opposition. This position has been evidenced by both public

and private pronouncements, nowhere more evident than in the

United Nations in the course of Middle East debates. 1 8

Today the Soviet Union consistently supports the Arab

nations by voting against Israel and for the Arab position

on United Nations resolutions in both the Security Council

and General Assembly.19 They have done nothing less than

this since the mid-1950's.

The Role of Oil in Soviet Foreign Policy

The Soviet Union is presently the largest producer of

oil in the world, with probable and proven reserves possibly

1 7 Subcommittee on the Near East and South Asia of theCommittee on Foreign Affairs, Hearings: The Middle East,1974: New Hopes, New Challenges, House of Representatives93rd Congress, 2nd session (Washington, 1974), p. 99.
1 8 Examples may be found in the UN Monthly Chroniclein the printed debates through the years.

19See Chapter II.
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larger than those of the largest Arab oil producers.20 Oil

plays an important role in Soviet foreign policy, a role

that has been dramatically increasing and is expected to

become even more important in the years ahead. Both

economic and geopolitical factors influence Soviet foreign

policy as they relate to oil.2 1

Since at least 1955, when figures were first made

available by the Russians, the Soviet Union has imported oil

either in crude form, or (as it had been the case before

1964) in the form of various refined petroleum products,

such as diesel fuel or high-quality lubricants. The Soviet

Union has been continually importing some relatively small

quantities of oil since World War II from a number of

sources. The reason no figures are available for the

period before 1955 is that the Soviets were using "national

sovereignty" as a shield of self-interest in order not to

have to give economic and statistical information to the

United Nations before that year.22 Soviet imports of crude

petroleum and oil products are portrayed in Table IV.

20 Arthur Jay Klinghoffer, The Soviet Union and
International Oil Politics (New York, 1977), p. 38.

21 Ibid., see Chapter II, pp. 18-37.

22 Alexander Dallin, The Soviet Union at the United
Nations (New York, 1962), p. 48.
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TABLE IV

IMPORTS BY THE SOVIET UNION OF CRUDE PETROLEUM
AND OIL PRODUCTS, 1955-1973*

Millions of Metric Tons** Millions of Metric Tons**
Crude Oil Total Crude Oil Total

Year Oil Products Imports Year Oil Products Imports

1955 .6 3.8 4.4 1965 .0 1.9 1.9
1956 1.5 3.8 5.3 1966 .0 1.7 1.7
1957 1.3 2.9 4.2 1967 .1 1.4 1.5
1958 1.1 3.2 4.3 1968 .1 1.1 1.2
1959 1.1 3.3 4.4 1969 1.5 1.1 2.6
1960 1.2 3.2 4.4 1970 3.5 1.1 4.6
1961 .9 2.7 3.6 1971 5.1 1.5 6.6
1962 .5 2.3 2.8 1972 7.8 1.3 9.1
1963 .5 2.3 2.8 1973 13.2 1.5 14.7
1964 .0 2.1 2.1

*Source: Arthur Jay Klinghoffer, The Soviet Union and
International Oil Politics (New York, 1977), p. 64.

Unlike the other chapters of this work, which utilize
monetary dollar figures in their tables to show yearly
petroleum imports, this chapter utilizes measurements of
million metric tons.

Complete data for the years 1955-1973 in terms of
United States dollars could not be found, or, if such data
were found, was largely incomplete. Values that are
available are inconsistent as to whether they refer to
crude petroleum imports alone, to imports of oil products,
or to a combination of both crude petroleum and oil products.
As a result, it was deemed best to utilize the figures
available for petroleum imports in million metric tons.

On other important consideration for utilizing million
metric tons measurements involves the fluctuating exchange
rate of United States dollars and Soviet rubles. The
official and unofficial exchange rates are of such a varied
nature that much error as to the true value of Soviet
petroleum imports would be incurred by attempting to
translate one currency into that of the other.

**One metric ton of crude oil is variously translated
as either 8.0 or 6.6 barrels, depending upon the specific
gravity of the crude oil. An average figure used usually
is 7.3 barrels per metric ton.
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Imports of crude oil prior to 1964 were comprised of

war reparations from Austria, which ceased in 1964, and

small quantities from Albania, which ceased in 1961, and

the total yearly volume of crude oil imports was much lower

than that received during the period 1969-1973. 23 The

relatively small quantities of refined oil products that the

Soviets have been consistently importing have mainly been

coming from the communist East European states, with Rumania

being the major supplier. Also, there has been a constant

flow of refined oil products from Western Europe. The

sources of the reported crude oil imports vary from year to

year but are mainly Iraq, Libya, and Algeria. Switch deals

in 1968 were arranged by the Soviets for crude oil from Abu

Dhabi and from Kuwait in 1970.24 Before 1973, Egypt was

also an important source of crude oil for the Russians.

The Soviet Union has bought small quantities of oil products

23 Klinghoffer, pp. 71-72.

24 The Soviet Union (as well as the East European
states) does not have large reserves of hard currency,
and, therefore, prefers "compensatory trading" in which the
expenditure of foreign exchange is unnecessary. Switch
trading accomplishes this goal as the Soviets can sell to
state A a commodity that has traditionally been supplied
by state B. At the same time state B sells the same
quantity to state C, which has in the past received its
supply from the Soviet Union. Such trading often results
in reduced transportation costs and has been practiced by
the Soviets in conjunction with Middle East oil producers,
particularly after the Suez Canal closure of 1967.
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from South Yemen ever since 1969, and they are assisting

South Yemen with oil prospecting.25

In the last ten years the Soviet Union has taken on an

extreme interest in Middle East oil. This interest is both

economic and political in scope. In the final analysis it

must be concluded that the political aspects of Russia's

oil dealings with the Arab oil-producers take precedence

over purely economic considerations. The reasons for this

are easy enough to understand. The dilemmas of Soviet

energy policy at this time which have caused the Soviet

Union to direct its attention increasingly to the Middle

East are two-fold.

The first of these dilemmas concerns the capability of

the Soviet Union to develop its own resources. Although

Soviet reserves are probably adequate, with over 100 billion

barrels proven and many other areas with good potential,

new production will involve exploitation of remote Arctic,

Siberian, and offshore areas where access and logistics are

difficult and the technological problems are complex. The

ability of the Soviet Union to tackle these problems on its

own is limited and will remain so far quite some time. In

addition, capital investments will have to be substantial.

Soviet petroleum technology has not kept pace with the

2 5 Klinghoffer, p. 145.
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demands of Arctic conditions and the Soviet economy continues

to be plagued by shortages, inefficiency, and red tape.

As a result, the Soviet Union is turning to the West for

the technology and equipment needed to continue exploration

and development.2 6

Nevertheless, Soviet leaders have been hesitant to

commit substantial amounts of their oil and gas reserves

for export in return for needed Western assistance. The

Soviets are uncomfortable now as they have been historically

with the Western control which would accompany Western

participation. The result of this dilemma is a certain

amount of inconsistency in Soviet policy toward Western

investments. On the one hand, the Soviets appear eager

to obtain Western capital and have shown impatience with

legislative resistance in the United States. On the other

hand, the Soviets have taken a hard bargaining stance with

regard to the projects under discussion, demanding easy

credit terms, large credits for infrastructure, and

offering shipments of oil and gas at relatively high prices

in return.

The second problem which faces the Soviets involves

the future of Soviet exports to the Eastern European

26 Federal Energy Administration, The Relationship of
Oil Companies and Foreign Governments (Washington, 1975),
p. 192.

27 Ibid., pp. 192-193.
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countries. The Soviet Union currently supplies over 1.2

million barrels per day to Eastern Europe. However, Soviet

production is not expected to increase sufficiently to

supply the greater part of increasing Eastern European

needs as well as increasing domestic needs without

curtailing exports for hard-currency areas, basically

incorporating Western Europe. As a result, the Soviets

have suggested that the Eastern European countries find

other sources for their additional needs in the future.

The East European countries do not have sufficient hard

currency to buy oil on the open market, and the producer

countries are increasingly unwilling to accept barter

arrangements. This situation would conceivably result in

severe economic disruption in Eastern Europe and consid-

erable strain in intrabloc relations. This may necessitate

the Soviets foregoing oil exports to the West in order to

maintain their economic commitments to their allies. The

Soviet problem is somewhat less serious since the

OPEC succeeded in quadrupling oil prices. The Soviets can

now curtail exports to the West and still earn more hard

currency than they had planned prior to 1973.28

The above dual aspects of Soviet oil exports, her

commitments to her Eastern European allies, and her exports

28 Ibid., p. 193.
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to Western Europe, are the factors that will influence the

future requirement of the Soviet Union to need to import

Middle East oil. Since 1955 Soviet oil exports have

increased every year until there was a slight drop in 1974.

As seen by the data in Table V, the Soviet Union remains a

far larger exporter than importer of crude oil and oil

products. The percentage increases in oil exports have been

especially pronounced within the last decade.

Recent importers of Soviet crude oil have included the

following hard currency countries: Austria, Belgium,

Denmark, France, Germany (including West Berlin), Greece,

Iceland, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, Norway, Spain,

Sweden, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom. Soft currency

countries (those that trade oil for a product other than

cash) that have recently imported Soviet oil include

Finland, Ghana, India, and Morocco. Before the 1973 Middle

East War, Egypt was also an importer of Soviet crude, but

this resulted mainly from the logistical consideration

associated with the closed Suez Canal. The Communist

nations importing Soviet oil (these are mainly all those

nations to whom the Soviet Union is obligated to supply

oil to irrespective of her own domestic situation) include

Bulgaria, Czeckoslovakia, the German Democratic Republic,

Hungary, North Korea, Mongolia, Poland, and Yugoslavia.2 9

29 Ibid., pp. 62-63.
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TABLE V

EXPORTS BY THE SOVIET UNION OF CRUDE PETROLEUM AND
OIL PRODUCTS, 1955-1974*

Millions of Metric Tons Millions of Metric Tons
Crude Oil Total Crude Oil Total

Year Oil Products Exports Year Oil Products Exports

1955 2.9 5.1 8.0 1965 43.4 21.0 64.4

1956 3.9 6.2 10.1 1966 50.3 23.3 73.6

1957 5.9 7.8 13.7 1967 54.1 24.7 78.8

1958 9.1 9.0 18.1 1968 59.2 27.0 86.2

1959 12.5 12.9 25.4 1969 63.9 26.9 90.8

1960 17.8 15.4 33.2 1970 66.8 29.0 95.8

1961 23.4 17.8 41.2 1971 74.8 30.3 105.1

1962 26.3 19.1 45.4 1972 76.2 30.8 107.0

1963 30.2 21.1 51.3 1973 85.3 33.0 118.3

1964 36.7 19.9 56.6 1974 -- -- 116.2

*Source:
International

Arthur Jay Klinghoffer, The Soviet Union and
Oil Politics (New York, 1977), p. 64.

By the early 1970's Soviet officials were first

realizing that despite continued increases in the domestic

production of oil, there were limits to the amounts of oil

available for export. One factor influencing this realiza-

tion was an event that has previously been cited for Western

Europe--the conversion from a coal-fueled industry to an

oil-fueled industrial complex. Between 1950 and 1970,
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Soviet energy generated by coal had fallen from 66.1 to about

40 per cent.30 This same trend was also taking place at

this time in Eastern Europe, imposing as a consequence,

additional pressure on the Soviet Union as that area's prime

supplier of oil. The rapid increase in automobile production

with its resulting increase in gasoline consumption in the

Soviet Union also added to the tightening of available oil

supplies.

The situation that arose after 1953, when exports of

Soviet oil increased sizably, was based on four important

considerations. The first consideration concerned the

domestic shortage of pipe suitable for oil and gasoline

construction. One of the aims of the oil export program was

to secure this needed pipe in return for oil. Italy was

willing to enter into such an arrangement and she was

followed by many other West European states and Japan, 31

Another factor influencing greater Soviet exports involved

the large increases in domestic oil production. By 1955,

this production was lagging behind the available refinery

capacity of the Soviet Union and influenced the decision to

export that unrefinable oil to Western Europe or to Third

World nations instead. 32 A third factor was the Soviet

policy of attempting to woo Third World nations away from

3 1 Ibid., p. 65.30 Ibid., p. 48.
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the dominant Western influence. Included in this goal

was the Soviet attempt to improve its image in those

nations and to lessen their dependence on the Western oil

companies. This was partly achieved by lower Soviet oil

prices and the ability to pay with goods rather than hard

currency as the Western oil companies demanded for its

oil.33 The final factor influencing the Soviet decision,

and the one that remains most important and relevant in

Soviet oil policy, has been the desire since Khrushchev to

modernize the Soviet economy. One of the means by which he

hoped to accomplish this was through the purchase of

sophisticated technology from Western states, and for this

purpose, he, along with all the succeeding Soviet leaders,

have needed the hard currency that could only be acquired

through large oil sales. Khrushchev's oil export push was

probably aimed at setting the stage for expanded trade

ties with noncommunist states.34 Exports of oil to the

West in 1972, amounting to over forty million tons, provided

over 30 per cent of the hard currency earnings needed to

pay for the imports of Western machinery and technology.

In 1965 and 1966, the Soviets were anxious to secure hard

currency in order to pay for their large wheat imports.

Extra oil was made available for sale to the West by the

33 Ibid., p. 66. 3 4 Ibid., pp. 65-66.
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termination of oil deliveries at this time to the People's

Republic of China.35

The year 1967 witnessed the onset of a number of

problems that have greatly influenced the present position

of the Soviet Union as an oil exporter. That year witnessed

a domestic production slowdown influencing the oil export

program. As a result, the Soviets were only minimally

able to take advantage of the Arab oil embargo of 1967 since

they themselves did not have extra large quantities of oil

available to sell to the embargoed nations of Western

Europe. In 1972, the increase in exports was so small that

net oil exports decreased for the first time since World

War II, falling from 98.5 million tons in 1971 'to 97.9

million tons in 1972. 36

As all this was transpiring, the East European states

began demanding greater supplies of oil from the Soviet

Union. For political reasons the Soviets agreed to increases

in deliveries, but those supplies were still inadequate

to meet all the requirements, requirements that could only

be met by cutting back on oil deliveries to Western Europe

or the Third World. As a result, the Soviets requested

their allies to search for additional supplies of oil from

the Middle East and North Africa in order to supplement

35Ibid., pp. 196-199. 36Ibid., pp. 69-70.
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their Soviet oil supplies. Almost immediately many of those

nations began to import considerable amounts of Middle East

and North African oil and sign agreements for even larger

future deliveries. 37

As a result of the relative decrease in Soviet exports

of oil, the decision was made that the Soviet Union itself

would commence to import some quantities of Middle East and

North African crude oil. This was done in order to

maintain an approximate ratio of 27 per cent oil exports

to total domestic production. 38 This need to import crude

oil represents an important change in Soviet policy and

represents ramifications fundamental to Soviet interests

in the Arab world.

This activation of an oil import porgram was done for

a variety of reasons. Some have already been described in

this chapter. In addition, the purchase of oil from Arab

states was aimed at encouraging the nationalization of

Western oil properties, since the Soviet Union was

indicating an interest in buying oil produced solely from

nationalized oil fields. 39 Furthermore, the import of oil
would allow time to open the Western Siberian oil fields

with their expected huge volumes of reserves.

37Ibid., p. 7 38Ibid., p. 71. 39Ibid.,,p. 58.
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Cost became an important factor in the decision to

import oil from the Middle East and North Africa. 40 It has

been estimated that it costs half the amount to produce

Middle East oil over that produced from the rapidly

exhausting Baku fields or from the fields that will be

eventually opened in Western Siberia. Within this cost

factor is included the cost of transportation. It is

cheaper, due to logistical and production factors, to export

Western Siberian oil to Japan while importing Middle East

oil to satisfy the needs of the western areas of the Soviet

Union. Also, oil produced from the Caucasus or Baku would

be piped to Western Europe while Middle East oil is

imported to satisfy southern Russia. Finally, much of the

oil bought from the Middle East goes to Western or Eastern

Europe, and not to the Soviet Union, allowing the Soviets

to save on the cost of transporting that oil. The cost

of oil shipped in that fashion would be quite favorable,

since the oil was usually repayment for Soviet credits and

did not involve the expenditure of hard Soviet currency.

As was the case during 1967, the Soviets were not able

to take much advantage of the energy crisis in 1973,

though the percentage of oil exported over the figure for

total production had increased minimally and total net

_Ibid., pp. 72-73.
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imports increased by 10.6 per cent in 1973.,4 The Soviets

mainly took advantage of the rapid rise in oil prices by

increasing their income greatly without having to also

increase exports. Soviet oil was even secretly supplied

to the Netherlands, embargoed by the Arabs for its vocal

support of Israel. Increased supplies were also shipped to

the United States in the winter of 1974, when this country

was also experiencing an energy crisis resulting from the

Arab embargo against it.

The tightening of the domestic Soviet energy situation

in 1973 was reflected in a speech given on November 17,

1973, by Soviet Premier Alexei Kosygin. He stated that

the Soviet energy situation was "still tense," although

"incomparably more favorable" than in the West. Kosygin

reported that production of oil and natural gas had fallen

below original targets in 1973 and would continue to lag

in 1974, but said coal production was ahead of target. He

further said that economizing in fuel and electrical power

was a problem "not only of today but also of tomorrow."

The Communist party newspaper Pravda reported November 13

that committees had been set up to study "intensifying the

struggle for national and economic use of power resources,"

and printed a further appear for fuel conservation on

41 Ibid., see Chapter 8, pp. 158-181.

42 Facts on File 33, No. 1727 (December 2-8, 1973):
pp. 1021-1022.
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November 27. Western experts were of the view in 1973 that

the Soviet Union might have to increase drastically its

imports of Middle East oil, which stood at about six million

tons, or 2 per cent of consumption in 1972, if export

policies were to be maintained. Soviet exports to Eastern

Europe, totaling sixty million tons in 1972, could not be

halted for political reasons, increasing the strain on the

Soviet Union to satisfy its own domestic requirements.

It is estimated that the Eastern European nations may still

have to import up to 100 million tons of oil by 1985 from

sources other than the Soviet Union. Because of the

aforementioned expansion of the Soviet automotive industry,

Soviet domestic consumption of oil and oil products were

expected to increase by roughly two-thirds by 1980.

The post-1973 increase in oil prices and the resulting

increase in the amount of money earned by Russia from oil

sales have created a new Soviet goal to achieve energy

self-sufficiency sometime in the future. The Soviets are

now able to buy large amounts of Western technology and

equipment. This goal was portrayed in October, 1973.

Tens of thousands of Soviet oil experts that month attended

an exhibit by 189 United States companies in Moscow, who

displayed about thirteen million dollars worth of oil

exploration and production equipment. Dresser Industries
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signed at the exhibit a five-year technology transfer

agreement on prospecting offshore oil and gas reserves.4 3

The Soviet desire to act as the middleman in purchases

of Middle East oil which is eventually resold to Western

Europe at hefty profits (sometimes as high as 300 per cent)

also figures prominently in Soviet strategy and tactics.4 4

The Soviets could easily reduce imports of oil and at the

same time reduce a corresponding amount of exports, but this

would deny them a potential lever of power and large

profits. One example of this was the increase in oil sales

to the United States at the height of the 1973-1974 Arab

oil embargo, while the Soviets were lending strong verbal

support to the Arabs. 4 5

Soviet oil pricing is an important ingredient utilized

in exporting oil. Soviet oil has usually been priced

lower for Third World and Western states than for

Communist-ruled states. Also, Third World states which are

politically closest to the Soviet Union pay more than Third

World states, which are less pro-Soviet. It appears that

the Soviets sell oil cheaply in order to enter a market but

once that nation is fairly dependent upon Soviet oil

deliveries or has become more pro-Soviet, the price of oil

Ibid., p. 1022. 4 4 Klinghoffer, p. 82.

45Ibid., pp. 175-176. 46Ibid., pp. 86-87.
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to it is raised. Until 1973, the Soviet Union usually

charged noncommunist states from about 50 per cent to more

than 100 per cent less for crude oil than it charged

Communist-ruled states. A major reason for this policy

was the Soviet desire to break into markets that have long

been controlled by the major Western oil companies. The

profits that are still able to be made are achieved by

having Western goods imported in return for the oil that

would have cost much more to produce domestically.

Overall, the Soviet Union's oil strategy differs from

that of the West and Japan. This strategy features the

export of oil and the import of technology.4 Soviet

policies have been strongly influenced by a constant shortage

of hard currency, though this situation is rapidly fading.

Soviet oil tactics are often linked with barter trading

while Western companies have always engaged in purely cash

transactions. But this is also now changing. Many Middle

Eastern oil producers are now demanding cash in payment for

oil, even from the Soviet Union. Soviet tactics basically

serve the political interest of the state while Western oil

companies operate from an economic motive. This chapter

will no go into a deeper look at Soviet oil policy

specifically directed toward the Middle East.

Ibid., p. 93.
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Soviet oil policies in the Middle East and North Africa

are aimed primarily at limiting Western power in the area

and secondarily at extending the influence of the Soviet

Union. The influence of the Soviet Union in the area has

been achieved as a result of the position the Soviets have

taken on the Arab-Israeli conflict.

To repeat a couple of points once again, the Soviet

desire to import oil is due to the fact that Middle East or

North African oil is cheaper than oil produced domestically

in the slowly newly opening fields in Western Siberia and

elsewhere. The problems associated with transportation

make a it more economical for the Soviets to ship promised

Middle East oil to its Asian customers or Cuba rather than

ship Soviet oil all the way from its Black Sea ports. The

Soviets are able to maintain large export commitments and

at the same time earn large profits on those exports. By

allowing itself to accept oil in payment for a barter deal

it can more easily find markets in the Middle East for its

own equipment, machinery, or weapons. What it comes down

to is that the Soviet Union is at the same time an importer,

exporter, and middleman for Middle East and North African

oil. At the same time it assists in prospecting, production,

refining, and marketing operations.4 8

4 8 Ibid., p. 118.
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Soviet political objectives include the weakening of

the hold that the Western oil companies have in the area.

They believe that the key to Western influence in the area

has been its control over the oil resources in the individual

oil-producing nations. Furthermore, the money earned by the

Western companies has been the direct cause of Israel's

consistently aggressive policies towards the Arabs. The

money that the Western oil companies have earned has been

immediately funneled to Israel by the United States and

other nations in order that Israel may be able to purchase

weapons and armaments to be used against the Arabs.4 9

Soviet policy is, therefore, aimed at making the Arab oil

producers less dependent upon the Western oil companies by

providing them with equipment and credits, prospecting for

oil, training oil specialists, building refineries, and

drilling wells. They also promote nationalization of

Western oil holdings, and oppose the Western control of

transportation and marketing operations.

The Soviet Union has oil relations with many Middle

Eastern and North African nations. Iran is one country

that has had a lengthy, though not always friendly,

relationship with the Soviet Union. Strategic considerations

and geographic proximity have determined these relations.5 0

49 Ibid., pp. 118-119. 5 0 Ibid. pp. 122-134.
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The Russians have long attempted to prevent Western control

over the northern Iranian oilfields. When the West

boycotted Iranian oil during the crisis of the early

1950's, Soviet consent was given to Czeckoslovakia and

Hungary to purchase Iranian oil. The main energy product

sold to the Soviet Union by Iran is natural gas, while oil

contracts are minimal or, if they do exist, are not

publicized. Any oil sold to the Soviet Union by Iran should

actually be accredited to shipments which eventually

terminate in East European ports.

Unlike Soviet oil or gas relations with other oil-

producing states, Soviet policy toward Iran has come to

feature an absence of oil or gas politics, while secure

economic ties have been stressed. In the case of Iran, it

is the Soviet Union who increasingly desires imports of

natural gas while its own gas-producing fields in southern

Russia are being rapidly depleted. In the near future the

Soviet Union may also want to import sizable amounts of

Iranian oil, for which the Iranians could easily find

alternative markets should relations between the two

countries deteriorate at some future date. The Soviets

do not want to create anti-Soviet feelings in Iran which

could push that country more firmly into the Western camp.

The Middle Eastern nation with which the Soviet Union

has the most extensive oil dealings with is Iraq. These
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dealings are predicated on both political and geographical

51
considerations.5 Since the overthrow of the Iraqi monarchy

in 1958, Iraq has evidenced strong anti-Western tendencies

and has long advocated the nationalization of Western oil

properties. Furthermore, Iraq is situated at a strategic

location on the Persian Gulf and has given the Soviet Navy

the use of important naval facilities at Umm Qasr. Iraq

is also the Arab nation geographically closest to the Soviet

Union.

Extensive oil relations began only in 1967, after the

Soviets began their policy of importing oil and after the

June Middle East War of that year, but specific aid

commitments and agreements were only concluded in December,

1969. Soviet financial loans for the development of the

North Rumaylah and other proven oil fields were to be

repaid at 2-1/2 per cent interest in future production of

crudt oil from those fields. The Soviet deal was quite

advantageous since the Russians would be paid in oil for

their prospecting activities whether or not oil was found

at any one location. In 1970 and 1971, additional large

agreements were concluded for Soviet assistance in the

construction of oil pipelines, an oil refinery at Mosul,

and the construction of industrial projects unrelated to

51 Ibid., pp. 134-139.
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oil. These projects would all be repaid in crude oil by

the Iraqi National Oil Company. Agreements were also

concluded for the sale of Soviet arms in exchange for oil.

The Soviets have agreed to accept crude oil as payment

for all of Iraq's debts up to 1980.

By mid-1972 Iraqi crude finally began to flow to the

Soviet Union. Much of this oil was eventually resold to

the Eastern European nations. Some of these, such as East

Germany and Bulgaria, made their own agreements to import

Iraqi oil. Soviet crude oil imports from Iraq totaled

4.084 million metric tons in 1972, 11.010 million metric

tons in 1973, but only 3.888 million metric tons in 1974.52

This drop in imports in 1974 might have resulted from the

Iraqi demand that in all future agreements with the Soviet

Union it would demand hard currency payments for its oil.

It is still believed that the potential for greatly increased

Soviet purchases of Iraqi oil will increase in the future,

especially with the opening of the Kirkuk to Dortyol (Turkey)

pipeline. This will greatly alleviate the transportation

problems. Formerly, Iraqi oil destined for the Soviet Union

or East Europe had to travel the long route down the

Persian Gulf, and before the Suez Canal was reopened in

1975, around the Cape of Good Hope, or it had to be shipped

through a pipeline transversing Syria to one of the Syrian

52 Ibid., p. 138.
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terminals on the Mediterranean Sea, The distances involved

will now be greatly reduced by using the new pipeline.

Before 1967, Soviet oil relations with Algeria were

mainly concerned with the training of Algerian petroleum

specialists and oil prospecting.53 Soviet imports of

Algerian oil extended from 1962 through 1972, Soviet

purchases of Algerian oil were mainly delivered to Cuba and

to Spain in order to honor agreements with those countries.

With the present tightening of the Soviet energy supply

situation, they would very much like to lessen Cuba's

reliance upon them and would probably support the present

normalization of relations between Cuba and the United

States. As a result, Cuba may soon supply its energy needs

from the adjacent South American oil producers. After

Algeria had paid off its debts to the Soviet Union in 1972,

they then preferred to sell their oil to other customers in

order to receive higher prices than those previously

contracted for with the Soviets.

Egypt has both imported and exported Soviet oil.54 As

a result of the closing of the Suez Canal, Egypt began

selling oil to the Soviets in 1969. This decision was

based on both economic and political considerations. For

the oil that the Soviets sold Egypt, they accepted Egyptian

53 Ibid., pp. 139-140. 5 4 Ibid., pp. 140-142.
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cotton in return for the oil, thus allowing the Egyptians

to save their hard currency. Throughout the fifties and

sixties, Egypt was a net importer of oil, and it is only

now reaching self-sufficiency, resulting from the return

of the captured Sinai oil wells by the Israelis and

intensive production in the Gulf of Suez.

The oil that the Soviet Union purchased from Egypt

between 1969 and 1972 resulted mainly from utilizing switch

deals. The Soviets sold oil to Egypt to be refined at

its Alexandria refineries while Soviet tankers loaded other

Egyptian oil at the Gulf of Suez to be delivered to its

Asian customers. By 1972, due to the deteriorating

political relations between the two countries, the amount

of oil sold to the Soviets had dropped considerably, as had

the amount of oil sold to Egypt. The Egyptians did not

like the low price they received from the Soviets for their

oil and were increasingly wary of undue reliance upon the

Soviet Union. Also, as 1973 and 1974 progressed, Egypt's

cotton crops declined. Since this was the basic commodity

involved in Soviet-Egyptian oil relations, as the amount of

exportable cotton declined so did the amount of imported

Soviet oil.

Syria was a net importer of Soviet oil until 1971. In

1972, due to increased production, Syria began to sell

crude oil to the Soviet Union, supplying 315,000 tons in
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1972 and 247,000 tons in 1973.55 Some of this oil was

marketed by the Soviets in Western Europe. Soviet imports

of Syrian oil are not a necessity but are based more on

good will. Soviet transporting and marketing operations

are deemed more important to the Syrians than the

relatively small amounts that the Soviets might import.

In 1972, the Soviets began importing Libyan crude oil.

That year they bought 1.867 million tons and 1.713 million

tons in 1973.56 The decline in 1973 was due to the Soviet

desire not to pay the higher prices demanded by the

Libyans. Some Libyan oil purchased by the Soviets is

shipped directly to East Europe for resale.

Soviet policy in the Middle East, formerly focused

particularly on Egypt, is now shifting more to Iraq and

other oil-producing states. This is happening since the

Soviets are importing ever increasing amounts of Iraqi

oil and are seeking to impede the flow of oil from Middle

Eastern nations to the United States and other Western

nations. Furthermore, this policy shift has resulted from

the disagreements between Egypt and the Soviet Union since

1972, when the Soviet advisers left Egypt.

With the increasing Arab demands to be paid for their

oil in hard currency, the Soviets are reassessing their

5 5 Ibid., pp. 142-143. 5 6 Ibid., pp. 143-144.
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Middle Eastern oil importing program. They now appear to be

opting for a policy of oil self-reliance, based upon

limited exports from Siberia and limited imports from the

Middle East and North Africa. Rather than have to pay for

increased Arab oil imports in hard currency, the Soviets

would rather spend their hard currency on Western

technology and equipment in order to develop their Western

Siberian oil fields more rapidly. This Soviet self-

reliance upon Siberian oil supplies means a slower oil

production growth rate than would be possible with direct

assistance from the Americans or Japanese, and it is this

fact that leads to a continuing Soviet temporary need for

Arab oil to subsidize its own production and foreign

contractual obligations.5 7

In summary, it has been shown that the nature of

Soviet oil policies have a decided duality about them.

These dual considerations influencing Soviet policy are

either economic or political in nature, The one definitely

overriding consideration of the two is the political

aspect. During a 1971 Congressional Subcommittee hearing,

John Lichtblau, Executive Director of the Petroleum

Industry Research Foundation, declared

If the Soviet Union were to establish effective
political influence in the majority of Middle

5 7 Ibid., pp. 155-156.
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East oil countries, this would have a profound
impact on the long-term, overall foreign policy
considerations of both Western Europe and Japan.
There is no doubt that this plays an important
part in the Soviet Union's Middle East policy. 5 8

The Soviet Union can be totally self-sufficient in

oil if it did not adhere to its export policy. Every year

more oil is produced than is domestically consumed.5 9

Because of its huge export commitments, it is doubtful if

the Soviet Union, because of its own increasing domestic

demands, can really be totally self-sufficient. This is

in spite of the fact that the Soviet Union is presently

the world's largest oil producer and has huge proven

reserves of oil that may someday rival or be larger than

proven Middle East oil reserves. The difficulty factor

here is the relative inaccessibility of many of those

oil-bearing geographical locations, situated as they are

in Western Siberia or the Arctic zones of the Soviet Union,

and the lack of sufficiently modern technology and equipment

58 Subcommittee on Europe and the Subcommittee on the
Near East of the Committee on Foreign Affairs, Hearings:
Soviet Involvement in the Middle East and the Western
Response, House of Representatives, 92nd Congress, 1st
session (Washington, 1971), pp. 135-136.

59 An example of this is portrayed in the pertinent
figures for 1974. That year Soviet production averaged
8,950,000 barrels of oil per day, while domestic consumption
averaged only 6,480,000 barrels per day. Federal Energy
Administration, The Relationship of Oil Companies and
Foreign Governments (Washington, 1975), p. 203.
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which presently can only be purchased from the West and

Japan with hard currency.

It is because of this that the duality of the Soviet

Union's oil exporting policy exists. Soviet oil or Soviet-

purchased Middle Eastern and North African oil is sold to

Western Europe and Japan in exchange for hard Western

currency to allow, in turn, the purchase of Western

technology and equipment to assist in the development of the

domestic Soviet oil industry. Oil purchased by the Soviets

in the Middle East or North Africa is presently much

cheaper, in terms of production costs, than oil that would

need to be produced in the Soviet Union from the new fields

in Western Siberia. Therefore, the Soviets earn larger

profits from the sale of this oil to its customers in

Western Europe.

While oil sales to Western Europe are basically an

economic transaction, those same sales to Eastern Europe

or Cuba are political in nature. The Soviets would

presently like to curtail the shipment of oil supplies to

these two areas because this oil would be more profitably

utilized if it were to be sold to the West Europeans. When

it is sent to Eastern Europe, the Soviets only get goods

in return, not hard currency, and those goods that are

received are universally inferior in quality to the

comparable goods that could be received from the West. The
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Soviet's sole purpose in continuing oil shipments to

Eastern Europe or to Cuba is in order to maintain their

strong political and economic preponderance within those

individual nations and keep them strongly within the Soviet

orbit. With oil consumption increasing rapidly in the

Eastern bloc, those nations are demanding even larger supplies

from the Soviet Union, which cannot be easily refused. For

the foreseeable future, it appears that the Soviet Union

will remain heavily committed to supplying Eastern Europe,

no matter how adverse an effect this has on its own domestic

consumption situation. The Soviets are presently allowing

their allies to search for alternative supplies of oil,

which they are doing for ever increasing amounts of oil

from the Middle East to help subsidize what they received

from the Soviets.

Soviet oil purchases are also influenced by the

logistics of transportation. It is deemed more economical

to fulfill her contractual obligations to her Asian

customers by supplying them with Middle Eastern purchased

oil. Due to the distances involved, it is much less

expensive to ship Middle East oil to them rather than ship

oil that has originated from as far distant as the Soviet

oil terminals on the Black Sea.

For all the above explained reasons, Soviet need and

dependence upon oil originating from the Middle East and
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North Africa is likely to continue far into the future,

This dependence, starting in 1967, has grown by leaps year

after year. The Soviet effort, culminating in expected

self-sufficiency, will not be a reality until some years

hence. Therefore, Soviet goodwill towards the Arabs is a

vital necessity as the area gains increasing economic and

political importance in the formulation of Soviet foreign

policy. Such an attitude is persistently and consistently

espoused in private and public Soviet actions and pronounce-

ments. The United Nations is the most important

organization in which Soviet support for the Arabs is

espoused, due to its near universal membership and wide

publicity. Oil has now become a very important commodity

for the Soviets and their foreign policy towards the Arabs

will be influenced by their need for it in the future,



CHAPTER IV

UNITED STATES' POLICY TOWARD THE MIDDLE EAST

United States-Israeli Relations

The United States undeniably holds the most vaunted

position in terms of the events surrounding Israel's

creation and its subsequent growth and evolution. The

United States has had connections with the Middle East and

Palestine going back at least a century before Israel's

founding. Only since World War II has the American economic

and strategic interests in the area become extremely

important.

With the arrival of the Palestine question to the

forefront in the United Nations in 1947, a wide variety

and divergence of views formed amongst various United

States governmental departments and individuals as to a

solution. During the early weeks of the 1947 General

Assembly session, the American position was somewhat

unclear, but the position that eventually emerged favored

partition. Opposed to this position throughout the crisis

were the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the State Department.

They feared the erosion to the American political and

strategic interests in the area should the United States

support the creation of a Jewish state. Paramount among

163
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these concerns was the perceived threat to the growing

United States oil interests in the Middle East. Oil

company officials and governmental officials feared that

the Arabs would refuse additional concessions and feared

that additional pipeline rights across Arab territory (then

in the planning stage) would be threatened. This was

emphasized in a letter sent to the Secretary of State from

the United States Ambassador in Egypt, in which he wrote,

"Arab policy on existing concessions will depend on future

action by U.S. and U.N." 1

As a result of the worsening situation in Palestine

in late 1947 and early 1948, President Truman reversed his

earlier position. He accepted the advice of the State

Department and authorized the American representative at

the United Nations to declare the partition plan imprac-

ticable and to submit instead a proposal for a United

Nations Trusteeship over Palestine. The Partition

Resolution had been adopted by the General Assembly on

November 29, 1947.2 In early December, 1947, Washington

suspended the licensing of arms shipments to the Middle

East, which greatly hurt the Jewish efforts to acquire arms

to fight the British-supplied Arab forces.

1 Foreign Relations of the United States 1948: The Near
East, South Asia, and Africa (WTashington, D.C., 1975),
Vol. V, Part I, pp. 6-7.

2Yearbook of the United Nations 1947-48, United Nations
Document A/519 (Lake Success, 1949), pp. 247-256.
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Zionist and American Jewish pressure rapidly mounted

against the White House as Truman was discerned as

increasingly deviating from his former support of the

Zionist position on Palestine. This intense pressure

antagonized Truman and threatened to turn him completely

away from any support of the Zionists. Only the inter-

cession of his old friend, Edward Jacobson, and of the

Jewish leader, Chaim Weizmann, on March 18, convinced him

to support strenuously the Zionist position once again.

On May 12, Secretary of State George C. Marshall told

President Truman in a heated meeting that if the President

recognized the Jewish state, it would only be for domestic

political reasons and he would have to vote against Truman

in the presidential elections that autumn. The State

Department was advocating no early recognition while his

political advisers, particularly Clark M. Clifford, was

advising immediate recognition. Truman was very concerned

about acquiring the Jewish vote in New York against his

strong opposition there, Governor Thomas A. Dewey, and was,

therefore, swayed by Clark Clifford's arguments. In

reaction, Marshall wrote

On the question of premature recognition,
Mr. Lovett [the Under Secretary of State] saidthat it would be highly injurious to the United
Nations to announce the recognition of the JewishState even before it had come into existence andwhile the General Assembly, which had been calledinto special session at the request of the UnitedStates, was still considering the question of the
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future government of Palestine. Furthermore, said
Mr. Lovett, such a move would be injurious to the
prestige of the President. It was a very trans-
parent attempt to win the Jewish vote, but,
in Mr. Lovett's opinion, it would lose more votes
than it would gain. Finally, to recognize the
Jewish State prematurely would be buying a
pig in a poke.

Between May 12 and 14, President Truman decided to

recognize the Jewish State immediately after the termination

of the British Mandate at 6:00 P.M., Washington time,

May 14. At 6:1 P.M., Truman's press secretary, Charles G.

Ross, released the following White House statement:

This Government has been informed that a Jewish
state has been proclaimed in Palestine, and recog-
nition has been requested by the provisional
government thereof. The United States recognizes
the provisional government as the de factor
authority of the new State of Israel.

Following United States recognition of Israel, Truman's

vacillation on the subject ceased, and he made a series of

decisions favoring Israel. With the November elections

drawing close, Truman attempted to gain the wholehearted

support of the American Jewish community through his policy

toward Israel. Chaim Weizmann, the first President of

Israel, was immediately invited to the White House, and a

clearly pro-Zionist sympathizer, James G. McDonald, was

selected to be the first head of the United States diplomatic

mission in Tel Aviv. One thing Truman refused to do was to

lift the arms embargo towards the region which had been

+ Ibid., Part 2, p. 975. 4Ibid., p. 992.
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imposed on December 5, 1947. On January 19, 1949, the White

House announced the authorization of a loan of $100 million

to Israel. Finally, on January 31, de jure recognition

was extended by the United States towards Israel.

In the initial attempt following her independence,

Israel soughtto ensure its national security through some

diplomatic arrangement with the West. An attribute of this

policy was the Israeli request in early 1950 to the United

States for arms to counter arms shipments to the Arabs by
Great Britain. American fears of instigating an arms race
in the area resulted in the joint British, French, and
American Tripartite Declaration of May 25, 1950. It

declared its intention to regulate arm supplies to the

Middle East, and not to approve any attempt to modify the
armistice boundaries by force. Most importantly, though,
the three signatory nations "declared their opposition to
the development of an arms race between the Arab States

and Israel.,"5

The United States moved away from any commitment to
create a viable defense pact with Israel in the years

following the assumption of the Presidency by Dwight D.

Eisenhower and his Secretary of State, John Foster Dulles.
The United States appeared more willing to fashion a pact

5J Department ofState Bulletin, Vol. XXII, No. 570,June 5, 1950, p. 886.
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incorporating the Northern Tier nations, some of whom were
Arab, and avowed enemies of Israel. The Secretary of

State, however, believed that if the Arab states were in the
Western fold, they could be prevented from taking any

warlike initiatives against Israel. The Israelis still

urgently sought a treaty relationship of their own, either

with NATO or, bilaterally, with Washington itself. But the
Eisenhower administration was in no sense prepared to enter

an alliance capable of jeopardizing relations with the Arabs.
The President even refused to sell Israel planes and tanks.
Israel-American relations appeared to deteriorate even

more after the creation of a new regime in Egypt in July,

1952. The United States assumed a very friendly attitude

toward Egypt while taking a harsher attitude toward Israel

and Great Britain.

It was within this atmosphere of events that Israel

moved toward more friendly relations with France and Great

Britain in the late winter and early spring of 1956. Once

the joint invasion of the Sinai Peninsula and the Suez Canal

Zone had transpired, it was the United States who assumed

the leading role in marshaling United Nations opposition to
the Franco-British-Israeli action, which expressed itself

in a series of quick and overwhelmingly adopted resolutions

calling for a cessation of the fighting and an immediate

withdrawal of all the foreign forces from Egypt. On
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October 31, 1956, President Eisenhower declared in a radio

and television speech

The present fact, nonetheless, seems clear:
the action taken can scarcely be reconciled with
the principles and purposes of the United Nations
to which we have all subscribed. And beyond this,
we are forced to doubt that resort to force and
war will for long servg the permanent interest of
the attacking nations.

In the winter of 1957, before Israel had evacuated all

the conquered Egyptian territory in the Sinai, President

Eisenhower delivered a special message to the Congress on

the situation in the Middle East. Delivered on January 5,

it became known as the Eisenhower Doctrine. In large part,

it depicted the Soviet Union as an evil power bent upon

incorporating the Middle East into its sphere of influence

and forcing Communism upon the region. The speech pledged

American assistance in preserving the freedom of all the

nations in the area, and giving them economic and military

assistance should the need arise.7

The outcome of the Sinai War, in the long run not

perceived to be in Israel's favor since she had been forced

to give up all her military conquests, did initiate some

very important dividends in terms of future American-Israeli

. Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States:Dwight D. EisenhowerJanuary l-Decembr 31, 1956(Washington, D.C., 1958), pp. 1064-1065.
7
Committee on Foreign Relations, A Select Chronologyand Background Documents Relating to the Middle East(Firstrevised edit>in), United States Senate (Washington,19-69), pp .144-1_50.
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relations. A gain which Israel derived indirectly from

the Sinai War was a greatly improved understanding with the

United States, and the initiation of a regular consultation

procedure between the two governments which underscored

continually the basic American moral commitment to Israel's

security and integrity. The shock of the war and the acute

international crisis it provoked also impelled the American

government to take Israel's assumptions in regard to her

security more seriously. The American government realized

that no matter whether it considered Israel's assumptions

correct or not, it would have to give them greater consid-

eration or else Israel could be expected to act upon them

unilaterally. From then on, and extending to the present

day, there has been closer consultation on all Middle East

issues affecting Israel's security, based on a renewed

moral commitment on the part of the United States to

Israel's integrity and independence. As an extention of

this new attitude, there was an earnest endeavor not to

allow a gap in the assessment of events and possibilities to

widen to a point which might lead to an open clash of

positions.

The growing harmony in American-Israeli relations

increased after 1956 as those with Nasser's Egypt deteri-

orated. Following the 1958 Iraqi revolution, America's

attempt to unite the Arab states into a military bloc
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collapsed, eliminating a source of friction between the two

nations. At a press conference on May 8, 1963, President

Kennedy emphasized the growing harmony in relations between

Israel and the United States when he stated that "We

support the security of both Israel and her neighbors." 8

The United States supported Israel's position during

the June 1967, Middle East War, even following the mistaken

Israeli attack on the United States intelligence ship,

Liberty. The initial reaction of President Johnson and his

advisers, on hearing of the extent of the Israeli victory,

was one of quiet gratification that the Israelis themselves

were successfully liquidating an agonizing world crisis,

and at the same time inflicting a massive diplomatic defeat

on the Soviets. To prevent any chance that the Soviets

would come to the aid of their Arab clients, the United

States sent many notes to Moscow reiterating their pledge

to preserve Israel's integrity and independence.

When the conflict arrived in the Security Council, the

Soviets countered with a resolution demanding the withdrawal

of all the belligerents from occupied territory. In turn,

United States Ambassador Goldberg proposed a straightforward

cease-fire without any reference to Israeli evacuation.

Eventually, the United States position, that any resolution

must include freedom of navigation in the Straits of Tiran

8Ibid., p. 194.
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and the restoration of the United Nations Emergency Force,

was endorsed by the Security Council members. The delay in

agreeing upon a resolution was only helping Israel as she

continued to nail down her victory decisively.

On June 19, 1967, President Johnson delivered a major

speech setting out the position of the United States

regarding the Middle East. In part, he declared that "the

first and greatest principle is that every nation in the

area has a fundamental right to live and to have this right

respected by its neighbors. "9 He continued by stating that

"each nation, therefore, must accept the right of others

to live." 1 0 American acceptance of the Israeli view as to

what was one of the basic causes of the outbreak of the

recent hostilities was reflected in the statement

If a single act of folly was more responsible for
this explosion than any other, I think it was the
arbitrary and dangerous announced decision that the
Strait of Tiran would be closed. The right of
innocent mar{gime passage must be preserved for
all nations.

In summary, President Johnson listed the five principles to

which the United States was committed in pursuing a peace

in that part of the world: (1) the recognized right of

national life, (2) justice for the refugees, (3) innocent

maritime passage, (4) limits on the wasteful and destructive

9Ibid., p. 241. 10 Ibid.

11 Ibid., p. 242.
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arms race, and (5) political independence and territorial

integrity for all.

In the years between the June War and the October,

1973, Middle East War, the American commitment to Israel

became more visible and strong, in a sense almost over-

whelming. With the final cutting off of the delivery of

spare parts to Israel by France in January, 1969, the

United States took over the role of the major arms supplier

to Israel. After the 1967 war, the Johnson Administration

categorically supported Israel's insistence on direct

negotiations between the belligerents and on a formal peace

treaty assuring Israel secure and defensible boundaries.

In 1969, the newly elected Nixon Administration reaffirmed

this policy. On January 26, 1969, President Nixon stated

this policy when he said ". . . the problem finally should

be settled by the parties in the area."1 2

The rapid increase in the Soviet presence in Egypt in

1969 in the form of Soviet military equipment and "advisers"

and the growth of the Russian naval armada in the

Mediterranean, convinced Washington that the Soviets

intended to use Egypt as a permanent base for surveillance

of the United States' Sixth Fleet. As a result, the United
States shipped to Israel substantial quantities of planes

and other advanced weaponry in the ensuing months. With

12 Ibid., p. 274.
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the revelation of a new and wide-ranging treaty between

Egypt and the Soviet Union having been signed on

May 27, 1971, implicit with ominous implications from

the American point-of-view, Washington moved even more

closely together with Jerusalem. Ascertaining the unlike-

lihood of replacing Soviet influence in the near future,

Washington limited its Middle Eastern efforts thereafter

to reinforcing Israel's deterrent strength and preventing

the creation of a _war option on the part of Egypt. Early

in 1972, agreement was reached on a continued supply to

Israel of American Phantom jets and of other sophisticated

electronic equipment, which soon thereafter assured Israel

of air superiority over the Suez Canal battlefield. This

amounted to the extent of American involvement in the Middle

East in the year and a half preceding the outbreak of the

October War. American diplomatic effort at this time was

being concentrated mainly in concluding the Vietnam War

and in opening up relations with the People's Republic of

China. Only in February, 1973, "with Vietnam solved (or

so it seemed), Kissinger opened his dossier on the Middle

East."1 3  He met with the Egyptian Foreign Minister, heard

what he had to say, and concluded that there could be no

real progress possible in pursuing peace until after the

13 Edward R. F. Sheehan, The Arabs, Israelis, andKissinger: A Secret History of American Diplomacylin theMiddle East (New York, 1976), p. 23.
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October, 1973, Israeli general elections. In the summer

of 1973, Kissinger plunged into preparations for the summit

meeting with Brezhnev that June, and, along with Nixon,

agreed that the Middle East was not an immediately urgent

concern.

The October War broke out to the great surprise of

many, among them the United States. Within two hours of

the Arab attack, Washington was calling for a cease-fire

and a return to the original pre-October 6 lines, but this

effort proved fruitless. On October 8 the Security Council

met at the request of the United States, but it adjourned

without having taken any action, as was the case the

next day, also. With the perception of the magnitude of

the Russian airlift of weapons to the Arabs and the

increasingly strident pleas by the Israelis for compen-

satory weapons, the United States began its own massive

airlift to Israel on October 12. On October 19, President

Nixon asked Congress for $2.2 billion in appropriations

to cover this and subsequent military aid for Israel.

On October 22, Security Council Resolution 338, jointly

sponsored by the United States and the Soviet Union, was

adopted by the United Nations Security Council, bringing

the fighting, for the moment, to a halt. 1 4

14 Yearbook of the United Nations 1973, United Nations
Document S/11036 (New York, 1976), p. 213.
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The last four years have been marked by noticeable

strain in American-Israeli relations. The American

commitment to Israel's integrity and independence remain

totalbut tactical differences have developed in the

American policy toward Israel. The United States has been

pressuring Israel to make unilateral concessions toward the

goal of peace with the Arabs. America realizes that Israel

would be taking a possibly dangerous and unknown step by

being the first to make a concession. The thought never-

theless is evolving that this is a very important and

necessary step and that the chance needs to be taken.

One instance of American pressure transpired following

Kissinger's failure to secure an agreement for a second-

stage disengagement in the Sinai in the spring of 1975.

Kissinger and President Ford made clear at the time that

they held Israel primarily responsible for the breakdown in

negotiations, although they subsequently avoided any public

assessment of blame. In response to the failure of the

talks, the United States began a "reassessment" of its

Middle East policies. Consideration of Israel's request

for $2.5 billion in United States aid was suspended until

completion of the reassessment, a thinly veiled form of

pressure on the Israeli government to be more forthcoming

in talks with Egypt. In June, the negotiations resumed

and as a culmination of Kissinger's shuttle diplomacy,
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representatives of the two sides initialed a limited

disengagement agreement on September 1, 1975. That was

the last agreement reached through the winter of 1978 in

the pursuit of a permanent overall peace settlement in the

Mideast.

Mostrecently President Carter has been utilizing

various forms of pressure in order to force the two sides

to sit down together at Geneva and resume the negotiations

that were suspended there in December, 1973. Israel

severely condemned the issuance of the joint American-

Soviet statement on the Middle East in October, 1977.

Possibly, as a result of it, Israel took a hard-line

attitude on October 10 on the substance of a Middle East

peace, refusing to countenance the creation of a Palestinian

state on the West Bank of the Jordan, among other points.1 5

Though Israel is aware of this American pressure, she

remains convinced that the basis of American-Israeli

relations are strong and that this integral moral and

political commitment of the United States will continue

into the future.

The Role of Oil in American Foreign Policy

The United States has tremendous economic interests

in the Middle East, complemented in large part by important

15 Statement by Israeli Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan
before the United Nations Security Council on October 10,
1977.
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political interests. These economic interests revolve

around one major commodity of international trade, crude

oil. The United States dependence upon the Middle East

as a secure source of oil will be increasing in the years to

come as one of the only areas in the world capable of

expanding output in order to meet rising consumption needs.

In order to understand more fully the degree of American

dependence upon the region as a source of oil, it is

necessary to examine the pertinent figures concerned with

imports and demand now and into the future. The United

States has been a net importer of crude and partly refined

oil since at least the period immediately following World

War II. As seen in the figures shown in Table VI, oil

imports have evinced a steady and often astonishing increase

from one year to the next. The data would indicate that

there will be no significant abatement of oil imports

in the near future. Imports for 1977 al-one are estimated to

be almost twice those over the previous year, 1976. Once

again, as was the case for France and Great Britain, the

huge jump in the value of oil imports in 1974 and the years

thereafter may be attributed, to a large extent, to the

quadrupling of oil prices by the Organization of Petroleum

Exporting Countries nations in 1973.

As foreboding as the figures in Table VI might appear,

the projections for future United States energy demands are
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TABLE VI

VALUE OF IMPORTS BY THE UNITED STATES OF CRUDE
AND PARTLY REFINED PETROLEUM, 1947-1977*

Year Millions of Dollars Year Millions of Dollars

1947

1948

1949

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

1960

1961

1962

$ 162

286

341

379

386.

445

506

561

678

841

986

996

932

951

1,006

1,070

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

$ 1,088

1,148

1,212

1,229

1,167

1,313

1,449

1,448

1,879

2,607

4,581

16,482

19,293

26,384

45,000 (est.)

*Source: Department of Economic and Social Affairs,
Yearbook of International Trade Statistics (United Nations,
1950-1975)7and Federal Energy Administration, National
Petroleum Supply and Demand 1976-1978 (Washington, 1977).
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just as fearful. Future energy demand, based upon conser-

vation measures that are expected to be in effect at the

time are the following: in 1978, it is expected that demand

will be between 39.6 and 40.3 million barrels of oil per day;

in 1979, it should be between 40.7 and 41.6 million barrels

per day; between 42.0 and 43.1 million barrels per day in

1980; and finally, between 48.2 and 50.4 million barrels per

day by 1985. These figures are projected as somewhat higher

if it is expected that there would be a possible decline in

the growth rate and if there are no conservation measures in

effect. A final projection, based upon the growth in the

period from 1960 to 1973 portrays a possibly much higher

energy demand than projected in either of the other two

trends.16 In 1974, the United States daily oil consumption

17
rate averaged 16,646,000-barrels per day. Domestic demand

for petroleum products during the first quarter of 1977

averaged 19.5 million barrels per day, 9.8 per cent above

demand for the same quarter in 1976. The increase reflected

colder weather, improvement in the economy, and growth in

population. Demand in December, 1976, and January, 1977, was

in excess of twenty million barrels per day, the highest

1 6 Central Intelligence Agency, The International Energy

Situation: Outlook to 1985 (Washington, 1977), p. 7.

1 7 Federal Energy Administration, The Relationship of
Oil Companies and Foreign Governments (Washington 1975),
p. 203.
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monthly figures were registered. By March, demand had

declined from the mid-winter peak to 18.2 million barrels

per day, 5.3 per cent above the level of March, 1976.18

Unlike the case of Western Europe, American dependence

upon the Middle East is not overwhelming. Though America

imports an amount of oil that fluctuates around 50 per

cent of her total yearly demand at present, the sources of

that oil are quite diversified, Just the same, the Middle

East is assuming an even greater role in supplying ever

greater amounts of American oil imports. By October, 1973,

the United States was dependent upon Arab oil for between

14 and 18 per cent of its total petroleum requirements.

The United States was then importing one-third of all its

oil requirements, and of that amount about one-third dame J

from Arab sources.19 Compare this figure to that for 1950,

when the United States imported only 8 per cent of the

crude oil it required for domestic consumption and the

fact that up until 1967 the United States was largely

self-sufficient in energy, especially in oil.20 In the

1 8 Federal Energy Administration, Quarterly Report:
First Quarter 1977, Energy Information Report to Congress

(Washington, 1977), p. 47.

1 9 Committee on Foreign Affairs, The United States Oil

Shortage and the Arab-Israeli Conflict: Report of a Study

Mission to the Middle East from October 22 to November 3

1973, United States House of Representatives (Washington,

1973), pp. 1-2.

20 Ibid., p. 2.
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first quarter of 1977, petroleum imports represented 46.5

per cent of demand, which represented a figure of 36.3

21
per year.

During the first quarter of 1977, Saudi Arabia continued

to be the major direct supplier of oil imports into the

United States, providing 1.4 million barrels per day.

Nigeria was second, with 1.2 million barrels per day, and

Venezuela was third, with 768,000 barrels per day. The

total OAPEC petroleum imports into this country amounted to

a daily average of 2,954,000 barrels of oil.22 Therefore,

of this country's total daily imports during the first

quarter of 1977, which amounted to 46.5 per cent of total

demand, only 33 per cent of the imports originated from the

Arab oil producers.23 Other Arab members of the OAPEC

besides Saudi Arabia who exported oil to the United States

during the first quarter of 1977 included, in descending

21 Federal Energy Administration, Quarterly Report:

First Quarter 1977, Energy Information Report to Congress

(Washington, 1977), p. 3.

2 2 The OAPEC is, in a sense, a subdivision of the

OPEC, which includes non-Arab oil producers from around

the world. Bahrein, Syria, and Egypt are members of the

OAPEC but are not members of the OPEC.

2 3 Federal Energy Administration, Quarterly Report,
p. 54.
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importance, Libya, Algeria, the United Arab Emirates, Kuwait,

Iraq, and Qatar.

The remaining important oil producers, and members

also of the OPEC, accounted for 66 per cent of United

States imports during the first quarter of 1977. Besides

Venezuela and Nigeria, they included, in descending

importance, Iran (with a daily import average of 480,200

barrels of oil), Indonesia (473,800 barrels of oil per day),

Gabon (53,900 barrels of oil per day), and Ecuador (46,800

barrels of oil per day). Total daily non-Arab OPEC oil

imports amounted to 3,064,400 barrels, and the total figure

for all the OPEC oil imports (OAPEC and non-Arab OPEC)

amounted to a daily average of 6,018,600 barrels of

oil.2 4

There are a number of importers of minor importance

to the United States. They either supply marginal amounts

of oil or they export refined oil which they themselves

have imported from other primary sources. Minor importers

of crude oil include Angola, the Soviet Union, and

Rumania. The average imports for these three nations

was 13,500 barrels of oil per day. Western Europe is an

important source for refined oil. The United States

2 4 Ibid., p. 52.
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imported an average of 33,200 barrels of oil daily from

there during January and March, 1977. Overall, with all

the major and minor suppliers taken into account, the

United States was importing an average of 9,077,000

barrels of oil daily during the first quarter of 1977.

The figure for the OAPEC imports alone had increased by

almost three times over the amounts in 1971, when only

12 per cent of the United States oil demand that year

was satisfied by Arab oil-producers.
2 5

An important fact that must be kept in mind as this

work goes on to discuss United States oil imports is that

the United States remains one of the largest domestic

producers of oil in the world today. She is presently

the third largest oil producer in the world, surpassed

only by Saudi Arabia and, most recently, by the Soviet

Union. Crude oil production for the first quarter of

1977 totaled an average 7,861,000 barrels per day. This

was a 4.6 per cent decline in the level for the same

period of 1976. The daily average domestic production

rate in 1976 amounted to 8,090,000 barrels. In 1973, the

yearly average production was 9,208,000 barrels per day,

and in 1970, it was 9,637,000 barrels per day. Thus,

25 Ibid., pp. 52, 54.
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while the United States imported 9,077,000 barrels per day

of oil during the first quarter of 1977, it was at the

same time domestically producing 7,861,000 barrels per

day.26 For 1978, it is estimated that the United States

will be producing 9,113,000 barrels of oil per day. The

estimate for 1978 assumes that Alaskan North Slope crude

production will have risen to the rate of 1.2 million

barrels per day.2 7

The United States remains a minor exporter of crude

oil and oil products. Crude oil exports in 1973 were

a marginal 2,000 barrels per day, rising to 3,000 barrels

in 1973, 6,000 barrels in 1975, and 8,000 barrels in 1976.

In January, 1977, the last month for which figures are

available, an average 13,000 barrels of crude oil were

exported daily. Petroleum products exports in January,

1977, averaged 179,000 barrels per day down from the

previous year's average daily total of 215,000 barrels,

Most United States exports consist of expensive, highly-

refined specialty products not readily available elsewhere.

Petroleum coke alone accounts for one-third of United

States exports. Other products exported include liquefied

26 Ibid., pp. 49-51.

27 Federal Energy Administration, National Petroleum
Product Supply and Demand 1976-1978 (Washington, 1977),
p. 48.
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petroleum gases, residual fuel oil, petrochemical feedstocks,

lubricants, plus a number of lesser products.2 8

The previous discussion has so far shown the growing

dependence that the United States has on imported sources

of oil. The figures indicated that this dependence is

growing at a phenomenal rate, especially over the last four

years. The Middle East Arab oil-producers are becoming

increasingly more important as the single most important

source in meeting the growing demands of the United States,

the remainder of the West, and Japan. Oil has assumed the

role of not just an economic commodity in international

trade but also the role of a powerful political weapon.

The 1973 Arab-Israeli war set off a chain of reactions

which spotlighted the political nature of petroleum. The

conflict had actually only acted as a catalyst for a

situation that had only been waiting for a lighted fuse

to set it off for many years before 1973. All the

ingredients for holding petroleum importers as political

hostages to the Arabs had been there before 1973. These

included skyrocketing energy demands precipitating a world-

wide energy pinch, the advanced nations' increasing

dependency on foreign oil sources, and the concentration

of major oil revenues among a handful of nations in the

28 Federal Energy Administration, Quarterly Report,
p. 6.
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volatile Middle East.29 The scope of the remainder of this

chapter will be a discussion of the foreign policy the

United States has pursued toward the Middle East and the

influence, if any, that can be attributed to oil in shaping

that policy.

The United States was one of the earliest nations to

go into the Middle East (in 1925) in order to prospect for

oil. By World War II, American oil interests in the Middle

East were quite substantial, especially in Saudi Arabia

and Iraq. The State Department supported the economic

interests of the oil companies abroad most closely, a

position that has extended down to the present, though

possibly in a more muted appearance. The support of the oil

companies by the State Department and various other

institutions and governmental organizations was based

on a number of factors. The petroleum industry has been

more profitable in terms of the balance-of-payments

situation than any other type of foreign investments. In

1966, for instance, petroleum accounted for about 30 per

cent of all United States direct investments abroad but

produced 45 per cent of the income from total United States

2 9 The Arab states in the Middle East and Northern
Africa, plus Iran, had an estimated 389,378,250,000 barrels
of oil in reserve at the beginning of 1974--making up about
75 per cent of the total reserves held by the non-Communist
world. It represented about 62 per cent of the total world
reserves.
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direct investment. 30 Even though a number of Arab oil-

producers have nationalized their foreign oil holdings

(such as Iraq, Libya, and Iran), those remaining non-

nationalized holdings return continuing huge investments

due to the quadrupling of the price of oil.

Indirectly, American investments in the Middle East

stimulate purchases by the nations of the area of American

capital goods, petro-chemicals and other products, weapons,

agricultural products, consumer products, services, and

management fees. There are many American wage earners

working for United States firms in the Middle East and

North Africa, or working as consultants for foreign

interests. These wage earners might remit substantial

portions of their pay to the United States. The United

States also has an interest in oil sales to the European

and Japanese markets. Much of the oil moving in world

trade is produced and sold by United States firms. For

example, American companies accounted for 63.5 per cent of

oil imported by Japan in 1967. 31 Finally, the United States

is now more concerned than ever before with how the Arab

oil-producers will spend or invest their rapidly increasing

3 0 George Lenczowski, editor, United States Interestsin the Middle East (Washington, 1968)r, p. 40.

31 Ibid., p. 41.
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oil revenues.32 The impact of the price rise of oil has

had a serious impact on the world economy already. A

major effect has been on the international monetary system

by the transference of vast sums to the oil producers,

causing the disruption of the economies of the industrial

countries and threatening bankruptcy in some of the poorer

ones. The industrial oil-importing countries are incurring

huge balance-of-payments deficits and poor countries are

facing economic ruin, due in large part to the soaring costs

they must, and cannot, pay for fuel, fertilizer, and food.

Commencing with the October War, with its resultant oil

embargo and price increases, international relations around

the world changed fundamentally. Foreign policy is now

increasingly becoming shaped in response to economic

realities.

As the United States and Great Britain struggled to

gain oil concessions in the Middle East in the 1930's, the

strategic importance of the area as an oil source in time

of war increased. The strategic value of the area was amply

demonstrated in the two World Wars. After World War II,

the control of Middle East oil assumed a new importance.

Oil had become a decisive factor in the recovery of Western

Europe and it was important for the strengthening and

32 The Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries'
oil revenues amounted to $88.8 billion in 1974, a 289.5
per cent increase over 1973 revenues.
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security of the NATO alliance. At the same time, it

became an even more important policy that the oil resources

should not fall into enemy hands, and that the enemy must

never be able to cut off supplies to the West. At

different times the American public had been warned that

American reserves were rapidly dwindling and that the

United States would have to make Middle East oil available

to guarantee adequate supplies. These warnings, made after

World War I and during and after World War II, did not

at the time they were made prove true as the estimate of

American reserves continued to climb through new discoveries

and more advanced methods of extracting oil from the earth

were developed. These warnings, made by the American oil

companies in the Middle East, were propagated in order that

they could continue to reap huge profits from their

concessions in the area.

The concern of certain interests within the United

States over the security of American oil holdings in the

Middle East and for the flow of oil to this country first

became exceptionally pronounced in 1948. This resulted

from the interest of the United States in the Arab-Zionist

controversy, a concern which became a major issue at the

United Nations, and grew to even larger proportions with

the creation of the State of Israel and the entry of Arab

forces into Palestine. The extreme hostility of the Arab
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states to the notion of a Jewish state being created within

their midst was sure to influence the attitudes they assumed

toward the American oil concessions within their

individual territories.

Early American concern with the security of the area

in the event of attack by a foreign power, evidently assumed

to be the Soviet Union, was voiced in a memorandum

circulated by Secretary of Defense Forrestal on August 2,

1948.

Realistic appraisal of the military capabilities
of the USSR, the geographical locations of the
Middle East oil resources with respect to the USSR,
and consideration of the probable early objectives
of Soviet military operations in the event of war
in the near future lead to the conclusion that
United States and allied forces presently available
could not retain the major portion of the oil-
producing areas from the outset. However, Allied
forces can deny the ene use of oil-producing
facilities in the area.

Earlier, during the discussions with the Iraqi

Government on the question of a grant in order to construct

a pipeline, a memorandum was sent by the Director of Near

Eastern and African Affairs, Loy Henderson, to the

Secretary of State, George C. Marshall. In part, this

memorandum stated that "the Prime Minister took the position

33 Foreign Relations of the United States 1948: The
Near East, South Asia, and Africa (Washington, 1975),
Vol. V, Part I, p. 3.

34 This was a pipeline designed to transport oil from
Iran to Kuwait to the Eastern Mediterranean, which would
require right-of-way across Iraqi territory.
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that Iraq could not grant a pipeline right-of-way to any

company in which any American capital participates because

of the United States' position regarding the Palestine

question. "35 This memorandum went on to say

Thus if the United States or United Nations
position regarding the Palestine question and
the decision of the Government of Iraq based
thereon remain unchanged, it appears that during
a period of global oil shortage a pipeline project
probably will be abandoned which would otherwise
make availabl 6 some 400,000 to 500,000 barrels
of oil daily.

The final paragraph of this memorandum made quite evident

the importance of the oil itself at that time:

The Department's proposed reply states that the
oil of the Middle East is an important factor in
the success of the European Recovery Program, in
the continued recovery of Europe and in our own
national interest. It is suggested that the company
take no action at this time whi would result in
the abandonment of the project.

In a letter sent by Secretary of State Marshall to

George Koegler of the Standard Oil Company of New Jersey on

March 8, 1948, the importance of the proposed pipeline and

the oil that would flow through it was once again emphasized:

As you are no doubt aware, it is my strong
feeling, in which the Secretaries of Defense and
the Interior concur, that the oil of the Middle
East is an important factor in the success of the
European Recovery Program and in the continued
prosperity of Europe. It is also an important
factor in the more immediate sense of our own
national interest. . . . It would be unfortunate

35 Foreign Relations of the United States 1948, op. cit.,
p. 5.

3 6 Ibid., pp. 5-6. 3 7 Ibid., p. 6.
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for your company to allow current international
political complications to cause the abandonment
of long-range plans which may have beneficial
effects on the Middle East, Europe, and the United
States.38

On May 26, 1948, following the establishment of the

State of Israel, and its de facto recognition by the United

States, a memorandum was sent once again by Loy Henderson

to Secretary of State Marshall. It concerned the Saudi

Arabian attitude toward the American policy in the area

and its possible consequences.

for the first time Ibn Saud indicated
that he may be compelled, in certain circumstances,
to apply sanctions against the American oil
concessions. . . . Ibn Saud made it clear that
if he took sanctions it would not be because of his
desire to do so but because the pressure upon him
of Arab public opinion was so great that he could
no longer resist it. . . . Although I do not
know what the circumstances might be which would
cause these sanctions to be applied, I obtained
the impression that the making of changes in our
arms policy so as to permit the shipment of arms
the Jewish State would create such circumstances.

This attitude on the part of Saudi Arabia had become

first pronounced in a secret note on February 25, 1948.

Gordon P. Merriam, the Chief of the Division of Near Eastern

Affairs wrote

King Ibn Saud of Saudi Arabia has recently
been under very great pressure from other Arab
States, particularly Iraq and Transjordan, to cancel
the American oil concession in his country, a

concession from which the United States Navy is now
drawing approximately 40 percent of its oil and from

3 9 Ibid., p. 15.38 Ibid., Ip.7.,
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which it is expected that to a considerable
extent the Marshall Plan will be oiled . .
a country whose oil resources are of such vital
importance4 &o both our peacetime and wartime
economies.

While Washington's recognition of Israel created

worldwide Jewish gratitude, at the same time it would have

been anticipated that the opposite effect would have been

pronounced in the Arab world. As the above examples have

shown, there had been no shortages of warnings that the

Arab governments would retaliate against American oil

interests. Yet, shortly after the birth of Israel, when

the management of Aramco (the Arabian-American Oil Company)

announced its intention of laying "Tapline" (the Trans-

Arabian Pipeline) to the Mediterranean across Palestine,

Egypt made a simultaneous bid for the legal easement, and

the Syrian government similiarly rushed to approve a

license for the project. Relations between the Saudi

Arabian government and Aramco remained harmonious throughout

this trying period of Middle Eastern hostilities between

the newly-proclaimed Jewish state and its Arab attackers.

In the summer of 1948, long-standing negotiations on the

division of oil royalties were at last settled amicably

between the company and Saudi Arabia. In July, 1948, also,

the sheikh of Kuwait announced that he had granted a

40 Ibid., p. 225.
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concession to the American Independent Oil Company for

exploring and developing Kuwait's undivided half-interest

in the neutral zone between Kuwait and Saudi Arabia.

Neither then nor for the next twenty-five years, until

October, 1973, was there to be a serious interruption in

the flow of oil to the Mediterranean from American-owned

wells in the Middle East.

The realization of this unexpected chain of events,

whereby retaliation against American oil interests never

materialized, was revealed in a secret memorandum on

August 25, 1948. Sent by the Acting Director of the Office

of Near Eastern and African Affairs, Raymond Hare, to

Under Secretary of State Lovett, the pertinent paragraph

stated

In the recent setback suffered by all American
interests in the Near East as a result of our stand
on Palestine American business firms have seemed
to suffer less than either US Government or
American cultural interests in the area. It may be
therefore, that the oil companies are in a position
to recover lost ground in the Near East sooner
than US Government or other private interests.

In June, 1967, the Arabs had attempted to utilize the

oil embargo as a political weapon against the United States.

This effort followed the Mideast war that broke out that

month. This attempt met with little success and the

United States and Israel rapidly drew closer together.

41 Ibid., p. 40.
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Within two days of the outbreak of fighting in 1967, every

major Arab oil producer except Algeria shut down production.

Consuming countries turned to the United States, Venezuela

and Indonesia, and the Arab countries soon broke ranks.

In 1967, the United States increased its exports of oil to

an average 74,000 barrels per day in order to assist the

embargoed nations of Western Europe.4 2

Three weeks after the embargo went into effect, Iraq

began shipping oil to Turkey and France through a pipeline

to Lebanon. By mid-July, the major Arab oil producers had

restored shipments to all countries except the United

States, Britain, and, in some instances, West Germany. The

participating nations agreed in August to leave up to the

individual countries the question of whether to continue the

boycott and by mid-September the only interruption to normal

oil supplies was the continued closure of the Suez Canal.

The Arab attack in October, 1973, created an energy

crisis that caused the Western nations to reassess the

relation of their oil supplies and the Arab-Israeli conflict.

There had been a growing awareness for some time within this

country before October, 1973, of the possible utilization

of oil as a political weapon by the Arabs and the need to

assume a more even-handed attitude toward the Arab states

42 Congressional Quarterly, Continuing Energy Crisis
in America (Washington, 1975),, p. 27.
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and Israel. This attitude was clearly expressed in the

period immediately preceding the October War in various

Congressional committee hearings and other governmental

pronouncements.

Many Senators and Congressmen expressed the need for

secure oil supplies at committee hearings on the Middle

East. On May 30, 1973, in the course of hearings before

the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, Senator Fulbright,

in his opening statement before the committee, declared

Possessing the great preponderance of the
world's oil reserves, the Arab oil-producing
states quite naturally are thinking about the
leverage their oil wealth may provide them in their
dispute with Israel and in their related dealings
with the great powers who buy their oil. It may
be unwise in particular instances, but it is a
normal and familiar practice for nations to use
economic leverage to advance wh they conceive
to be their national interests.

He concluded his opening statement by declaring that

the purpose of the present hearings was "to ascertain the

best interests of the United States both as to energy itself

and the issues to which it relates." The emphasis in the

speeches of all the witnesses at the hearings was the

growing United States energy crisis, the rising dependence

43Committee on Foreign Relations, Hearings: Energy
and Foreign Policy, United States Senate, 93rd Congress,
1st session (Washington, 1974), p. 1.

44 Ibid., p. 2.
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upon foreign sources of oil, and the need to search for

alternative energy sources.

Later, in the course of these same hearings, Senator

Fulbright referred to the need of the United States to

assume an objective viewpoint in assessing the Middle East

conflict. He said that "in the interest of Israel, as well

as the United States, a settlement of the war would be of

the highest priority." 45 Also, the United States needed

to reorient its set views of the Arab people, especially

as to their desires and goals in the area. As one witness

said "I do not think there is anything in my testimony

that suggests that the U.S. Government changes it policy

toward Israel one iota." 46  It must be kept in mind that

this statement was made immediately before the October War,

when Kissinger was not unduly concerned with the Middle

East and felt that the best way to maintain the status

quo in the area was by maintaining Israel's undeniable

military superiority by supplying her with a steady flow

of modern weapons.

During an afternoon session of the previous hearings,

the question of oil dependence came up once again. In

reply to the question of whether there was any feasible

alternative than access to Middle East oil in the next

45 Ibid., p. 66. 4Ibid., p. 67.
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five to ten years, the answer was an emphatic no. In

reference to a statement made by Shiekh Ahmed Zaki Yamani,

the Minister of Petroleum of Saudi Arabia, in response

to the United States request that Saudi Arabia increase

production, Shiekh Yamani was quoted as saying

A continuation of your policies in the Middle
East will make it very difficult for us at home.
in Saudi Arabia, and for us, the Saudis, in
dealings with the other Arabs, to continue Ois
policy of doing favors for you in the West,

In other words, he was saying that they would not increase

production unless there was some alteration in the one-

sided United States position in the Middle East, staunchly

defending Israel.

During the second day of these hearings, the opening

witness, Michael Hudson of Johns Hopkins University,

in his effort to describe the current political situation

in the Arab world and its possible implications for

American interests, said "As the United States enters

an era of increasing dependence on petroleum from the Arab

States, U.S. relations with the Arab States are very

strained, principally because of the unresolved Arab-Israeli

conflict."4 8  Some of the possible outcomes of this state

of affairs include an Arab refusal to increase oil

production in response to American requests, and, should

a new Arab-Israeli war break out, the possibility of an oil

4 8 Ibid., p. 99.47 Ibid., p. 86.
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embargo to this country. Thus, in May, 1973, the complete

scenario that would unfold a couple of months later, in

October, was predicted with uncanny foresight. Hudson

concluded his statement by repeating a remark made the

previous year, 1972, at a seminar on the gulf conducted

by the American Universities field staff.

One inescapable conclusion is that, if for
no other reason than meeting the oil requirements
of American citizens bent on comfort and con-
venience, the United States cannot afford to be
on bad terms with the whole Arab membership of
OPEC. . . . Therefore, an event thought more
conclusive to stability in the gulf than any other
single happening was a settlement of the Arab-Israeli
dispute in terms acceptable not only 9 to the Arabs
but to the international community.

The House of Representatives has also conducted a

number of hearings pertaining to the energy crisis, both

before and after the October War. One particularly

important group of hearings was conducted over a period

of months preceding the October War in 1973. Since these

hearings were quite lengthy, they will be summarized by

listing the three major conclusions arrived at by both

John Culver, the Chairman of the Subcommittee on Foreign

Economic Policy, and Lee Hamilton, the Chairman of the

Subcommittee on the Near East and South Asia.50

49 Ibid,, p. 108.

5 0 Subcommittee on Foreign Economic Policy and the
Subcommittee on Foreign Affairs, Hearings: Oil Negotiations,
OPEC, and the Stability of Supply, House of Representatives,
93rd Congre-ss, 1st session (Washington, 1971), pp. VII-IX.
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The first significant conclusion of these hearings 
was

that neither the executive branch nor Congress 
had been

sufficiently well organized to deal effectively 
with the

policy challenge that the energy crisis presented. 
There

remained the immediate and paramount need for a compre-

hensive national energy strategy that dealt with both

long- and short-term problems.
5 1

The second significant conclusion was that there was

an urgent need for greater cooperation and coordination of

energy policies among the nations of the world. This

cooperation should represent the resolve of all nations to

work together to insure a steady long-term supply of

energy for everyone. The final important conclusion of

these hearings concerned the Persian Gulf. It concluded

that while it was essential for the United States to obtain

significant fuel imports from the Persian Gulf for 
the

medium-term while efforts were being pursued to start

production for new projects, it was also important to give

the Persian Gulf producers the political and economic

incentives to help the United States with its energy

problems. On the political side, the most important need

was for a settlement of the Arab-Israeli conflict,

5 1 This conclusion is of particular significance in

light of the current Congressional debate over President

Carter's energy legislation. His proposals, as originally

presented to Congress, have been greatly altered and the

goal of any energy program emerging from Congress this year

is highly in doubt.
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satisfying all the concerned parties. On the economic

side, the hearings showed that the United States 
must do

more to give the Gulf States, particularly Saudi Arabia,

the economic incentives to produce more of their diminishing

resource rather than keep supplies in the ground in 
the

full expectation of being able to gain a much higher price

for it some time in the future.

These hearings are amply laden with explicit and dire

warnings of possible reactions by the Arabs to American

Mideast policy and of the worsening energy crisis. Many

quotes could be utilized to emphasize these conclusions,

but a statement by John McLean. of the Continental Oil

Company, at these hearings fairly well sums up the major

point of the whole problem facing this nation:

. . . we must give the Middle East, and all

of its complicated political and military problems,

a top priority among our international concerns.

. . . The position of the United States as a major

world power is going to be critically dependent upon

our relationships with the Middle Eastern countries

and the continuity of oil supplies therefrom. We

must augment our efforts to promote a just solution

of the Arab-Israel conflict and to settle the

claims of the Palestinians. Peace in that area is

vital to our Nation's interest; a war which might

provoke a prolonged 9sruption of oil supplies would

be disastrous to us.

A final hearing to be looked at briefly is significant

for when it transpired. This hearing took place over a

52 0p. cit., p. 92.
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period of days in the two months of October and 
November,

1973, immediately following the October War and the

resulting oil embargo imposed against this country.

An early emphasis of these hearings is that the

United States must finally assume a more even-handed policy

in the Mideast, a conclusion borne out by earlier hearings,

also. One witness, Lucius Battle, the President of the

Middle East Institute, said "we should not be pro-Arab or

pro-Israeli, but pro-American to protect our own interests.

. . There was no projection . . . of oil needs that

anywhere nearly approached what we now accept as valid."
5 3

Another witness, R. Bayly Winder of New York

University, said "It is naive to think that oil and

politics in a country like Saudi Arabia will not mix,

rather it seems to me they won't separate." 54 Because of

this Winder then repeated an excerpt from the Times of

London of September 4, 1973, one sentence of which says,

"The United States now has a national economic interest

in bringing about a settlement of the Middle East crisis,

if that is possible, on terms satisfying to moderate Arab

opinion."
5 5

53Subcommittee on the Near East and South Asia of the

Committee on Foreign Affairs, Hearings: Impact of the

October Middle East War, House of Representatives, 93rd

Congress, 1st session (Washington, 1973), p. 7.

54 Ibid., p. 55. 5 5 Ibid.,
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The final day of these hearings, November 29, was

taken up with an assessment of the oil embargo and the oil

production curbs instituted by the Arab oil exporting

countries. First of all, it was admitted that the effects

of the Arab oil boycott would not be readily compensated for

by shipments from non-Arab producers since these producers

were already operating at capacity production levels. The

oil embargo was imposed in order to assist the Arabs in

regaining the territory they lost to the Israelis in 1967,

in order to find a solution to the problem of the City of

Jerusalem, and to resolve the problem of the rights of the

Palestinian Arabs. A connection was discerned between an

Israeli withdrawal and an end to the oil embargo, a

withdrawal that could only be achieved with American

pressure exerted against Israel. The conclusion of these

particular hearings gave a dire forecast of a continuing

energy shortage in this country, considering the consumption

rate at that time, and even taking into consideration the

lifting of the oil embargo (which was eventually lifted

on March 18, 1974).

It is appropriate now to move from the forums that

discuss the issues of the day, the committee hearings, to

those institutions that actually state, create, and pursue

United States foreign policy. The following analysis will

center on various statements made over the last few years
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by governmental officials, including the President, and

attempt to show how the United States emphasis toward the

Mideast has evolved. Furthermore, attention will be

directed toward the October War and the extremely signifi-

cant actions undertaken by Secretary of State Kissinger

in the months following the latest conflict.

An indication of America's policy in 1972 toward

Israel was reflected in a news conference conducted by

then Secretary of State William Rogers on August 11. In

reply to a question concerning the ability of the Israelis

to make greater territorial concessions in a territorial

pullback following the expulsion of the Russians from

Egypt that year, the Secretary replied "that is a matter

for the Government of Israel to decide.,56 At another news

conference on August 16, he summarized United States policy

at that time by stating that

We have given very effective and convincing support

to Israel in order to maintain the military

balance in the area. So that Israel, I think,

believes that the Government of the United States
has done what it should to assist them in

maintaining their sovereignty, independence, and
security.

These two brief remarks made at press conferences only

about a year before the outbreak of the October War, clearly

5 6 Department of State Bulletin, Vol. LXVII, No. 1731,

August 28, 1972, p.222.

5 7 Ibid., No. 1733, September 11, 1972, p. 269.
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indicated the American attitude toward a settlement of the

Mideast conflict at that particular time. American policy,

in effect since 1969 with the commencement of the War of

Attrition involving active Russian participation on the

side of the Egyptians, was based on the assumption that the

best way to prevent an outbreak of full-scale hostilities

in the area was to supply Israel continually with more and

more weapons and armaments. It was hoped that by maintaining

Israel's military superiority, the Arabs would finally

realize the futility of their efforts to destroy Israel

and accept the realization that they must go to the

negotiating table, face Israel directly, and make peace.

With the realization dawning on the United States that

it was facing an energy crisis of tremendous magnitude and

that its dependence upon Mideast oil producers was growing,

by mid-1973 foreign policy pronouncements were being

modified. At a press conference on September 5, 1973,

President Nixon for the first time acknowledged the

existence of a linkage between United States policies

in the Arab-Israeli sphere and America's ability to meet its

energy requirements through imports from the Persian Gulf.

He stated that if the United States did not act upon energy

proposals then before Congress "we will be at the mercy of

the producers of oil in the Mideast."
5 8  He went on to

5 8Ibid., Vol. LXIX, No. 1787, September 24, 1973,
p. 386.
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declare "In a broader context, the answer to the problem of

oil that we presently depend upon in the Mideast . . . is

that as far as the Arab countries are concerned, the ones

that are involved here, is that it is tied up with the Arab-

Israeli dispute."59 President Nixon went on to say, "Oil

without a market, as Mr. Mossadegh learned many, many years

ago, does not do a country much good." 60 President Nixon

concluded by saying that the United States would never

relate its policy toward Israel with what happens on Arab

oil. Just the same he said that the United States would

continue to press for negotiations among the interested

parties in the Mideast in order "to reduce the oil

pressure. "61

Exactly a month later, the October War broke out. The

influence of oil became very apparent following the enactment

of the oil embargo and the commencement of Kissinger's

shuttle diplomacy. Kissinger should have been forewarned

of such an eventuality taking place. In the spring of 1973,

Sheikh Ahmed Zaki Yamani, the Saudi Minister of Petroleum,

had visited Washington and while there had hinted that the

"oil weapon" might be wielded if Washington did not soon

thereafter move the Israelis to negotiate. This threat was

also being constantly espoused by King Faisal of Saudi

Arabia.

5 9 Ibid., p. 386. 60 Ibid. 61bid., p. 387.
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When war broke out, Kissinger cautioned restraint in

resupplying Israel immediately with military goods as long

as the Russians followed suit and so long as he believed

that President Sadat of Egypt would accept a ceasefire in

place. He perceived these efforts as creating an important

opening to Egypt and as a means of preventing an oil embargo.

The oil embargo was enacted on October 19, in large part

provoked by President Nixon's decision to ask Congress for

$2.2 billion to cover the cost of arms shipments to Israel.

As Kissinger set out on his shuttle diplomacy to

separate the warring parties in late October, he commented

that the Arab oil embargo would make a settlement more

difficult for the American people to accept.62 A very

revealing exchange took place on November 8, 1973, when

Kissinger met King Faisal for the first time in Riyadh to

discuss peace prospects.

KISSINGER: Well, that raises the question of
Your Majesty's oil embargo. We understand the
emotions that led to the embargo.

FAISAL: That is why you must move as quickly
as possible--so that we can rescind the embargo. It
was very painful for me to have been force to take
this action against our American friends.

The remainder of this conversation emphasized that the

ending of the oil embargo was dependent upon Kissinger

62 Edward R. F. Sheehan, The Arabs, Israelis, and
Kissinger: A Secret History of AmericanhDiii2acy in the
Middle East (New York, 1976), p. 41.

63 Ibid., pp. 71-72.
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achieving a territorial withdrawal by Israel from occupied

Arab territory. In December, in a conversation with Moshe

Dayan, Kissinger requested that Israel consider ways to

assist the United States to relieve the Arab oil embargo.

On December 17, Kissinger was in Israel talking with

Prime Minister Golda Meir. In the course of discussing the

impending Geneva Peace Conference and a disengagement

agreement with Egypt, this exchange took place

MRS. MEIR (passionately): We're going to a
peace conference, not to a disengagement conference.
Whatdoes Sadat say about peace? This is just the
first step back to 1967. After this agreement
everything will be the same--except that the world
will have its oil.

KISSINGER m ischievously): That would make a
big difference.

Following the successful conclusion of these disengage-

ment negotiations between Egypt and Israel on January 18,

1974, Sadat, as part of his bargain with Kissinger,

endeavored to persuade the oil producers to end their

boycott, but he failed. Kissinger and Nixon in turn warned

the Arabs that the failure to lift the embargo would

weaken the President's ability to promote peace. Kissinger

also hinted at possible American military intervention in

the Persian Gulf. On February 6, 1974, Kissinger, for the

first time, said that the prolongation of the Arab oil

6 4Ibid., p. 104.
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embargo "must be construed as a form of blackmail."65 As

a result of continued pressure by Kissinger, Omar Saqqaf,

the Saudi Minister of State, and Ismail Fahmy, the Egyptian

Foreign Minister, went to Washington in order to strike a

bargain. Kissinger should try to negotiate a disengagement

agreement between Israel and Syria as he had done on the

Suez front, and the embargo would end. Kissinger promised

he would try, and the embargo was duly lifted on March 18.

The influence of oil on the tough stand that the United

States assumed toward Israel in pressuring her to make

extensive concessions leading to the disengagement agreements

was revealed in an interview conducted with Israeli Prime

Minister Yitzhak Rabin (in office since April, 1974) by an

Israeli journal on December 3, 1974. Rabin stated that

Israel's goal should be to gain up to seven years time to

allow the United States and Europe to free themselves from

dependency on Arab oil. During that interval Israel would

continue to seek partial agreements, but he implied that

Israel would avoid a commitment toward a total settlement

until the United States was no longer constrained by the

need for oil to impose conditions that Israel found

undesirable.66

65 The Washington Post, February 7, 1974, p. 1.

66 Sheehan, The Arabs, Israelis, and Kissinger, p. 155.
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On March 19, 1974, the day following the lifting of the

Arab oil embargo, President Nixon stated

As far as the oil embargo is concerned, it is
in the interest of those countries that imposed
it, as well as the United States, that it be lifted.
The two should go parallel. Inevitably, what
happens in one area affects the other, and I am
confident that the Mideast will be very helpful
in seeing 0 it that an oil embargo is not
reimposed.

In the following month, the United States pursued

many new initiatives in order to convince the Arabs of their

new even-handed policy in the area. In early April, the

United States and Saudi Arabia announced an agreement to

strengthen economic, technological, and military cooper-

ation. The United States denied criticism that it was

engaging in bilateral agreements in order to gain a

preferred nation position at the expense of other consuming

nations with respect to the purchase of Saudi Arabian oil.

This view was not shared by all, and one informed American

observer, Leonard Silk, flatly stated, when the agreement

was formally signed on June 9, that oil was "the catalyst

that precipitated the new special relationships between the

Saudis and the Americans.68 He went on to declare emphati-

cally that "the oil weapon is leading to decisive changes

67 Department of State Bulletin, Vol. LXX, No. 1815,
April 8, 1974, p. 368.

68 New York Times, June 10, 1974, p. 47.
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in the bilateral relations between the rich industrial

countries of the West and the Middle Eastern oil

producers.',69

Other oil-related objectives the United States now

attempted to achieve included increasing the United States

influence in the region, alleviating its balance-of-payments

problem aggravated by the new oil prices, strengthening the

security of the Persian Gulf area, assuring United States

access to oil as well as providing political and financial

programs for obtaining investment of Saudi funds in inter-

national aid efforts and long-term programs of investment.

The United States also moved to strengthen further

the new relations with Cairo, where formal diplomatic

relations had been restored for the first time since 1967,

by asking Congress for $250 million in aid for Egypt. He

also sought to encourage the Israelis and Syrians by asking

for $350 and $100 million, respectively.

Shortly thereafter, on April 24, the United States

seized upon another chance to demonstrate its new flexibility

by voting in the United Nations Security Council for a

resolution condemning the Israeli reprisal raids against

six Lebanese villages, without mentioning the massacre at

Qiryat Shemona that had provoked the reprisal.7 This vote

69 Ibid., p. 47.

70
U.N. Document__S/RES/346: UN Monthly Chronicle,

Vol. XI, No. 5, May, 1974, p. 34.
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was also quite significant for the fact that just a year

earlier the United States had abstained on a similar

resolution.

In June, 1974, President Nixon visited the nations of

the Mideast. In the course of that trip diplomatic relations

were reestablished with Syria, fulfilling a previously

stated objective. While in Cairo, Nixon offered to sell a

nuclear reactor to Egypt and agreed to establish working

groups in investment, agriculture, technology, health, and

cultural exchanges. When he went to Israel, he stated that

the rapprochement with the Arabs would not lessen United

States friendship and support, offered to sell Israel a

nuclear reactor also, declared his intention to seek $350

million in military assistance in the coming year, and

discussed a long-term aid program. On this trip Nixon

carefully refrained from the promises to maintain the

balance of power that had characterized his speeches before

1973.

On June 7, Kissinger could confidently declare before

the Senate Foreign Relations Committee that "our transformed

relations with the Arab states . . . demonstrate the

American interest" in the search for a conclusive Mideast

peace settlement On June 12, in a toast welcoming

71 Department of State Bulletin, Vol. LXXI, No. 1828,
July 8, 1974, p. 50.
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President Nixon to Egypt, President Sadat also alluded to

this changed American policy when he declared "one of the

major changes resulting from the 6th of October has been

the change that occurred in the American attitude, together

with the various steps taken since that historical day. "7 2

On November 20, Under Secretary of State Joseph J.

Sisco declared on the NBC "Today" show, in reply to a

question concerning the role oil had played in influencing

the American diplomatic effort in the Mideast, "I think

I'd be less than candid if I didn't say oil was a factor

in the situation, of course; it's an important source of

oil." 7 3  This view was borne out by Kissinger on June 23,

1975, in a speech presented in Atlanta, Georgia. He stated

that there was a need for continued movement toward a

lasting settlement in the Mideast "because of our important

interests in the Arab world, an area of more than 150

million people sitting astride the world's largest oil

reserves" and that "U.S. foreign policy must do its utmost

to protect all [italics in original] its interests in the

Middle East. "7 4

72 Ibid., No. 1829, July 15, 1974, p. 82.

73 Ibid., No. 1850, December 9, 1974, p. 792.

74Ibid., Vol. LXXII, No. 1881, July 14, 1975, p. 54.
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On March 29, 1976, Henry Kissinger sought to justify

the Administration' , large requests for aid and assistance

to the Middle East in fiscal year 1977. This assistance

included the request to provide Egypt with six C-130

transport aircraft, security assistance to Jordan, non-

military supporting assistance to Syria, and large military

sales credits for Israel. The requests were justified by

Kissinger with the following argument that

We stress that our security assistance to,
and improved relations with, Arab nations do not
undermine in any sense our traditional friendship
with Israel. The policy of encouraging construc-
tive and moderate forces in the Arab world is the
best way we can help all the parties to attain
a durable peace that wi+ assure the survival
and security of Israel.

A most recent indication of the United States concern

with protecting its oil sources in the Mideast was the

revelation of a secret directive from President Carter

ordering United States preparations for defending the Middle

East oil supplies against a possible Soviet danger. The

order was revealed in September, 1977.

The order arose from the great dependency
of the United States on oil from the Persian Gulf
and on the predictions of some government analysts
that the Soviet Union will need Middle East oil in
the 1980's. . . . The United States now obtains
41.3 per cent of its oil needs from the Middle East.
This dependency is expected to continue increasing

75 Ibid., Vol. LXXIV, No. 1921, April 19, 1976, p. 503.
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for some years even if energy conservation measures

are put into effect here.7

In summary, this chapter has indicated the growing

concern that the United States attaches toward improving

its relations with the Arab oil-producing nations in order

not to jeopardize the flow of oil to this nation. Continuing

United States dependence upon oil from the Mideast is a

certainty, as indicated by the trend in oil imports in

1977, continuing higher consumption rates, and the status

of a national energy program upon Capitol Hill. All of these

factors have influenced the foreign policy of the United

States toward the Arab nations and Israel in the Mideast.

While relations with the Arab nations have been characterized

by growing economic and political ties, those with Israel

have reached a point of tension and muted crisis. The

United States is unequivocally committed to the survival

and security of Israel, but has muted its more outspoken

pro-Israeli stand of the pre-1973 years. In order to

create the basis for an overall peace settlement, the

United States is more and more unabashedly pressuring

Israel to make commitments towards that goal. This attitude

has become evident through pronouncements by individuals

in and out of government and has been indicated by the

United States voting pattern recently within the United

76 The Dallas Morning News, September 10, 1977, p. 10.
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Nations on certain resolutions. The data would indicate

that this attitude is sure to continue as long as oil

remains such an important commodity in the survival of

the economic order and well-being of this nation.



CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSION

This paper has amply demonstrated the role oil has

played in influencing the foreign policy pursued by each

of the four countries analyzed. These four countries,

the United States, the Soviet Union, France, and Great

Britain, have each been influenced to varying degrees and

in somewhat varying manner as a result of this dependence.

The attitudes of these four nations on questions pertaining

to the Middle East and the Arab-Israeli conflict would be

much more difficult to explain if not for the inclusion

within the complicated equation of the influence of the

factor of oil.

The case of Israel within the world community continues

to remain unique. Israel is a creation of the United

Nations Organization. The post-war plight of hundreds of

thousands of homeless Jews throughout Europe living at or

below the subsistence level in displaced persons' camps in

Germany, Austria, and Italy won the sympathy of a large

part of the world community, both in the West and in the

Communist sphere of influence. The aspirations of the

Zionists for a homeland for the Jewish people where they

could develop their own culture and exist securely, using

218
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the example of the fate of European Jewry to show what

happens when Jews must live within the Gentile society,

was now looked upon with favor. The result of this state

of sympathy and of extreme Zionist lobbying was the adoption

of the United Nations Partition Resolution by the General

Assembly on November 29, 1947.1

In the thirty years since the declaration of the Jewish

State and its successful defense against the combined armies

of its Arab neighbors, a new mood has settled over the

United Nations, both in the General Assembly, the Security

Council, and the specialized agencies, concerning Israel.

Many factors can be discerned that have caused this

transformation in attitude towards Israel. It has been

the contention of this work that the premier factor has

been the growing dependence by the Western democracies,

and the Soviet Union, upon the Arab oil-producers of the

Middle East, the Persian Gulf, and North Africa for secure

sources of crude oil. The scope of this work has been an

examination of the policies of the four major powers within

the Security Council, excluding the People's Republic of

China, who have been most integrally concerned with the

Arab-Israeli question since its inception. This work has

by no means been meant to speak for the whole membership

Yearbook of the United Nations 1947-48, United Nations
Document A/519 (Lake Success, 1949), pp. 247-256.
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of the General Assembly, where the motives and policies

influencing the attitudes assumed on Middle East questions

may be radically different from the Security Council

members under discussion.

This work has, in each case, clearly demonstrated

the influence of oil upon the foreign policy that each

particular nation in the Security Council has assumed toward

Israel and the Arab world. Besides the overriding factor

of oil dependence, other factors that have influenced

Security Council attitudes towards Israel include the

perceived intransigence on the part of Israel--dating all

the way back to the period of the War of Independence, to

make an overall peace settlement in the Middle East on

anything but her own terms. Israel has been increasingly

castigated for her refusal to make important initial

concessions in the process towards peace; concessions whose

outcome admittedly cannot in the long-term be clearly

forecasted. Israel's policy of strong military reprisals

in response to Arab terrorist actions brought further

condemnation upon her by the United Nations membership.

As early as June, 1950, Israel started using large numbers

of soldiers to make retaliatory assaults. The principle

point of the United Nations condemnation toward these

reprisals was that while the Arab terrorist incidents were

the products of individuals acting on their own, the Israeli
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reprisals were the product of a concerted effort by a

legally constituted government employing its legal armed

forces. The United Nations membership felt that the Arab

terrorist attacks did not warrant such a drastic response.

Another factor that can be listed as influencing the

United Nations attitude towards Israel has been the

Israeli refusal to give back the Arab territory it occupied

as a result of its overwhelming victory in the June War

of 1967. Israel lost many friends as a result of this.

Some of the nations of Black Africa broke off relations

with Israel following the June War, and those that did

not do so then broke off relations as a result of the

October War in 1973. In the case of the Western demo-

cracies, such as have been discussed within this paper, the

formerly pro-Israeli bias of those nations became much

more qualified and muted.

Of paramount concern has been oil. The nations most

obviously influenced by its dependence upon the Middle East

for its source of that commodity, has been France. France

imports almost all the oil it consumes from the Middle East

and Persian Gulf producers. Following the June 1967 War

France assumed a decidedly pro-Arab attitude, in contrast

to its formerly very pro-Israeli bias. The pro-Arab

attitude of the French government continues to clash with

the pro-Israeli support that Israel enjoys among the French
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population. The figures for French dependence upon foreign

oil have amply borne out the conclusion that her foreign

policy toward the Arabs has been a product of this

dependence. France was never integrally involved in the

production of Middle East oil inthe earlier years such as

was the United States and Great Britain and has, therefore,

had to make bilateral agreements directly with individual

Arab governments in order to assure itself an ample flow

of oil. The prospects for continued French dependence

upon foreign oil remain a certainty for many years to come,

but France is presently embarking on an extensive nuclear

power plant construction program which should lessen her

dependence somewhat upon foreign oil at least by 1985. In

the meantime, the data would indicate that France's overtly

friendly overtures towards the Arabs will continue. At

the same time the data would indicate that any overtly

friendly political advances towards Israel would be

discerned as possibly displeasing the Arabs and would be

conscientiously avoided. The data would further indicate

that this policy will continue to be pronounced on the

position that France assumes within the United Nations on

Middle East questions.

The second nation analyzed in this work was Great

Britain. As was the case with France, Great Britain also

is greatly dependent upon foreign sources of oil, especially
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from the Middle East and Persian Gulf, a dependence that

has also influenced her foreign policy towards Israel and

the Arab states and has been pronounced by her voting

stance on United Nations resolutions dealing with the

Mideast. Britain's foreign policy has rapidly assumed a

position of favoring the Arabs and attempting not to

antagonize them by any overt display of support and

friendliness towards Israel. Unlike France, Great Britain

is characterized by some mitigating factors.

For one thing, Britain's economy remains to a

considerable extent coal-based, fueled by her own large

domestic reserves of coal. Also, and most important, is

the flow of oil from the North Sea. This oil, already

flowing in large quantities to the British mainland, is

expected to turn Great Britain from a net importer to a

net exporter of oil within just a few short years. Britain

will be totally self-sufficient as far as her oil require-

ments and willbe supplying substantial quantities of oil

to Western Europe. At the moment, the influence of oil

upon Britain's future foreign policy cannot be clearly

guessed. The data would indicate that it is sure to have

some bearing on the policy Britain adopts towards Israel and

the Arab states as Britain gradually pulls herself away

from dependence upon her present Arab oil suppliers.
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The Soviet Union remains a unique case among the four

nations analyzed in this work. The basis of her foreign

policy toward the Middle East has been both political and

economic in scope. Playing power politics in 1947 and

1948, the Soviets supported Israel's creation in order to

hasten the withdrawal of the British from that area of the

world. As she gradually discerned Israel's movement toward

the United States and the West in the late 1940's and

early 1950's, she gravitated increasingly towards the Arabs

and away from Israel. The Soviets had hoped that Israel

would create an opening for Soviet penetration into the

Middle East and a means for leaping over the Western

attempts to create an organized bloc of nations along her

southern frontier.

Within the last ten years, economic considerations

in the form of oil supplies from the Middle East have been

playing an increasingly important role in Soviet foreign

policy towards the Middle East. This situation persists

in spite of the fact that the Soviet Union is presently the

largest producer of oil in the world and has a yearly

domestic consumption rate considerably below production

levels. The problem inherent in the Soviet situation is

that she is committed to both supplying large quantities of

oil to her East European allies while at the same time

supplying increasingly larger quantities of oil to Western
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Europe and customers in Asia. This policy is pursued for

the purpose of gaining hard Western currency and creating

inroads into the markets traditionally held by the Western

oil companies. As a result, the Soviet Union is importing

increasingly large quantities of Middle East oil, especially

from Iraq, in order to meet her contractual obligations.

The necessity to import Middle East oil is compounded by

the inaccessibility of Russia's own huge proven reserves

of oil in Western Siberia and the lack of Soviet techno-

logical know-how in bringing that oil to the surface and

transporting it to consumption centers. For these reasons

the Soviets continue to export oil; by gaining the hard

Western currency they can purchase modern Western tech-

nology and know-how.

The predictions for the future, based on the trends

observed through figures for imports, and continuing

Soviet commitments towards Eastern and Western Europe, as

well as Asian customers, is that the Soviets will be

increasingly dependent upon Middle East oil. The Soviet

Union is attempting to achieve self-sufficiency in domestic

production, but the realization of this goal remains some

years in the future.

The final nation analyzed, the United States, exhibits

characteristics quite similar to those of France and Great

Britain. In the period since the October War, the
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attitude of the United States towards Israel has changed

dramatically. Relations between the two nations are

now characterized as being in a state of tension. This

attitude, with its concurrent overt displays of friendship

and cooperation towards the Arabs, occurred at the same

time that the United States was embargoed by the Arabs in

October, 1973, the price of oil was quadrupled, and as

United States imports (after the embargo was lifted on

March 18, 1974) of oil became increasingly centered on the

Middle East and the Persian Gulf. The United States

presently relies on that area of the world for about half

of its total yearly domestic consumption needs, and the

percentage of Middle East and Persian Gulf oil is still

rising.

Unlike Western Europe or any other major industrial

nation, the United States has no comprehensive energy

program in effect to help cut down on consumption and

conserve remaining energy resources. Present energy

legislation is slowly threading its way through Congress

and whatever final form is assumed, it will be radically

different from that originally proposed by President Carter.

With this state of affairs in effect, energy consumption

will continue to increase at an extravagant rate, as

portrayed by the figures for oil imports, and dependence

upon the Arab oil-producers will grow even more vital. As
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a result, the United States will continue to make every

effort possible not to anger the Arabs and threaten their

most important future source of oil with another possible

embargo.

Oil is the most important and valuable commodity in

international trade today. Until possibly the 1990 's when

the Arabs are expected finally to run out of oil and when

the consuming nations will have been expected to have

developed alternative sources of energy (nuclear, solar,

hydroelectric), oil is sure to retain its premier

position. As long as it does, the Arabs will retain a

strong weapon in oil and will be able to influence the

foreign policies of the great industrial nations in their

attitudes towards the Arab-Israeli dispute. This has been

clearly seen in the case of France, Great Britain, and the

United States, while the growing dependence of the Soviet

Union on Arab oil has also been demonstrated. The result

of this dependence was seen, in Chapter II, by the positions

adopted by the major powers in the United Nations Security

Council on resolutions pertaining to the Middle East.
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